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ABSTRACT

This report describes the work accomplished during the investigation of the

application of two-degree-of-freedom dry-tuned gimbal gyroscopes to strapdown

navigation systems.

The initial phase of the study was concerned with the establishment of per-

formance goals for such a system in the operating environment characteristic of

VTOL aircraft. The fundamental performance goals which were established are:

(1) Cost: Less than $50,000 in quantities of 200.
-6

(2) Reliability: Probability of failure less than 10 for a 30 minute flight.

(3) Accuracy: Navigation error less than 3 nautical miles per hour.

A "conventional" strapdown configuration, employing analog electronics in

conjunction with digital attitude and navigation computation, was examined using

various levels of redundancy and both orthogonal and non-orthogonal :sensor

orientations. It was concluded that the cost and reliability performance con-

straints which had been established could not be met simultaneously with such a

system. This conclusion led to the examination of an alternative system con-

figuration which utilizes an essentially new strapdown system concept. This system

employs all-digital signal processing in conjunction with the newly-developed

large scale integration (I,SI) electronic packaging techniques and a new two-degree-

of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal instrument which is capable of providing both angular

rate and acceleration information. Such a system is capable of exceeding the

established performance goals.
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I. SUMMARY

This report describes the work accomplished during the investigation

of the application of two-degree-of-freedom dry-tuned gimbal gyroscopes

to strapdown navigation systems.

The initial phase of the study was concerned with the establishment

of performance goals for such a system in the operating environment

characteristic of VTOL aircraft. The fundamental performance goals which

were established are:

(i)

(z)

(3)

Cost: Less than $50,000 in quantities of 200.

-6
Reliability: Probability of failure less than I0 for a 30 minute

flight.

Accuracy: Navigation error less than 3 nautical miles per hour.

A "conventional" strapdown configuration, employing analog electronics

in conjunction with digital attitude and navigation computation, was examined

using various levels of redundancy and both orthogonal and non-orthogonal

sensor orientations. It was concluded that the cost and reliability per-

formance constraints which had been established could not be met simul-

taneously with such a system. This conclusion led to the examination of an

alternative system configuration which utilizes an essentially new strapdown

system concept. T_is ,y_t#m:emptoTs aU-digit_l signal proeessi_:tn i
conjun!_ with_the_ilnew_ve.!.op_d::t_rge'k ca!e tnteg ration (LSI) electronic

pack_g_n___ :_(_o,_egzee-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal

inst__i_ ca_:_vidtng_th a ng_ar rate and acceleration

information. Sucl_ a systemts capame o_ exceecUng the estabnshed per-
formance goals.

The conventional and all-digital configurations represent two extremes -

a full spectrum of intermediate configurations exists which utilize the dry-

tuned instrument under consideration and perform the desired system

functions. These two extremes provide a useful basis for evaluation from

which a meaningful extrapolation to intermediate configurations is possible.

An analysis and simulation of self-alignment techniques was conducted.

Both optimal and sub-optimal alignment mechanizations were considered. It

was concluded that alignment could be performed in the anticipated VTOL

operational environment in less than 10 minutes.



The equations which must be solved in order to effect navigation and
attitude solutions have been examined. Various mechanizations have been

considered and traded off and a s_ecific formulation has been selected.

A key element in any strapdown system is the conversion of sensor

information into the digital form required for attitude and navigation

computations. An extensive survey of analog-to-digital conversion techniques

was conducted and an optimum mechanization for the VTOL application under
consideration was selected.

An extensive computer simulation program has been written in order to

evaluate various computational algorithms for attitude determination, naviga-

tion, and instrument compensation. This simulation includes detailed models

of the inertial sensors and the A/D converter. Hardware tests have been

performed in order to verify the mathematical models which are being

employed.

The compensation requirements for the TDF tuned gimbal gyroscope

have been extensively studied. A basic design for a conventional system is

presented. This design may also be useful as the framework for com'_ensa-

tion required using the all-digital approach.

• 4': • : '' " *:



II. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study is to investigate the application of

_wo-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal gyroscopes to strapdown inertial

navigation systems.

Historically, the development of strapdown inertial systems has been

retarded by two fundamental types of hardware limitation - the speed of the

computer which must process the sensed inertial data in order to maintain

a sufficiently accurate attitude reference and the dynamic range required

of the gyroscopes which are utilized to provide this data. The development

of modern high speed airborne digital computers has obviated the first

limitation. Several types of gyros have been or are currently being developed

which appear to possess a sufficiently large dynamic range to eliminate the

second limitation.

One of the most promising types of gyroscope for strapdown navigation

applications is the two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal gyro. Such

gyros are currently being manufactured in significant quantities, have been

and are being tested under a variety of environmental conditions, and are

being used in certain system applications, such as sounding-rocket type

attitude control. To date, however, insufficient attention has been given to

the merits of using such instruments in strapdown navigation system

applications.

g_lsi_and r e strictions have been ,
appli_i_br !pu_o!!es O_,:_h_:_ ?studz_ _ Thes_,per_ain primarilyto performance

cost,"reiiability, and _Cc_racy : _and to operational environment -. the, study

is limited to VTOL type applications. These considerations are described in

Section Ill.

The primary advantages which are conventionally attributed to strap-

down navigators when contrasted to their gimbaled counterparts are (I) higher

reliability due to decreased component count; (2) simplified redundancy

arising from the obviation of the necessity for gimbal structures and associated

electronics and electromechanical devices; (3) simplified failure detection

in redundant configurations;and (4) lower acquisition cost and cost of ownership.

An additional important advantage, one which has not been generally recog-

nized, is the possibility of utilizing all-digital processing, thus eliminating



the extensive analog electronics packages which typify both conventional
strapdown and gimbaled mechanizations. The ability of the dry tuned gyro

to capitalize on these advantages is of fundamental interest in this study.

These considerations are discussed in detail in Section IV of this report.

Other important requirements of a strapdown navigator include the

computation of attitude and navigation parameters, initial alignment,

analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog data conversion, and compensation

for both static and dynamic instrument errors. Various techniques for

accomplishing these functions are analyzed and overall computational

requirements are formulated in Section V.

In order to effectively trade-off the relative merits of the various

mechanization and computational techniques being considered, extensive

computer simulation has been employed. These simulations also provide, in

conjunction with various analyses, the basis for evaluation of overall system

accuracy. The veracity of the mathematical models used for the inertial

instruments has been established by means of actual hardware tests. The

simulation and testing is described in Section VI.

The final section of this report, Section VII, provides an analysis

and interpretation of the results which have been obtained from the study,

relates them to the goals of the study, and recommends areas of further

study.

4



III. GOALS OF THE STUDY

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the application of

two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal gyroscopes to strapdown inertial

navigation systems. The utlimate measure of such applicability is the

performance of the system. The measure of system performance is,

however, necessarily coupled to the tasks which the system is required to

perform: performance which is acceptable or even outstanding in one

application may be marginal or unacceptable in another. For this reason it

is useful to specify an operating environment and a set of performance

goals for the strapdown navigation systems which are to be considered in

the study.

The operating environment which is used in this study is that

characteristic of a commercial VTOL application. Such an environment

imposes relatively severe conditions on the strapdown system in several

respects: the high linear and angular vibration levels excite error modes

in the inertial instruments which would be unimportant in a more benign

environment; the vibratory and oscillatory vehicle motions provide a

stringent test of the ability of the computational algorithms to track the

motions of the vehicle; and the viability of the self-alignment operation is

thoroughly tested by the presence of vibration, passenger-, baggage-, and

fuel-loading, wind gust effects, and other similar disturbances as well as

a limited time available for alignment. For purpose of the study, the

following, as surnpt_ons are made .,concerning the operational conditions:

- _ _' ._ . . _ _ . - .

, _, ,,. , • • :_,,_LI _ :, ,_ _- . , " . . !_ :

(l_) . ,,,Li.e&r _ a_x:g_dar vibration amphtudes and. frequenctes are
-_- ,/_those_t_¢_o£%the CH-46 and similar larEehelic.opte_.rs.i ..,_.:_ '

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Maximum angular rates are 4 rad/sec.

Maximum flight duration is 2 hours, typical of short inter-city

ope rations.

Multi-stop, intra-city operation with 7 minute flight time,

3.5 minute ground time is a typical mission scenario.

Alignment should be completed in 10 minutes or less.

Performance of the system is measured by three basic factors:

reliability, cost, and accuracy. A strong correlation exists among these

measures: increased reliability and/or accuracy is usually accompanied



by an increase in acquisition cost and cost-of-ownership. In order to

retain a reasonable balance among the three basic performance parameters

during the course of the study, the following performance goals have been
established:

(1)

(z)

(3)

Cost should be less than $50, 000 in production quantities (200).

Probability of failure for a 30 minute flight should be less
than 10 -6 .

Navigational error should be less than 3 nautical miles per

hour circular error probable (CEP).

Working within the constraints imposed by the operational and

performance factors described above, a basic system configuration has

evolved. Evaluation of this system includes the following factors:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(_)

The weak links in the system have been defined from the

standpoints of accuracy, reliability, and cost-of-ownership.

Failure detection procedures and algorithms have been

developed for both hard and soft failures.

A set of equations capable of performing the requisite

attitude, navigation, alignment, and compensation functions

have been developed and the corresponding computer

speed, memory, precision, and input/output requirements
have been established.

A comprehensive error analysis has been performed.

he rxsl_. _Ct_;_ _assO.c_ted witch development :

6



IV. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

All current strapdown navigators have two basic elements - an

inertial sensor package and a digital processor. Several auxilliary elements

are also required, including an analog-to-digital converter package which

provides the essential interface between sensors and computer, power

supplies for the inertial instrument pickoff excitation and gyro spin motors,
servos for the inertial instrument caging loops, and display and external

interface electronics.

Although all strapdown systems are comprised of the elements described

above, there is a broad range of possible system configurations. Some of

the variations which may be employed are:

(1) Instrument operating configuration: The two-degree-of-

freedom dry tuned-gLmbal instrument may be used as a con-

ventional rate sensor or as a pendulous accelerometer.

Also in development is a version of the instrument which

provides both rate and acceleration simultaneously.

(2) Instrument orientation: The gyros and/or accelerometers

may be oriented with their sensing axes mutually orthogonal

or (particularily in redundant systems) non-orthogonal.

(3)

.... . {

Instrument caging and compensation: The caging loop and
other ,:sen_or-related ser.vo functions; "as well as compensation

for-i_:i_u'a inetru_nt errors,i: m_T be performed in an
_. 2> , .

_._l_g_ "p._a.tforrn electronics !!. p_tCka_ge;, digitally,., either in

the'_central processor or in auxilliary processors; or a

co_mSination of digital and analog processing.

(4) Analog-to-digital conversion: Most conventional strapdown
mechanizations employ separate reset integrator type vol-

tage to frequency devices for digitization of each sensor

signal. The contractor has recently developed and operated

a versatile multiplexed analog-to-digital converter capable

of converting all necessary information within a single unit.

Other conversion mechanizations are also possible.

7



(5) Type and level of redundancy: Various types and levels of
redundancy may be employed in order to achieve optimum

reliability at minimum cost.

In this section these and other factors are examined and traded off in

order to consider their effects on the various system performance para-

meters. Two basic system configurations - a conventional mechanization

and an "all-digital" mechanization using the new dry-tuned spin-coupled

accelerometer-gyro (SCAG) - are utilized as baseline systems from which

the performance of intermediate variations in system configuration can

readily be extrapolated.

System Organization

Two baseline types of strapdown navigation systems are utilized in the

study. The first is a conventional design typical of most existing strapdown

systems. /%-non-redundant form of such a system is indicated by the block

diagram of Figure 1. The inertial sensor package consists of two or more

two-degree-of-freedom di-y tuned-gimbal gyros and three or more acceler-

ometers. Alternatively, if the gyros are made pendulous, three gyros

suffice to provide three axis rate and three axis acceleration information

in a non-redundant configuration. Conventional spin motor and pickoff

supplies and analog servo electronics packages are utilized. Also included

is the requisite complement of analog-to-digital converters and an external

interface and display package.

The second basel!_ne system employs maximum utilization of digital ::

processing!_y ineorpori_ng:i_u!tiple_ed A/D converters to assign virtually
all non-mee._'_c&l fuaCtlons-.to _e,digital processor. This aU-digital _, ',_

baseline s_a_rrl also u_i_e$ the s in-coupled gyro-accelerometer (SCAG)

form of thei_ti, y tli_ekt _gimlet:instrument, The SCAG is capable of providing

twO axes of angular information and two axes of acceleration information

simultaneously, l%.block diagram of the all-digital SCAG system is shown

in a triple-redundancy configuration in Figure 2.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief description of the

all digital and SCAG concepts and their utility in a redundant strapdown nav-

igation application. This system and its conventional counterpart described
above, provide the basic framework for much of the discussion of the remain-

der of the report. Clearly, these two baseline systems represent but two

of a multitude of possible system designs. They do, however, provide a
firm basis for extrapolation of the performance obtainable by other system_

designs which are intermediate to these two.

8
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Redundant all-digital strapdown system.-The Redundant Digital

Strapdown System design is based upon the following:

(1) The utilization of tuned inertial sensors, each of which supplies

two axes of angular rate and two axes of linear acceleration

information. This sensor, currently under study by Teledyne,

is based upon a proprietary, but logical evolution 6f the

current Teledyne Strapdown Gyro design. Two such sensors

are required for a basic inertial system. Three such sensors

provide sufficient redundancy information to provide a con-

tinuous self test for, and isolation of, a potential instrument

failure. In the event of such a failure, the remaining two

instruments continue to provide the required three axes of

angular rate and linear accelerating sensing. Four sensors

provide full Fail-Op/Fail-Op capability.

The almost total utilization of modern digital processing

techniques and hardware for all of the non-mechanical oper-

ation of the inertial system, including the closing of the

sensor control loops,

The application of the above two fundamental design concepts results
directly in an extremely low redundant system failure rate (less than

10-6/hr) at a production price of less than $50K per system. A correspond-

inglyreliable conventAonal redundant system costs approximately $85K.

S_av co_._. _c_Le_o_r =RYro_C_.G). -_In order to achieve the

requ_._¢!:_n_, r__sj_rements at mxmmum cos:t xt is obv ously desirable ::,

to extrac_ these measuz, m-nents from the s_mplest comblnatmn of inertial
instrument sensing mechanizations which provides the required accuracy and

reliability. There exists a mechanization which, using a single tuned suspen-

sion rotor, provides both angular rate and linear acceleration sensing. This

mechanization makes use of the Teledyne proprietary "spin-coupled"

technique, currently under investigation and development. In the case of

the Spin-Coupled Accelerometer-Gyro (SCAG), the instrument has the

following characteristic s :

(1) Separate two-axis angular rate and linear acceleration outputs.

(2) Angular rate output unaffected by mass unbalance, anisoelas-

ticy, "fixed restraint", twice spin frequency angular input

rectification, or any of the other usual error torque sources.

This is an especially significant capability in that the need for

gyro bias, mass unbalance, and temperature compensation is

e ssentially eliminated.

11



(3) Simple construction, using fewer parts per sensor than for

the current Teledyne Strapdown Gyro.

Teledyne is presently analyzing the SCAG concept in detail and formulating

several candidate practical designs. Teledyne is also proving out the "spin-
coupled" principle in a variation of the current gyro design. An in-house

test and evaluation program for this gyro has been initiated.

General navigation system concepts employing SCAG sensors. -The

basic non-redundant IMU requires only two SCAG sensors (with spin axes

normally orthogonal to one another) for the entire instrument complement.

The SCAG sensors allow the optimum formulation of a redundant sensor

system in that, with only a total of three SCAG sensors the following
conditions are met:

(1) The three spin axes are normally oriented mutually orthogonal

so that the condition of maximum angular sensitivity is met
for error detection, as well as maximum navigation accuracy
after a failure.

(2) Sufficient redundant information is available to provide

specific error detection and isolation; the three SCAG sensors

provide a total of six independent angular rate and six in-

dependent linear acceleration measurements. By continuously
comparing the three axis angular rate and acceleration vectors

as computed from each combination of three of the basic

measurement_ for each (there is a total of 20 such combina-
'tions from each,g_oup of :six measurements) quantity it is pos-

i ,tb_:!!:_i_i_i__ical process to isolate a failure to &

_,peCt_ic::"_ii_f !:_ Specific quantity (angular rate and/o r linear

acceptation) 6f:a specific sensor.

(3) Detection and isolation of two failures (i. e. , Fail-Op/ Fail-

Op operation) is made possible by employing four sensors.

A system block diagram which illustrates the use of three SCAG sensors

in such a redundant navigation system mechanization was shown in Figure 1.
As shown there, the outputs from each SCAG are available to each of the tri-

ply redundant computer channels so that, in the event of a failure in any

channel, the remaining channels are provided with sufficient information to

continue system operation.

lZ
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Utilization of digital processing techniques and hardware.-An analysis

of the hardware content of present day inertial navigation systems and the

associated costs shows that a significant fraction (on the order of 30%) of

the system is made up of analog and computer interface electronics. The

advent of newly available digital computer devices and high speed analog-to-

digital and digital-to-analog- converters now makes practical:

(1) The replacement of essentially all of the analog electronics

by equivalent digital computation elements.

(2) The modernization and expansion of the current computer

interface electronics using a multiplexed input analog-to-

digital converter to insert the required data into the digital

processor and a multiplexed output digital-to-analog converter

to drive all of the sensor torquers, spin motors, and pickoff

excitation voltages. The former (computer input multiplexing)

scheme is currently being employed successfully in the

Teledyne SOFT Strapdown System. For the SCAG, the

multiplexed input signals are the instrument pickoff angles

(two per instrument), the instrument temperatures, and

(optionally) the torquer currents; the output signals are as

listed above.

The principal area of engineering design here is the determination of

the specific software requirements for closing the instrument loops, in-

cluding the usual instrument compensation. Further study is required to

determine the specific computational speed and memory requirements for

these functions, but preliminary estimates indicate that these requirements

are comparable to the !t_'apdown attitude computation, requirements. ,.

What:is gained by _,l_Of:this, of cot_rse, is that' the,presently cumber:some

and nece'bwarily specialized analog and digital interface circuitry can be

replacedby a relatively modest increase to the much more versatile digital

hardware that is already required for attitude and navigation computations.

Teledyne is currently studying, developing and producing advanced

digital processors. One example of this work, the Teledyne TDY-5Z series of

processors, employs a new and unique design for programmable digital

computers suitable for:

Dedicated Processors Distributed Computer

Central Computer Array Processors

13



The TDY-52 series computers consist of application-specified elements

of central processing units (CPU), read only memories (ROM), and random

access memories (RAM). The individual elements are extremely small and

low powered. Thus it is more meaningful to consider the computer as an

element or component of the overall strapdown inertial system rather than

a separately designated subsystem.

The standard package for each computer exists in the form of (typically)

a 2.5 inch diameter by 0. 10 inch high hermetically sealed flat package.

Non-standard form factors can be designed to take advantage of the space

availability requirements. Contained within the package is the micro-

programmed CPU, with some memory for program storage. Increased

memory is obtained by adding memory packages. Each CPU and/or

memory package weighs about 25 grams and dissipates from 0.5 to 7.0

watts of power. The performance of the TDY-52 models vary from typical

micro-computer speeds of 10ps for an ADD instruction to minicomputer

speeds of l_s for an ADD instruction in 1976. The cost now is a little

under $Z,000. As the costs of the components are reduced, a projected

cost of less than $500 in 1976 can be forseen for the higher performance

models.

From a maintainability viewpoint, the computer may be considered

disposable in that no calibration, adjustment, or repair is required. Ira

malfunction occurs, the package is merely replaced by a spare unit just

as one handles any. typical electronic component. The analytically predicted

failure rate is 10 -6 per hour.

The TDY-5Z computer series combines advanced hybrid packaging

technology used in:conjunction with LSI semiconductor technology,

• , ? (;

• , .,
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System Reliability Considerations

Let the system to be considered consist of n independent subsystems and

assume that for the proper operation of the system each and every one of the

n subsystems must be operating satisfactorily. The statement that the subsys-

tems are independent implies that proper operation in question and thus its

proper operation or its failure is not influenced by the proper operation orth
failure of any of the remaining subsystems. Let the probability that the r

subsystem operates satisfactorily be equal to R We note from the basic

theory of probability that when dealing with a se_°of n independent events (n

independent subsystems) each having a probability of occurrence (probability of

operating satisfactorily) equal to R I, R2, R 3 .... R then the proability, R,
that all the events will occur at the same time (probabnlity that all the n sub- '

systems operate satisfactorily) is equal to the product of the individual pro-
babilities. Thus

R = RI, R2, R 3 ..... R n 1R (I)- n

Equation (I) states the reliability of a system comprised of n independent

subsystems whose reliabilities are RI, R_,Z R3 .... R . The reliability

is defined as the probability of satisfactory operation under the operating

conditions encountered for the intended period of time.

Reliability may be expressed in terms of failure rate and time as stated
by

i:

............... - ..... (2)...... " :, :i , i , : e p :.

whe_"_( :is the chance failure rate (or" the reciprocal of )_ is the mean time'

to failurPe) and t is the time of operation. P

To illustrate the use of (1) and (2) in obtaining the probability of a

system failure, consider a non-redundant strapdown navigation system com-

prised of the following:

Gyro Subsystem. - Assume this consists of 2 two-degree-of-freedom

strapdown gyros each equipped with pickoff electronics and caging loops. The

failure rate per gyro including that of pickoff electronicand caging loops is

_'G" The reliability per gyro is given by

15



-_ t
RG=e G,

and the reliability of the gyro subsystem is

-2 lGt '
R 1 = RGR o = e (3)

Accelerometer Subsystem.- This consists of 3 single axis accelero-

meters each equipped with its restoring circuits. The failure rate per accelero-

meter including its electronics is _A" The reliability per accelerometer is

R A = e-AA t,

and the reliability of the accelerometer subsystem is

R 2 = RARARA_ e-3AA t

In a similar way we may define the reliabilities of

R 3 = Rp = e-kP t (Power Supply)

-kMt
R 4 = R M = e (Multiplexer)

(4)

(5)

(6)

R 5 = RA/D = _-AA/Dt (Analog/Digital Converter) (7)

-Act
R 6 = R C =_e . - ':_(Cornputer)

Substituting (3) through (9) into (1) we obtain the expression for system
reliability

R = exp [(ZA G+ 3k A + Ap + AM+ kA/D+ l C + AD)t]

For a short time of system operation, (10) can be approximated by

R : 1 - (Zk G+ 3AA.+ Ap + AM+ kA/D + AC + XD)t

Denoting by F the probability of system failures we have

F=I -R

(8)

:¢9)

(10)

(II)

16



and, substituting from (11), the probability that the system will fail in the
time t is

F = (2)t G+ 3k A + kp + kM+ AA/D + k + _tD)tC
(12)

From the component failure rate analysis we substitute the failure rates and

obtain the mean time to system failure and the probability that the system

will fail after 1/2 hour of operation.

Reliability of Gyro Redundant Subsystems

Two Gyro Subsystem (Non-redundant Configuration). - The spin axes

of these gyros are normally orthogonal to each other and the torquer axes

form an orthogonal t_iad. Two torquer axes are collinear. The reliability

of the two gyro system is given by

2 _ 3-2_'Gt = 1 - 2)tGt (13)R 2 = R G

where R_ is the reliability per gyro including its pickoff electronics and
caging loGops. It is assumed that a failure in one gyro axis produces an

entire gyro failure. The probability of failure of a two gyro subsystem is

r- •

:,

. .,,;.

:. (14}
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Three Oyro Subsystem (Single Redundant ,Configuration).-In one possible

arrangement the spin axes of the three gyros form an orthogonal triad and

thus there are two torquer axes along each axis of the triad as shown in

Figure 3. Here H designates the gyro spin axes and the M. designates the
1

various torquer axes.

Hx 1

REFERENCE X - GYRO Y- GYRO Z - GYRO

T89854

Figure 3. Orthogonal Orientation of the Gyros in the Three Oyro Subsystem

In a second possible arrangement of a three gyro subsystem the spin

axes of the gyros form an orthogonal triad but the torquer axes are not

orthogonal, as shown in Figure 4.

m4_ rn5
REFERENCE X - GYRO Y - GYRO Z - GYRO

T89855

Figure 4. Non-orthogonal Orientation of the Gyros in the Three Gyro Subsystem

18



A three gyro subsystem of the orthogonal type operates in a Fail-Op

mode, i.e. when one gyro fails the failed gyro can be detected and isolated.

A three gyro subsystem of the non-orthogonal type also operates in a Fail-Op

mode,but because of skewed torquer axes, single axis failures can be detected

and a failed axis isolated so the system remains operational. The probability

of a single axis failure without the failure of the entire gyro containing the

failed axis is considered to be very smalD_, and thus the reliability of both

the orthogonal and the non-orthogonal three gyro configurations will be assumed

to have the same value. For completeness of analysis, however, failure

detection equations will be derived and presented for both the orthogonal and

the non-orthogonal configurations.

The reliability function for the three gyro subsystems will now be derived.

The subsystem will operate satisfactorl 7 if:

a)

b)
c)

d)

All the gyros operate satisfactorily

x-Gyro fails but y and z gyros operate satisfactorily

y-Gyro fails but x and z gyros operate satisfactorily

z-Gyro fails but x and y gyros operate satisfactorily

Assuming the reliability of each gyro to be the same and equal to R G we have:

Probability that a) occurs is R G R G R G

Probability that b) occurs is (I - RG)RG 2

Pro_bili_:_t C): occurs is { 1 . RG)'R_Z
. : !i, !:" 'i!'i":'_'_' ,'_, _ _' _ _ ', ' _. i

,A ! •

Events represented by cases a) through d) are mutually exclusive because if

any two or more of these events oc6ur simultaneously the subsystem will fail.

A basic theorem of probability states that the probability of occurrence of
either one or any other mutually exclusive events is equal to the sum of the

probabilities of the single events. Events are mutually exclusive if they can

never occur at the same time. Thus the reliability of the gyro subsystem

containing three two-degree-of-freedom gyros is

_:_This assumption is probably very well justified in case of catastrophic

failures and has a lesser justification in the case of non-catastrophy.
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,>[:_

3

R 3 = R G
2

+3 (1- RG)R G

= R Z 3RGIG IRG + 3 -

= R2 (3" 2RG)G

-k G t
= "ZkGt(3Zee - )

-Zk t -3k t
G G

=Be -2e

Expanding the exponentials

R 3 =3 2kGt (2kGt)2 (2kGt)3
I - i----7., + Z? 3!

-2 3), t (3_. Gt)2 (31G%)31-,. G +
1! Z_ 3!

Jr •

"J_ Q

(15)

= I 3 (kGt)Z 1 Gt- +. (k )3.. ....

Thus the probability of failure of a three gyro subsystem is

P3 _3 (kGt)Z _ 5 (kGt)3

(16)

(17)
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Four Gyro Subsystem. -Three possible (and there are more) gyro arrange-

ments wilrbe considered for the four gyro subsystem. In the first arrange-

ment two orthogonal sets are used as shown in Figure 5_

H z

(2) H z

(4)

Figure 5. Four Orthogonal Gyros

..... i__i '_

The gyros whose spin axes have the same superscript notation measure

the same input angular rate, i.e., the same rate is measured by the gyros

H(3),x and H(z)X and zwhose spin axis areH(l ) and H(4 )"

The arrangement Jhown in Figure 5 doesnot provide as l_.ia_ _ abili as

that in whic_x the _Q_r_gyros are non-orthogonal. _ In a non-orthogonal configur-

a_on any tWo gyrOs can fail and the subsystem is still operational. In the

orthogonal_configuration, depicted in Figure 5, simultaneous failures of gyros

x i_(3 z and zwhose spin axis are H(1 ) and ,-)' and H(,2) H(4 ) cannot be tolerated, and

therefore the reliability of this configuration is lower than that of a nonorthogo-

hal 4 gyro subsystem described in the following paragraphs.

In one of the nonorthogonal configurations the spin axes of the gyros are

normal to the surfaces of a regular tetrahedron. In the other configuration

the spin axes of three gyros form an orthogonal triad and the sensing axes

of these gyros are marked (D (_) and (3_in Figure 6. The sensing axes

of the fourth gyro O are along Ox and OA, i'. e. one axis lies at 45 ° with

respect to y and z.

Z1



Z

®
®

J

J

0/ J

× Y

J A

' T89853

Figure 6. 4-Gyro Subsystem in Non-Orthogonal Configuration

The reliability of the two non-orthogonal 4 gyro configurations is the same

because in each case any two gyros that are operational yield the total input
rate information.

The reliability function for the four gyro subsystem will now be derived.

The subsystem will operate satisfactorily_if. _ " • ,.

• a)_ All the gyros operate satisfactorily

b) One gyro fails and the remaining gyros operate satisfactorily

c) Two gyros fail and the remaining gyros operate satisfactorily.

Probability that a) occurs is R 4
O

3

Probability that b) occurs is 4(1 - R G) R G

Probability that c) occurs is 6(1 RG)2 Z- R G

The reliability of the gyro subsystem containing four non-orthogonal two degree
of freedom gyros is thus
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R4 4 (i RG} G + - )2R2= R G + 4 - R 3 6(I R G G

= R G R G + 4R G - 4RG 2 + 6 - 12R G + 6R

= R G

=e 6 -8e +3e

-2k t -3k t -4X t
G G G

=6e -8e +3e (18)

Expanding the exponentials

R 4 = 1 - 4 (X Gt)3 + 9 (kGt) 4

Thus the probability of failure of a 4 gyro subsystem _s

--- 4 (X Gt) 3 Gt) 4P4 - 9 (X

Five Gyro Subsystem.-Assume five gyros whose sensing axes are

non-orthogonal. This subsystem will operate satisfactorily if

(19)

(zo)

All the .gy:ros. ol_erate,., satsi£actorily . i %

:, _) 7 One gyro failB i_Qd fl_e"_emainder operate satisfactorily

g

; e). Two gyros fail-.' _d the remainder operate satisfactorily

d) Three gyros fail and the remainder operate satisfactorily
5

Probability that a) occurs is R
G

Probability that b) occurs is 5C1 (1 - RG) R 4G

Probability that c) occurs is 5C2 (1 - RG)2 R 3

Probability that d) occurs is 5C3 (1 - RG)3 RG2
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The reliability of the gyro subsystem containing five non-orthogonal

gyros is

R 5 =R 5
G 4 RG)2 3 RG)3 2+ 5(1 - R G) R G + 10 (1 - R G + 10 (1 - R G

-2),G t -3k G t -4k G t -5_ G t
= I0 e - 20 e + 15 e - 4 e (21)

Expanding

R 5 = 1 - 5 (kGt)4 + 14 ()_Gt) 5 (22)

From Eqs (13, (16), (19) and (22) it is noted that for (k_t) <<1 the
G

reliability of a gyro subsystem containing g gyros in which any two gyros

will provide the desired information is given by the general equation

Rg = 1 - g (k Gt) g-1 (23)

Reliability Of Accelerometer Redundant Subsystems

Assume that the minimum number of accelerometers for satisfactory

operation of an accelerometer subsystem is equal to 3. Thus the reliability

of a non-redundant accelerometer subsystem is

3

RA3 =RA .

:, = ei_ :!

= 1 ;-3kAt (24)

The reliability of an accelerometer subsystem containing four non-
orthogonal accelerometers is

3
RA4 = R: + 4C1(1 - RA) R A

4 3
= R A +4 (1 - RA) RA

3
= R A [RA+4 - 4R A]
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3
= RA (4 - 3RA)

"3XAt ( -XAt: )-e 4-3e

= 1 - 6 (XAt)2 + 4 (XAt) 3 (Z5)

Thus the probability of failure of a four accelerometer subsystem is

P4A = 6 (kAt)Z - 4 (XAt)3

Next establish the reliability of a five accelerometer subsystem

5 C (i - RA) 4 RA)2 3RA5 = RA + 5 1 RA + 5C2 (I - R A

5 4 A2 3= R A + 5 (1 - R A) R A + 10 (1 - ZR A + R ) R A

5 4 5 5 3 4 5
= RA + 5 R A R A + l0 R A - Z0 R A + l0 R A

3 4 5

= i0 R A - 15 R A + 6 R A

-3XAt -4),At -),A t
= 10 e - 15 e + 6 e

(26)

(27)

.: . ',

(Z8)

Finally establish the reliability of a six non-orthogonal accelerometer

subsystem.

6 5 )2 4
RA6= R A + 6ci (I - RA) R A + 6Cz (i - R A R A

3
+ 6C3 ( 1 - RA )3 R A

6 5 )2 4 RA)3 RA 3= R A + 6 (I - R A) R A + 15 (I - R A R A + 20 (I -

25



ExpandinE

RA6

6 5_6 6 z 4
= R A + 6 R A R A + 15 (I - Z R A + R A) R A

3
+20 (I - Z R A + R_) (I - R A) R A

6 5 _ 6R 6 15R 4- 30R 5 15R 6= R A + 6R A + +

2

+ Z0 ( 1 - R A - 2 R A + Z RA

6 5 4

= + I0 R A - 24 R A + 15 R A

3 4 . 40 4 5
+ Z0 R A - Z0 R A R A + 40 R A

3 4 5 6

= + 20 R A - 45 R A + 36 R A - I0 R A

-3kAt -4kAt -bkAt
= Z0 e - 45 e + 36 e

3
Z _ R 3) RA+ R A

5 6

+ 20 R A - 20 R A

-6kAt
- 10 e (29)

= 1 - 15 (kAt) 4 + 898 (kAt) 5 (30)

Power Supply Redundancy

One naa¥ =onsider save-ral way_ of handling the improvement of reliability

otpow. one wayis toprOvid.
individual p_'_tLppitee,,,:_Yeach_¢omponent Of a subsystem and adjust the

£a_lure rate :0_!_ co_!ti_e_o'rdingly, Another way._s to have a common

power supp_i.$1e_.d_n_ the nceds_of the_entlre system and make this powe supply

redundant. Inthis case the standby redundancy concept appears to be quite

applicable. It is felt that the latter method is more economical than the former

and thus should be seriously considered in the process of configuring the system

with maximum reliabiliSy and minimum cost objectives.

The equation for reliability of a two channel standby system is

Rp= e (I + (31)
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Expanding

R
P kpt k tI -_+_P

I! 2!

1 (kpt)2 1 kpt)3- 1 --_- +-_-(

}, t
P

3_ + ..... ][l+X t]

(3Z)

• ..;. q.

:":i i:._!̧ ¸ :
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Reliabilities for the Proposed Configurations

The reliability r goal of the strapdown inertial system design is set at a

failure rate of i0"° per half hour or less. Several sets of component

elements were considered for the conventional strapdown configuration. The

worst and best case failure rates are shown in Table 1 for each subsystem

element. A buildup sequence of increased reliability is shown in Table 2.

It is shown that the minimum required components of a nonredundant worst

case system has a failure rate of 0.8 x 10 -0 per half hour. The failure

rate goal of 10 -6 is not achieved until many subsystems are made redundant.

The all digital-SCAG strapdown system failure rates and costs

are shown in Table 3. The failure rate F for a nonredundant system con-

sisting of two channels is given by

F = 1 - R 2

where

R
-At

---- e

-6
= 750 x I0

= 1/Z hour

(! 2)tt 4_2t 2 )= 1- -1--Y+ z!m.

_-2At = Z(750.x/lO: )(112) = 750 X I0

Clearly, the nonredundant,system does not achieve the reliability

requirement.

A •voting redundant system is obtained by combining three channels in

parallel. The probability of a system failure is computed by

F = 1 - (R 3 +3(I-R)R 2)

= 1 - (3e -21t - 2e "3At)

-_ 3_2t 2 = 3 (.75 x 10"3)2/4 = .4Z x 10 -6

Thus, a three channel system operating in parallel will ha_e voting
redundancy and provide an acceptable failure rate of . 42 x 10- per half hour.
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TABLE I. SUBSYSTEM FAILURE RATES

Sub-System

Gyro and Caging Circuit

Accel. and Caging Circuit

Failure6Rates
Per I0 Hrs.

Best Case

50

50

Worst Case

200

200

A/D Converter

Power Supply

Compute r

Display and Control

Multiplexe r

I0

I0

5O

5O

I0

50

5O

200

200

5O

TABLE 2. INS FAILURE PROBABILITY PER 0. 5 HOURS FOR

CONVENTIONAL MECHANIZATIONS

Best

Sub-System Case

Gyro and Caging Circuit (G)

Accelerometer and Caging Circuit (A)

A/D Converter (AID)

Power Supply (P/S)

Computer (CPU)

, i_Ac_ele_me_r, ,
Accelerometer

MUX

Gyro
D/C

A/D

P/S

CPU

A c c ele romete r

Gyro

.19x

1.15x

i.i x

.6 x

.35x

.3 x

.25x

.56x

.2 x

10-3

10-4

10-4

10-4

10-4

10-4

10-4

10-7

10-7

10-8

Worst

Case

• 8 x 10 -3

•48 x 10 -3

•45 x 10 -3

2.5 x 10 -4

1.5 x 10 -4

I. 2 x 10 -4

1 x 10 -4

•9 x 10 -6

•3 x 10 -6

•Z x 10 -7

Comments

Minimum

Configuration

.< ',

Added

Elements
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TABLE 3. REDUNDANT DIGITAL STRAPDOWN INERTIAL NAVIGATION

SYSTEM FAILURE RATE

Sub System

Inertial Sensor Unit

Power Supply
CPU

DMA

D/A and S&M

Power Amp

Digital MUX

Analog MUX
A/D

A/D Control

I/O

Memory

Display and Control

Total For Single Channel

Housing

Total System (Three Channel)
, , , i :i_'_ _ ", r, _' .

Failure Rate

Range Per
106 Hrs.

20 - i00

I0 - 50

I0 - 50

i0 - 50

I0 - 50

i0 - 50

I0 - 50

i0 - 50

lO - 50

i0 - 50

I0 - 50

I0 - 50

20 - I00

150 - 750

.01 - .1

.Z - 1.0
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Cost

A preliminary cost tradeoff analysis was performed to determine the
system configurations that will provide the required reliability factor and
reasonable cost. A reliability failure rate of 10-6 per half hour was set as a
goal. Thus, any system configuration that did not achieve this figure was
eliminated from the cost analysis.

Two different strapdown inertial concepts were composed. The first was

the conventional strapdown inertial system with associated analog platform
electronics. The second was the advanced inertial sensor unit with digital

processing. The costs and reliabilitles of these basic implementations

were then examined and compared.

Figure 7 shows the interrelationship of cost and reliability for the two

system configurations. Worst-case and best-case curves for the conventional

mechanization are derived from the costs listed in Table 4 together with the

redundancy buildup sequence described in the preceding section (Table Z). The

minimum redundancy configuration capable of achieving the desired failure rate

of 10 -6 per half hour consists of the following subsystem complement.

Gyro & Caging 3

Accelerometers & Caging 4
A/D 3

Power Supplie s Z

....CPU's, ..... Z

re,play controt .... z
_Multiplexer _ _ 1

The total worst-case for this system is estimated to be approximately

$85.5K. Lower failure rates, accompanied by higher costs, are achievable

by adding additional redundant subsystems, as indicated in Figure 7.

The advanced digital strapdown system was placed in a triply redundant

configuration. The total cost for a three channel system was estimated to

be between $38.5K to $45.6K. The desired reliability goal is easily

achieved with the advanced digital configuration. This is indicated in

Figure 7.
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NON-REDUNDANT
CONFIGURATION

IONAL
STRAPDOWN
CONFIGURATION
WORST CASE

INS COST - KS

.

100 140

Figure 7. Strapdown Cost/Reliability Tradeoff

120

T8,_839
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Having established the cost vs. reliability advantages of the all-digital

and SCAG approaches by means of this rough preliminary analysis, a more

detailed cost analysis was performed. This analysis considered four basic

system configurations:

1) Conventional strapdown mechanization

2) SCAG sensors in conjunction with conventional electronics.

3) Conventional sensors in conjunction with the "All-Digital" mechani-
zation of the servo and control functions.

4) SCAG sensors and "All-Digital" mechanization.

Tables 4 and 5 show the corresponding cost breakdowns for both Fail-Op and
Fail-Op/Fail-Op configurations. It should be observed that the cost breakdowns

are somewhat different for the more detailed analysis than those which appear

in the midterm report. This reflects the evolution of the preliminary system

design during the course of the study.

r

. ,% •.....
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Cost of Ownership

Acquisition cost is only one facet, albeit an important one, of the true

cost of a system. It is equally as important in evaluating system cost to

consider costs which will accrue after acquisition. The terms "cost of owner-

ship" and "life cycle cost" are traditionally associated with such overall costs.

Cost of ownership analyses for new systems are somewhat subjective and

hence are generally most useful when stated in comparative terms using an

existing system (or class of systems) as a baseline. Since relatively, abundant

cost of ownership data is available for gimbaled dry gyro inertial navigators,

this class of system is used as the baseline for the present analysis.

Life Cycle Cost Estimates. -Application of the analysis techniques

described in the following sections has been made to both inertial navigation

systems. The results of the analysis are provided in the following figures

and clearly show the life cycle cost advantages of the strapped down dry gyro

navigation system over an equivalent gimbaled system. Table 6 provides

comparative total cost figures for various support and acquisition costs.

Tables 7 and 8 provide a breakdown of the support costs by support elements

and support sites. Tables 9 and I0 are depot support cost breakdowns by

support elements and INS modules.

The life cycle cost difference between the strapped down dry gyro INS and

the gimbaled dry gyro INS represents the cost penalty of the gimbaled system,

due to the extra hardware which is _required for the latter type. An additional _
cost penalty of m.e gimbaled sys.tem involves the .... ' ' _'_......"_unit level spares required dU6i '_._• "

to the shipmento_:the:_ntire unit to thedepot for _e: repaint of synchro, _gimba_l "
torquer, gimba1_bearing and slip iring _ailures.

Life Cycle Cost Analysis Data. -Table 11 shows the assemblies that make

up the systems that are compared in the analysis and Table 12 shows the

comparative failure rates. The life cycle parameters that result from the

previous figures are shown in Table 13.

The following assumptions are made for this analysis:

i. Both systems are state-of-the art

2. Both systems possess identical accuracy

3. Common design and components are used in both systems wherever

applicable
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INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

ASSEMBLIESPERSYSTEM

STRAPDOWN

GYRO 2

GYRO CAGE ASSY 4
GYRO AID ASSY 3

ACCELEROMETER 3

ACCELEROMETERCAGEASSY 3
ACCELEROMETERAID ASSY 3
BITEASSY 1
LOGICASSY 0
MEMORYASSY 2
POWERSUPPLYASSY 1
GIMBAL SERVOASSY
SYNCHROASSY
GIMBAL TORQUERASSY
MA IN FRAME 1

*GIMBAL SET

GIMBALED

2

4

3

3
3

3

i

9
2
I

4

4
4

I

I

:::INCLUDESBEARINGSAND SLIPRINGS

'%/ .,

Table 11. Analysis Assemblies

FAILURE RATE COMPARISON

QTY

I.N.S PER

SYSTEM

GYROS - Z

+ 3
Acre cm++ss_s +
ACCEL.A,OASSYS
B. I.T.E. ASSY 1

LOGIC ASSY 1

MEMORY ASSY 1

POWER SUPPLY 1

GIMBAL SERVOS 4

SYNCHROS 4

GIMBAL TORQUERS 4

MAIN FRAME & GIMBALS 1

TOTALS

FAILURES PER 106 HOURS

STRAPDOWN GIMBALED

218 248

23.99 23.99

51.67 5L67

291.o _1.o

14.78 14. 78

35. 77 35.77

12.87 12. 87

21.52 21.52

32.14 29.82

23.93 23.93

0 18. 76

0 85. 20

0 85.20

8, 75 13.12

734.42 966.63

T78965

Table 12.
T78966
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The data sources for this analysis are:

i. Costs - estimated. These have secondary significance in the analysis

provided all systems are treated alike.

Z. Failure rates - Electronic parts from MIL Handbook 217A and electro-

mechanical from FARADA.

3. Failure rates for the dry gyro - Martin-Marietta study under Contract

RCI-1070000.

Life Cycle Cost Analysis Method. -The life cycle cost analysis presented

here is based upon the following logical sequence of definitions, assumptions

and computations :

a. The life cycle cost is defined as the sum of the:

(1) Engineering Development and Design Costs

(Z) Investment (non-recurring) costs

(3) "Equipment", Investment (recurring) cost

(4) Support costs

/?!.!....

Figure 8 shows in diagram form these life cycle cost categories.

b. The._U_tionat:_racteristics are as follows:

7stern_

Number of_:_s_s_Organfzati0nal Level (4)

Number of Systems per Direct Level (4)

Number of Systems per Depot Level

Operating Hours per Month per System

100

25

25

100

140

Co Maintenance actions are carried out at the organizational level, the direct

level, and the depot level as shown in Figure 9. The support level cost

elements are further divided as shown in Figure 10.

do The IMU maintenance plan in terms of specific replacement and/or repair

of the IMU subassemblies _s shown in Tables 14 and 15 for the

strapdown and gimbaled iMU's, respectively.
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TOTAL LIFE CYCLE
COST

ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT AND

DESIGN COSTS

EQUIPMENT
I NVES TMENT
(RECURRING)

SUPPORT COST

MAIN FRAME J

COMPUTER l

--J GYROS J

RslACCE LEROMETER',

fl IMUELECTRONICS J

-t B.I.T.E.,ASSY I

POWER SUPPLY .
i I

---[ MEMORY ]

---j LOGIC J

SPARES

--J SAFETY STOCK J

_-J REPAIR PARTS J

fl PARTS JINTRODUCTION J

1FACILITIES '

---J PUBLICATIONS J

--J' TRAINING J

q LABOR J

--J SUPPORT lEQUIPMENT

T88718

Figure 8. Life Cycle Cost Categories
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Table 14. Strapdo_rn IMU Maintenance Plan

Nomenclature

Computer Set

Gyro

Gyro Cage Assembly
Accelerometer

Accel Cage Assembly
Main Frame

A/D Assembly

Bite Assembly

Power Supply

No. of

R epairable s Organizational

RR

Direct

RR

RR

RR

RR

RR

RR

RR

Depot

RP

RP

RP

RP

RP

RP

RP

RP

RR = Remove and Replace

RP = Repair Item

Table 15. 4-Gimbal IMU Maintenance Concept

Nomenclature

Computer Set

Gyro

Gyro Cage A_er_blF _

4-Gimbal Set' ',_"'7::. ..... :

A/D Assembly

Gimbal Servo A s sembly

Resolver Assembly

Torquer A s sembly

Bite Assembly

Power Supply

No. of

Repairables

1

Z

3 ii._i::̧ !

1

1

4

4

4

1

1

Direct

':: RR:

Organizational

RR

RR

RR

RR

RR

Depot

RP

RP

RP

RP

RR

RR

RP

RP

RR = Remove and Replace

RP = Repair Item
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e. The failure rates for the subassemblies are as shown in Table 12.

f. The specific cost factors are as shown in Table 18, and the standard

cost factors are shown in Table 17.

g. The support element cost calculations are as shown in Table 18.

Based upon the above definitions, assumptions, and computations, the life

cycle costs for both the strapdown and the 4 gimbal ll_4U cases have been

analyzed and summarized using a Teledyne computer program which has been

specifically developed for computing these costs. The life cycle cost model

used here has been compared with two U.S. Army computerized models, the

Army Regulation (AR) No. 37-18 and the Computerized Cost Model for Electronic-

Communications Equipment (ECOMP 1 i-4). Although there are some differences

in the classification of certain categories of cost in terms of whether these are

recurring investments or support costs, the same basic categories are inte-

grated into each model. Some of the significant features of the life cycle

computer model are as follows:

• Program written in FORTRAN IV

• Compatible with IBM 360 computers

• Input data provided on punched cards

• Analysis performed for each designated repair candidate

• Support cost breakdown p_dVided for each. site •

• T0tat suppo.rtcest p_ovided for total number of systems
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Table 16. Specific Cost Factors

Life Cycle in Months

Number of Support Sites

Number of Systems Per Organizational & Direct Support Sites

Number of Systems Per Depot Support Site

Item Cost

Item Weight

Items Per Next Higher Assembly

Training Cost Per Man-Week

Mean Time Between Maintenance

Man Hours Per Maintenance Action

New Assembly Introduced

New Parts Introduced

Parts Weight Per Maintenance Action

Parts Cost Per Maintenance Action

Special Support Equipment Cost**

Facilities Cost*,:,

Technician Man_.Week B o_i_r_g**,:.

•Tech Data Pages**. ,_ _::"' V._-;%,":.:' ' '

: • -_ . .,ii'_i.._ _ ....... ." ....

Depot Special SupporJ; F._luip_, Gost

• ,%

Depot Facilities Cost

Depot Technician Man-Weeks of Training

Depot Tech Data Pages

120

9

25

I00

750. O0

*As Required by Repair Candidate

.,. )1. • •

..... Orgamzattonal, Direct and Depot
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Table 17. Standard Cost Factors

Depot Hourly Labor Rate

Tech Data Cost Per Page

U.S. Transportation Rate per Pound

Depot Repair Cycle in Months

Intermediate Repair Cycle in Months Depot

Depot Transportation Period (Months)

Introductory Inventory Cost per New Assembly

Introductory Inventory Cost per New Part

Packing Labor Cost per Pound

Packing Material Cost per Pound

Packaged to Unpackaged Ratio

$ I0.00

160. O0

O. 0376

2.0

0.3

0.3

$233.09

171.01

O. 1868

O. 0497

1.285/1.0

/ / •
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Failure Detection and Isolation

Introduction. - In order to take advantage of the increased reliability

affordedby redundant system components it is necessary that failures, when

they occur, are detected and that the faulty component be isolated in order

that its malfunction does not deleterousl y affect the performance of the system.

Two basic types of redundant system have been considered in the present

study. The first is a Fail-Op system, ie., one in which a single failure of

any component or subsystem can be detected, isolated and disregarded in

succeeding operations - i. e., the system will operate properly in the pre-

sence of a single failure of any component or sub-system. The second level

of redundancy considered is a Fail-Op/Fail-Op system, or one which will

operate properly in the presence of failures in two functionally similar

components or subsystems.

Fail-Op performance may be achieved in different wags. Figure 11

shows a fully triple redundant system configuration emplo_ring three complete

inertial sensor units (i.e., two TDF gyros and three accelerometers) and

three complete processing channels. Using simple voting it is possible to

detect and isolate the failure of an T one sensor unit, any one processing

channel, or both and is, therefore, Fail-Op.

It is possible to achieve Fail-OD performance with fewer components

than shown in Figure 11. If it is assumed that the strapdown system is but

one element of a hybrid navigation/control system which is Fa!l-Op, it is
likely that a Fail-Op central computer will be present:which Will:have access

to sufficient additional navigation: information to perform "voting" and thus

failure i:$olation, on any two strapdown computational channels. If this is

the ce_Se:only two such Channels are required for Fal1:Op redundancy.

(Similarly, only three processing channels wbuld be required in a Fail-Op/

Fail-Op System. )

The second major area of component saving concerns the sensor

packages in Figure 11. This has been alluded to previously in the discussion

of system configurations (See Figure 2). Fail-Opperformance may be

achieved with 3 TDF gyros and 5 linear acc_lerometers (or 3 SCAG's). Fail-

Op/Fail-Op performance is possible with 4 TDF gyros and 6 acceterometers
(or with 4 SCAG' s).

The remainder of this section describes some techniques for failure

detection and isolation of gyro and electronics failures. Reference [18]

describes additional failure detection and isolation techniques which, although

primarily involving single degree of freedom gyroscopes, are equally appli-
cable to linear accelerometers.
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Figure 12. Unit Circle Diagram

Gyro Fail_re_jDetectio_- One version of a redundant:, three gTro s_rstem

is describedhe_i_'_hi !bFi:_ng re'lativeIy'simple comparison and matching

of the I outlDUtS,_:i cani_solate single axis as well as complete gyro failures or

significant errors. .

The configuration chosen consists of three two-degree-of-freedom

gyros oriented such that the spin axes are mutually orthogonal and the

torquer axes of each gyro are at a 45 ° angle to the spin axes of the other two

gyros. Figure 1Z depicts a unit circle which shows these relative orientations.
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In Figure 12 X, Y, and Z represent the angular orientations of the three

gyro spin vectors, T 1 and T 2 represent the angular orientations of the X

gyro (spin vector along X) torquers, T 3 and T 4 represent the angular

orientations of the Y gyro torquers, and T 5 and T 6 represent the angular

orientation of the Z gyro torquers.

A general angular rate input, co__ can be assumed to be comprised of the

vector sum of its three components COx, coy, and o% along the X, Y, and Z
directions, respectively. With such an input, and assuming a pure gyro-
scopic precession torque response from each instrument,

T 1 = (co - co ) H cos 45 ° (1)
z y

T 2 = -(w + co ) H cos 45 ° (2)z y

T 3 = (w - co ) H cos 45 ° (3)
X Z

T 4 = -(w + co ) H cos 45 ° (4)
X Z

T 5 = (co - co ) H cos 45 ° (s)
y x

T 6 = -(w + co ) H cos 45 ° (6)
y x

where H is the angular momentum of each gyro and T[ is the measured

torque along the i torquer axis. .......

,::Aasumimg,thSt:_m m.ea,s_e_:T1, thr0ugh T6, _e gyro premeS,to:i:!i ::' : i

.torques,: a:re a_:_o_U_I_)a:_:* _here are six inde_ndent eq.ua.tions:

in the three ,de_re_fltLt[_ Wx, :t_y,and _0z' From these skx equations

we can obtafn:2"0: combih-at_6ris of three equations from which Wx, coy, and
2

coz can be extracted.

If one and only one of the measurements is in error then ten of these

20 combinations will yield the correct set of solutions while the remaining
ten will result in non-coincident incorrect sets of solutions. This can be

seen by observing that for the one incorrect measurement there are ten

combinations of the remaining five measurements (taken two at a time to

establish the total of three equations at a time required to determine the

apparent solutions).
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Since the solution of 20 sets of equations and the ensuing comparison of

the results for the determination and isolation of a single incorrect input

measurement may in general require a significant amount of computational

hardware or computer capacity it is obviously desirable to make use of the

symmetry we have chosen for the orientation of the gyro axes to simplify

this process.

One approach to this problem is to take the following three sets of three

equations for the determination of the corresponding three sets of solutions:

Table 19.

Set No.

Z

3

,i"!:̧ :

where T ;'
". 1 "

Equations
Used

(l)0(z),(3)

(3),(4),(5)

UJ x

T I' . T z'
!

T3 +' Z

T3'- T 4'

Z

T 5' + T 6'
is),(61,(l)

Z
i ii

, .. .

i

= i' 0 e_c.H cos,t5 ."

Solutions For

Wy

T 1' + T z'
n

2

T 3' - T 4'

T5' + Z

T5'- T 6'

Z

T 1 ' . T z'

T 3' + T 4'
me t

Z

TS'- T 6'

T l ' +' _

• L . :

NoW let us assume that we can examine for mutual equality among

the three values of wx we have separately determined. Also assume we

can do the same for the values of Wy and ¢0z. This comparison process
can be shown schematically as in Figure 13.
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(_X (2) _ _X (3)
B

a_y (2) _ OJy(3)
E

°JZ (2),i_.=...._ _ _Z(3)
H

T89857

.Figure 13. Rate Comparison Diagrams

In Figure 13 the symbol w (I) represents the quantity w as determined

by the equation set number 1 o_ Table 6, and the letter A repXesents a

comparison process between wx (1) and cox (Z), etc. We can now create a

table of the results of the comparison processes A through I for an error in

any one of the measurements T 1 through T 6. Table 20 represents this
matt ix. The symbol 1 is used for comparison valid (equality), and the

symbol 0 is used for comparison invalid (inequality due to a measurement

error).

An inspection of Table 20 indicates the only six of the nine comparisons

are necessary to isolate the single axis errors. For example the compar-

isons A, C, D, F, G, and H provide sufficient information to accomplish

this. More than one such• combination of six comparisons will produce
equivalent results. ...... .... •

Error In A .... ;: B'

T 1

T 2

T 3

T 4

T 5

T6

0 1

0 1

0 0

0 0

1 0

1 0

c

0

0

0

i

0

0

Tabt zo.

0

0

0

0

0

1

1 0

1 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

0 0

G H I

0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 1

1 0 0

1 0 0

J, ;
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For a two-axis failure or measurable error for any one gyro only, the
comparisons B, F, and G are required, as shown in Table 21. The two axis

failure detection method which is suggested here is based on Table 21. In this

Table 21.

Gyro Error In B F

1

2

3

T1 and T 2

T 3 and T 4

T 5 and T 6

1

0

0

0

1

0

G

0

0

1

table it is noted that comparison B will isolate the errors in

torque measurements of gyros 2 and 3. In equation form
w by comparing the

x

6x = (7)

where from Table 19:

T 3 - T 4

¢°xZ - K

TS+ T 6

= " Z

K = 2H cos 45 ° = 2,f2-H

If no error exists, Wx2 = C0xl and 6 x becomes 0. This error

detection can be accomplished quite easily in the CPU of each channel where

the solutions for Wx2 and C0x3 have been computed. The solutions are then

simply compared and if no error exists (6x = 0) a logic "1" is generated.

A logic "0" indicates _an error in one of the two axes. Identical reasoning

applies to the error detection in 0Jy and wz. An analog of the suggested
method of error detection and gyro selection is provided in Figure 14.

It is logically desirable to check first for single axis failures, tt_n

for two axis failures in order to minimize the required computations.
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cuX GYRO 2 A O

w GYRO 3 B O
X

_; _ I=B

L 0 A

O cux OUTPUT

1 = YES
0-NO

(ax)

I
cuv GYRO3 AO :: J O

CUy"GYRO1 B O :; I!

_IL 1-'BO--'A

1 = YES
0=NO

(8y)

:: _ 4:1 _z I
,_ I=BO=A

A=B?

1 = YES
0 = NO

(8Z)

O cu OUTPUT
Y

T73038

Figure 14. Error Detection Switching
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Table 22 below illustrates the operation of this technique. Note that if either

axis of a gyro fails, it is disconnected from the system by a logic "switch"

(shown as S x, Sy, or S z in Figure 14).

Table 22.

Error In

(Ref Table I)

T 1 and/or T 2

T 3 and/or T 4

T 5 and/or T 6

No Error

Error Detector

State

_x

1

0

0

1

6y 6z

0 0

I 0

0 I

I 1

Switch

State

Sx Sy S Z

0 1

0 0

1 0

1 1

Gyro

Used

x y

3 1

2 3

3 3

2 I

z

2

1

I

i

This method would generally not be mechanized as circuitry (itcan be

if required), but would be part of the computer program. The switch

would be in the hardware: a method of making switches redundant for

any single failure of either a short or an open circuit is shown in Figure 15.

A parallel arrangement of just two switches is immune to an open circuit,

or failure to close, but is not immune to a short circuit in one or the other.

• Elect_nlcs Fail_re.Dete_tion. " - Detection of errors or failures in the '.
., - r-_, 7 :,!_, .......,/, :: _.. ,., . L, ... _, :. •

• mall .__.,_e_e.tromies !a'ssociated with each inertial sensor unit (e: g,"
!%,'% .'"i_' '_' 'ii,_.,_"' . _,., . '

buf£ez: a-_p_ra_/_i_;_c,)is automatically accomplished m the gyro failure
detection tecI_"n_e de'scribed above.

In each digital channel of Figure II there are several blocks of electronics

that could individually fail, resulting in the erroneous processing of other-

wise valid gyro data. To circumvent this problem, several detection

schemes have been included in these electronics.

In the Multiplexer and A/D converter, errors are detected when precision

dual polarity self-test voltages are applied to multiplexer inputs and con-

verted to digital words by the A/D converter. The converted outputs are

then compared to pre-stored constants in the CPU. If an error exists,

logic switching will remove the errant channel from operation leaving the
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T89856

Figure 15. Redundant Switch

remaining two channels in full operation. Note that each channel is self-

contained and that only two channels are required for complete system

operation. This error detection occurs once every conversion and

effectively self-tests the multiplexer, A/D converter, I/O Logic and the

CPU.

Additionally the CPU contains a "built-in" self test routine that

checks the operation of the CPU individually. Again, an error will cause
shut-down of the entire channel. Further, note that failures in the

Sample-and-Hold and Power Amplifier sections will appear as gyro errors

and will be detected in the gyro failure detection scheme described

previously.

Conclusions. -It is possible to detect single axis gyro errors in a

three gyro redundant configuration as described in foregoing paragraphs.

At least one configuration makes possible this detection and isolation

process by the use of relatively simple equality comparisons that can be

easily accommodated in each CPU. Electronic errors are detected by

means of "built-in" self-test provisions. It is noteworthy that certain

" soft" errors may not be sufficient to justify the shut-down of the errant

component, particularly, if they are transient in nature. For this reason,

the detection mechanism will have pr e- set time:and amplitude tolerances

sO that such :e_S,=wi1_notlt_i-_-shut-dcrwn .sequence-. - ::: - ' "

Also, it.is :evide_¢f_orn i:he:bl_ek diagram of Figure II that each

individual chapel outputs to the Control and Display-unit the full compliment
of position information. Thus the Control and Display unit must select

which of the three output sets will be ultimately displayed as the correct

position information.
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V. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

This section describes the system mechanization requirements for the

Strapdown Navigation System. Following a description of the notation which
is employed the basic mechanization equations which are required for attitude

and navigation computations are derived, followed by an alignment analysis

and system error analysis. Next, the overall system computational require-

ments are discussed. Finally, a gyro compensation analysis is presented.

Notation

Coordinate Systems. -Several coordinate systems are of importance

in inertial system analysis. These include:

Platform (p) Set. -This set is fixed to the instrument package (for a

strapdown system it is fixed to the vehicle; for a gimbaled system it

is fixed to the stable element). It is defined by the right-hand orthogonal

set of unit vectors _x, 2fi, z. These unit vectors coincide with the

(ideally aligned) sensitive axes of the inertial instruments in conven-

tional configurations in which a non-redundant orthogonal instrument

complement is employed. The platform set is the coordinate system
in which all inertial measurements are made.

Local Level True North (t) Set. - This set is defined by the right-hand

orthogona ! set of unit vectors e_t, n_t,/_t with/_t positive upward along

_i_Oca_lgeog._,_C_i:v_l, n t no r_mal to u t and positive inthe :

dt_ tibn of: true;:_O_:' mad e_t = _t x l_t"

R_'{'erence _r)_"_Set] :':_:::The reference, or computational, set is set to

which attitude is referenced and in which navigation computations are

performed. It is defined by the right hand orthogonal set of unit vectors

e, n, u. It is also locally level so thatu= u t. The unit vectornis

normal to u and positive in the azimuth reference direction, and e = n x u.
In true north mechanizations, the r and t sets coincide.

Vehicle (b) Set. - The vehicle, or body fixed, set is attached to the

carrying vehicle. It is defined by the right hand orthogonal set of

unit vectors p, q, r with r along the vehicle longitudinal (roll) axis,

positive forward; p_ along the vehicle lateral (pitch) axis, positive

starboard; and q = _r x t_ along the vehicle yaw axis, positive downward.
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Earth Fixed (e) Set. - The earth fixed set is the set to which position is

referenced. It is defined by the unit vectors Xe, ]re, z e with z e in the

direction of the earth's spin vector; x in the equitorial plane and positive--e
toward the Greenwich Meridian; and Ye = z x x.--e --e

Inertial (i) Set. - The inertial set is fixed in inertial space and forms

the reference for inertial measurements. Since it is unnecessary to

coordinatize any vectors in this set, the definition of specific axes is

unimportant. It may be advantageous from a conceptual standpoint,

however, to consider a right-hand orthogonal set of unit vectors x i, -Yi,

__i with z i = _e; Y-_ normal to _ and inertially fixed in some arbitrary

direction; and x_ = y__ x z i. With this choice, the i and e sets coincide

once each (sidereal) day.

Certain additional coordinate frames will be useful in analyzing various

system error effects. These will, in general, be nominally aligned with one

of the above sets and differ from them only by small error angles. These

will be designated by use of a prime (e.g. the r' set, defined by unit vectors

e', n', u'). Further discussion of these sets will be deferred until later
sections.

Vectors. - All vectors are designated by lower case letters (exception:

earth's spin vector _2). Latin letters are used for linear variables, Greek

letters for angular variables.

Uncoordinatized physical vectors are designated by an underscore.

Coordinatized vectors are designated by the vector's symbol with a super-

script designating the coordinate set in which it is resolved. Vector

component_ ar_ _pecifiedby subscrlpts=.de.signating the coordinate axes along

which they lie.. As k:n example, if ._ is any vector

y zj_ = "p" set

e + _ n + _ u "r" set= _e-- n-- u--

= _et _t + _nt -_t+ _ut "_t "t" set

 et7

= , ] :  ntl
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Non-physical vectors ([. e. column matrices) are also designated by

lower case Latin letters. Components are designated by numerical subscript

or by scalar representation as appropriate.

Matrices. -All matrices are designated by capital Latin or Greek

letters (exception: column matrices - see above). Submatrices are

designated by the same capital Latin or Greek letters with subscripts.

Elements of matrices are designated by the corresponding lower case

letters with subscripts. Matrix transposition is designated by a super-

s cript T.

Additional Notation. -Computed, or estimated, quantities are designated

by a "carrot" or "hat". Thus _ is the computed value of the variable x.

Measured quantities are designated by a tilde. Thus _ is the measured

value of the variable y.

Error quantities are designated by a prefix 6. Thus _x = Ax - x and

_=y-y.

Mathematical expectation is designated by the operator E. Parentheses
and brackets are omitted where it does not lead to confusion.

Co_tizt__e,,al' e_l_.,are, represented by the letter t, discrete,.

time arg__7'.by_,k,i Re,art.on,period im deBignated:by r..: :? ._!:.

= -

Differences aye designated:by a prefix A, Thus ifx i and x 2 a_e two

(compatibly dimensioned) variables, their difference may be designated

by Ax = x 2 - x 1.
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Mechanization

General Requirements. - Figure 16 depicts the fundamental relationships among

the four coordinate sets which are of primary importance in strapdown inertial

navigation. The inertial (i) set is the reference for the inertial sensor measure-

ments of angular rate and acceleration. The earth set (e) is the reference for the

specification of position. The earth set rotates at a constant vector angular rate
relative to the inertial set.

The reference (r) set is the set in which the navigation computations are per-

formed. The r set moves at a vector rate p with respect to the e set as the

carrying vehicle moves over the surface of the earth. The relationship between

the r and e sets specifies the lbosition of the vehicle on the earth's surface (although

not its altitude) as well as specifying the azimuth reference direction. This

relationship is typically expressed in terms of Euler Angles (latitide (V),

longitude (k), and "wander angle" (_)), by a direction cosine matrix C, or by a

quaternion c.

The platform (p) set is the set in which the sensor measurements are performed.

The p set moves at a vector rate _ with respect to the reference (r) set as the

vehicle attitude and heading vary. The relationship between the p and r sets

specifies the attitude of the vehicle with respect to the level plane and its heading

with respect to the aximuth reference direction. This relationship is typically

expressed in terms of Euler Angles (pitch (8), roll (_), and grid heading (¢G)),
by a direction cosine matrix B, or by a quaternion b.

The angular rate w of the platform set with respect to the inertial set is the quan-

tity sensed by the gyroscopes, The acceterometers similarly sense the ineztially i

referenced linear:_te_e_e_:g_[o_,o_!_=_tform set: Thegyro measurements are:

sed to ma_n4_tn the_,a_t[hXae. _.__e/_: sp:eclf_ed by B, b, or ( #, W, q#_),." 'Tliis
re_erence provide:_::_:_pe:_:;_:__niO_ the accelerometer data fol'_se in the

computation of vetoe{t:yi'_:reference ¢o0rd[nates and of position, as specified by
C, c, or(V, X,_).

Attitude Propagation - Direction Cosines.

Let _ by any vector. The components of ! in the platform coordinate set are

related to the reference set components by

(1)
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)

C,c,(¢_, X.,_)

p T91316

Figure 16. Relationship Among Coordinate Sets

where B is the direction cosine matrix relating the two coordinate systems. The

matrix B will be termed the attitude direction cosine matrix, since it uniquely

delines the attitude of the platform set and, hence, the vehicle attitud6.

The propag"tion o£ the B matriz may be readily rounded by differentiating (I):

ix]:z[,e]un[elnu (2)

From classical vector calculus, however,

: +£x£
r p

(3)
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where __is the vector angular rate of the x,y, z axes with respect to the e, n, u

axes and where the operatorsfd_d t ] and| d | indicate differentiation with
[a-;- ta-;-Ip

respect to the r andp coordinate sets, respectively. Rewriting (3) in vector-
matrix form in platform coordinates

B I e] I0 : ll x]_n : _y + _z 0 - _y

4u _z -ty _ 0xj tz

-- _y - z gy (4)

where Z is the attitude rate matrix

0

Z = -_z

_y

z

0

x

Y

x

0

(5)

Now, substituting (2) into (4)

_l:!nl _ I,_./* _ti_o/-
,;:: ..,[_uJ

or, using (1) and simplifyfng,

(13- 7B) le]O]_n = 0

0
u

Finally,

L_,j

since __ was arbitrary, the equality (7) implies that

(6)

(7)

t_=ZB (8)
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Equation (8) is the fundamental matrix-matrix attitude differential equation which

•must be solved by the computer in a direction cosine mechanization of a strap-

down navigation. The initial condition for the solution of (8) is determined by

the system alignment as described in a later section.

Attitude Propagation - Euler Angles. - Attitude and grid heading may be speci-

fied by the Euler Angles

_G = grid heading angle

0 = pitch angle

= roll angle

These angles are shown in Figure 17. (It is assumed that x = p, 7 = r, z = -Cl,

i. e., that the platform and vehicle sets are coincident). If j[ is any vector,
it is seen:that

ixlicosGsnG°lIe]_/:1 sin_oc°s_O° _n
_uJ L° o _ _u

(9)

.z' u

i • •: . _.

r

n

X !

x,_p
Figure 17. Attitude Euler An_les

T913]5
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I]tl _--

_y

_'

0

cose

-sin8

(10)

fx][_y =

z

cos_

0

sin_

_s'°"1F_'.l
cos_, / /_"/

J L_.j

(11)

0

1

0

0

cos8

-sin8

sinO

cosO_.l

or,

sin@ G

cos@ G

0

0

1

7

I

.I

Y

upon multiplying,
D

cos_cos¢ o

-sir_sinOsin_G

m

- sin:cosB

-cos0sin_b G cos0cos@ G sin0

s[nOc o s_bG s in 9 s in@

+co scpsin0 sin_O G -cosqsin0cos$ G
n

cosqcosO

-- .=m

_n I (12)

The matrix in (12) is seen from (1) to be the attitude direction cbsinematrix B

expressed in terms of the attitude Euler angles.
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The attitude rate vector _ may be expressed in terms of the rates of change

of the attitude Euler angles as

- _G-"+ _-_'+_z" (13)

Using (9) through (11) this is

I: °1[:]sy, = 1 sin0

_z I sincp 0 cosO] *G

=oscp

+ 0

sincp

If"sincp 1 0
0 cosO

coscP J 0 -sinO

1if][°Io +

cos_ 0

(14)

or, in component form,

=-¢ sO+
x G sinqc° 0coso

_y= CGsin0 +

&_z = cos¢cosO + Osin_

(15)

from which it is seen that

%= c-&.i., + _::¢o.,_..co
L ' .

= _y - _Gsin0

(16)

= _ - (_ sinq+ _ coso) tan0
g x z

Equations (14-16) are the fundamental attitude differential equations which must

be solved by the computer in an Euler angle mechanization of a strapdown

navigator. The initial conditions for (16) are provided by the system alignment.
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Attitude Propagation - Ouaternions. - Let _[be an), vector. The components of __

in the platform coordinate set are related to the reference set components b7

__P: b*f r b (17)

where b is the quaternion relating the two coordinate systems. The quaternion

b will be termed the attitude quaternion, since it uniquely defines the attitude of

the platform set and vehicle set.

Differentiating (17) with respect to time

_P: _)*-__rb+ b*_rb + b*_,rb

Using (4) and observing that Bi r = b*_rb,
I

b*_rb = _P+ _f x _F

(18)

or (19)

b*irb = i p + _P_P

where £P= 0 + _P

= attitude rate quaternion

Substituting (18) into (19)

b*irb = b*__rb + b*irb + b*j[rl_ - _P_P

Simplifying and .ubst'itut_ :j.r= b_Fb .

'" "....._....: iv,_.rb r p... ,,,,_.... 0 =-. .+ b - .

: i,,bF + 2b,i,

(20)

(21)

Next consider the identity

b*b = 1 + 0 (22)

Differentiating with respect to time

b*b + b*l_ = 0 + 0 (23)
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Carrying out the indicated quaternion multiplication with b = b 0 + b

bo _ "b*b = (b0b0 + b • b) + (l_ob- _- bxb)

(24)

b*b = BO - _

so that (23) implies

b
0 0

=0

Substituting (25) into (Zl) and solving for the vector part

_o=__xi-ix £- _x_

or

(25)

(Z6)

2£xi=ixi (27)

Then since __ was arbitrary, (27) implies that

_= t/z!

Equati_ns!(ZSiand (Z8)!rr_)-be rewritten, using (Z4), as

•: : :: b*b = 1/2 (0 +i)

and with _ =_0+£

(zs)

":.

(Z9)

b = 1/2b_ p (30)

which is the fundamental attitude differential equation which must be solved by

the computer in a quaternion mechanization of a strapdown navigator. The initial

condition for (30) is determined by the system alignment.
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Position Equations - Direction Cosines. -

of __ in reference coordinates are related to the earth-fixed components by

Ie][e]_n = C _ye

u _ze

Let _ be any vector. The components

(31)

where C is the direction cosine matrix relating the two coordinate systems. The
matrix C will be referred to as the position direction cosine matrix since it

uniquely specifies the vehicle's position over the surface of the earth as well as
the azimuth reference direction.

The propagation of the C matrix may be found in exactly the same way that the

B matrix was derived. Differentiating (31)

[e][xe]'_n =C !ye +6 _ye /

_u _ze _zeJ

(3Z)

From classical vector calculus, however,

" where: 2 i sthe,_ect°r ran_a_r;_ rate:o£ the reference axes with re.spect to the earth

and where I_]_,,:.i and[ d !I indicate' differentiation with respect to the • and r sets,

respectively,. Rewriting (33) into vector-matrix form in reference coordinates,

C

0

+ p
U

- Pn
,, ]I::][:][e]0 "Pe = _n - P _n

Pe 0 [_u _u

(34)
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where P is the position rate matrix

[0 . %]
u -Pn

P= -Pu 0

Pn - Pe

Substituting (32) into (34)

(35)

C '_yei= C _ye + C |_ye- P _n

L ze

and, using (31) and simplifying,

(36)

(d - PC)
_n = 0

0

(37)

Then, since ! was arbitrary, (37) implies that

C = PC (38)

Equation (38) _s the ft_udamenta_matrix-matrix position differential equation

which,,muet _be_ ._.,_Solved:_y_e.,:._:.:ce_r in....... a direction co sine po sition mechani_.atlon,

The initial condition f0r ,(38)"is"d_rmined by the system.'s known Initial posit{on
and the: (azbitrary) ' _":_"_*_''_:ch_ce,_ azimuth reference direction, as described in a later
section_ . • _ ._:: _

Position Equations - Euler Angles, - Position and azimuth reference direction

("grid north") may be specified bF the Euler angles

k = east longitude of vehicle's present position

¢ = geodetic latitude of vehicle's present position

= angle between azimuth reference direction and true north, ..

These angles are shown in Figure 18,
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X !

-e

T91314

Figure 18. Position Euler Angles

It is seen from Figure 3 that the reference set ma 7 be obtained from the

earth-fixed set by a positive rotation _ about z followed by a _ositive rotation

(90 °. ¢) about the rotated 7 (F'e) axis and finall_ through the angle (90 °

the u axis. Thus e ..... + a) about!__. ia_y vecto_

-sinai'' co.. • o t_.,, ".o -cos_ cosX sinX 0 gx

cos_ -sin_ I 0 -sinA cos_ 0 _7 el

L uJ to o Lcos_ 0 sine 0 0 1 _ze

-sin_sin_)co s_,

-cosozsinA

-cosomin¢cos_

+sinc_sinA

- sino_sin_sin_

+co sozcosA.

-cos_sinCsin_

-sino_co sA

sinc_cos¢

coso_cos¢

cos¢co sl cos @sinh sine

_re

ze

(39)
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i¸) . :

The matrix in (39) is seen from (31) to be the position direction cosine matrix

C expressed in terms of the position Euler angles.

The position rate vector _ may be expressed in terms of the rates of change
of the position Euler angles as

4- & - $_ + _-.- -e

0][i ]+ -cos(x -sinoz 0 + -sin_ co sc_.

0 0 I 0 0

[sin,0cos l[0 ][ cos   cos sn 
cos_ 0 sin_ J & + _sin¢ J

from which it is found that

(40)

= (PeSin°_ + PnCOSa) sec0

% = (-PeCOSOt + PnSinol)

& = P - Isin, (41)
U

= Pu - (Pe sina + Pn ,c°sa) tan¢

• form of the position: differential equations :_rhich
mUst be:solved by th_ i_ornp_:teri in an Euler angle mechanization. The initial

conditionsf0r _(_I) are _rovlded 5y knowledge of the vehicle's initial position and

by the cho{he o£an initial value for the angle _.

Position Equations - Ouaternions. - Let _be any vector. The components of

:_ in the reference coordinate set are related to the earth-fixed coordinates by

! r = c*!ec (42)

where c is the '_osition" quaternion relating the tv_ coordinate systems. Differ-
entiating (42) with respect to time

_ = "" + c;:"! + c;:":[ec (43)r c.,.iec •ec
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Using (4) and observing that C_ e = c_:'-__ec it' is seen that

 "iec - ir +¢!"

where pr = 0 _ pr is the position rate quaternion.

using the identity !e = c_rc,

(44)

Substituting (13) into (14) and

_0 = 6 ;__e c + c*_e6 - p r__r

= : r r r_;,ci +irc*_- p!

(45)

Letting c = co + c and carrying out the indicated quaternion multiplications

6.c=(60c 0+6 • c)+(80£- c0"_c- 6xc)

(46)

c*c = 'Yo - Z

so that, by analogy with (25),

_'o: CoCo+_. :

=0

or

which,

Substituting (47) into (45) and solving for the vector part

since _ was arbitrary, implies that

Z= l/Z£

Rewrit£ng (47) and (49), using (46),

c,6 = T/Z (o+ 9_)

and, premultiplying by c,

r
6= 1/2 cp

where p = 0 +p.

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)
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Equation (52) is the fundamental position differential equation which must be

solved if the position equationa are mechanized in quaternions. The initial

condition for (52) is determined by the initial position: of the vehicle and the choice

of an initial value for the azimuth reference direction.

Position Rate Equations. - Regardless of the type of the position representation

which is employed (i. e. , quaternions, direction cosines, or Euler angles), the

computation of position requires knowledge of the position rate vector p. Two

components of this vector may be computed from the level components of vehicle

velocity, as described below. The third component depends upon the choice of
aximuth reference. This is described in a later section.

Let r be the radius vector from the center of the earth to the vehicle's present

position. Assuming the shape of the earth to be an oblate spheroid

r = (v+ h) u - (e2vsin¢),z (53)
-- -- --e

where v = a [1-e2sinZ¢_] -1/2

a (1 + fsin2¢ + ..... )

= Radius of curvature of the spheroid normal to the meridian

e =_]2f - fZ
V

= Eccentricity of the spheroid (0.082 for the International Spheroid)

f = Flattening (eUipticity) of the spheroid (1/297.00) for the Inter-

national Spheroid)

a = Equitozial _adius of the earth (20, 926,488 feet for the Inter-

 tio   i eroid) ,

h = Altitude above the spheroid

Rewriting (53)

[r][:][:21re = - C

r: v+h e vsin

Neglecting powers of f greater than the first and observing that sine = c

(54)

33
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;el r:
a 2afc13c33 1

-2afc23c33 /

(1-fc3_)+ hJ

(55)

Differentiating with respect to time

i,e |-2af (c23c3 3 c13c33)= 3 + c23c33)

r |-2afc33c33 + [a

(56)

while using (4) with __ replaced by r

[_xe 1 = Ire] [re]

ze-* ru ru

Peru + Pure '

Lru - Pnre + Pern

(57)

and since, by definition,

[d÷]v= (58)

• = velocity of the vehicle relative to the earth

the reference sFstem velocit F components are given by

[Ve]vn

v u

=C [ xo]

-2afc13c33 + ap n (1 + fc323 + h)
a

-2afc23c33 - ap e (1 + fc323 + h)
a

L

(59)
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which may be solved for p and p as
e n

P
e

-v - 2afc23n c33

a(l +fc3_+h)
a

v

r-- n__a (1 -ha - fc332) " 2fc23_33

V

- e h 2
Pn---a (1 ---a " fc33 )+ 2fc23c:33

(60)

as well as providing

h=v

u

The derivation of (60) and (61) has been performed in direction cosine

notation. Clearly (61) is independent of the choice of position representation,

while (60) may be transformed into quaternion notation as

(61)

v

n[l h f(
Pe ......a a Co

z z z)z] c "
-c I -c 2 +c 3 -4f (c2c 3 + ic0 ) (CoC o - ClC I - c2c 2 + c3c 3)

v

._e [1 h _ f 2 2 2+c32)2: a -7 (Co -Cl -cZ ] + 4f (CLC3-C0C2) (CoCo.- Cl_ 1

or, using (39), into Euler angle notation

Vn h ,ve
_Pe "a ix - " fsln2¢'+ 2fc°s2¢c°s2a) " (2fc°s2¢sinac°s) --- a a

V." V

__e (I h fsin2¢ + 2fcos2¢sin2ot) + (2fcos2 sincccosc_) n
Pn_--a a a

(63)

The third rate component p is dependent upon the choice of azimuth refer-
• * U

ence dtrectton as described in a later section.

Velocity Equations.

Let

a = vector whose components are sensed by the acc_lerometers

= vector inertial angular velocity of the earth

gm = mass attraction vector of the earth
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Then

=X+I!xr

= time derivative of r relative to an [nertially fixed frame

2 = + (2_+ P_) xv+_x (_ xr)i r

(64)

(65)

and using

it is found that

(66)

where

= a- (2_xp) xv -_2x (2xr) + gm

=a- (zL_xp) xv-g

(67)

K = -gm "_"Q"x ([2x _. •

= Earthis ratty .re !! ::': "

g "go (1 -g=+ csin $) .a

go = sea level gravity

2
= 32. 172 ft/sec

e = 0.00529

In vector-matrix form

e

n

tl

[a]a
auj

+ (2(2 + P) [veilV n -

V u

o]0

g

:f.,

(68)

(69)

(70)
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where Q is the earth rate matrix

o -a ]
Q_ O n

- "_U e

+_n "fie 0

(71)

Attitude Rate Equations. - From Figure 16 and the accompanying discussion it
is clear that

= _n+ R + _ (72)

i.e., the total inertial angular rate of the sensor package, as measured by the

gyros• is the vector sum of the earth' s inertial angular rate _, the rate P of the

vehicle over the earthts surface, and the vehicleWs attitude and heading rate __

The vector _ is required for solution of the attitude equations. Since w is

measured, _ is constant and known, and P may be computed from vehicle velocity,
may be solved for (to within the accuracy imposed by measurement and com-

putational errors) by

or

I'  c131= - B Pn + rtc231y Wy

L zj z Pu + ncssJ

_'_ :" '_" _ = - b* + c*t_ec) b

• . Y .

L .J

Acceleration Resolution. - The primary use of attitude information in per-

forming the navigation function, as opposed to the flight control function, is the

resolution of measured acceleration components into computational coordinates.

This resolution is straight-forward if the attitude computations are mechanized

in direction cosines. From (I) it is seen that

(74DC)

(74G)

&e

ax = B a n
ay

&Z aU

(75)
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so that

I!lae -1 x

a n = B a

a:
u

[a]= a xB T

..Y

a z

where the latter equality follows from the orthonormalit V of direction cosine
matrices.

(76)

If an Euler angle mechanization is used, the direction cosine matrix may be

constructed directly from the Euler angles, or their sines and cosines, by using

(12). Having this determined the B matrix, the relation (75) may be used to per-
form the resolution.

The resolution of acceleration in the case in which attitude is maintained as a

quaternion is less obvious. From (17)

a p = b*arb (77)

Premultiplying by b and postmultiplying by b*

r
a

+ [b 0 (b aP - aP xb) + (aP. b) b + b x (b0aP - aP xb)]
O .........

(78)

Using the vector identities

0

2

(79)

(8o)
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equation (78) may be rewritten as

r 2
a_. =O+(b 0 + b2)a_P+ Zb x (b x aP) + Zbo (k x a_P)

= a_P+ Zb__ (b__ a2) + Zbo (b_ __P)

(81)

where the latter equality follows from the quaternion identity

bo 2 +bl 2 +b2 2 +b3 2 = I (8Z)

rewriting (81) in component form

ae = ax + 2 [(blb2ay + blb3a z - (b22 + bsZ)ax] + 2b 0 [b2a z - b3ay]

= a (I - 2b22 - 2b3Z)
X + ay (2blb 2 - 2b0b 3) + a z (2blb 3 + Zbob2) (83)

= (b02 + b12 bz 2 b32)- - a +2 +
x (blb 2 - bob3) ay + 2 (blb3 bob2) az

a = 2(b + a
n Ib2 bob3) x + (boZ - blZ +bz z - b32) a¥ + Z (bzb 3 - bobl)a z (84)

Z 2 b2 z b32)a za = 2 - (85)
u (blb3 - bobz)ax + 2(b2b3 + bobl)a + (b - b I +y o

Equations (83) through (85) are the equations which are required for accelera-

tion resolution in a quaternion attitude mechanization. 'These equations may be

compa_: to. (7 5),.to obtain _he relation between direction co sines and the q_ter-

_°0Z' .b 22 ,.b3:.).z_:: i=Z"0_ 2(_b +,bhz)1 30 r_'_" "::::4.b t_ :,2 (b ;/_LY ,. b-b 3):' l' _: : l [

T
B =

Z(blb2+bob3 )

.Z(blb3"b. Ob 2 )

(boZ-blZ+bz2-b32)

Z(bzb3+bohl )

Z(bzb 3 - bob 1)

(boZ-blZ-b22+b32)

] (86)

It should be noted that is is not necessary to mechanize the vertical

velocitg-positlon equations in an inertial navigator. The vertical channel is

inherently unstable and thus must be damped using external (e. g., barometric)

information if it is mechanized. Such a mechanization is discussed further in

a later section. If the vertical channel is not mechanized it is not necessary to

compute (85) in a quaternion mechanization or to compute the third row of the

matrix B in a Euler angle mechanization.
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It is usually desirable to perform the attitude equations at a higher rate than

the navigation computations since the latter vary at a much slower rate. In such

cases the acceleration (or delta velocity) components may simply be accumulated

between navigation updates, i. e. ,

m

av___r - r E B (t + iT) _aP(t + ir)- (87)
i=l

where m is the number of attitude updates per navigation update.

In cases where the ratio m is large,

lation be performed in body coordinates according to

b b z
Av (t+r) ra (t) + 0 Av b

c0yz -COx oX

which is accurate to within small angle approximations in Too.

always available in current body coordinates at time t + it,

only be performed once per navigation update cycle.

r h
Av (t + mr) = B (t + mr) Av__(t + m_)

it has been suggested [1] that the accumu-

(t) (88)

Since Av is then

the resolution need

(89)

The additional operations in (88) are more than outweighed by the computational

savings attributed to the need for only a single resolution (89) instead of (87)

if m is large.

Vertical Channel. ' It is welllknowla that the "Schuler Tuning,' implicit in (60)

assures that the ievel a_S_p_Sitio_ and:velocity errors resulting from accelero-

meter bias errors rerr_in bo_n.de_: Zht-s: effect does not carry over to the

vertical channel, howeveri if thelvalue of g in (70) is computed from (69), the

attitude error resulting _rom accelerometer bias increases hyperbolically with

time. If g is assumed constant, altitude and altitude rate are computed open-loop

and thus increase with the square of time. In either case, the performance is

unacceptable for most applications. For example, in one hour, a 10 -5 g bias

would integrate into an altitude error of

6h = (lO-4g) (32.2 ftlsecZ/g) (I12) (3600 sec) 2 (90)

= 20,866 feet
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The instability of the vertical channel requires that it be damped by some

external source of altitude or altitude rate information if it is to be mechanized.

Typica117, a barometric altimeter is employed. In such a case the short-term

vertical loop performance is determined by the inertial instruments while the

long term accuracy is bounded by the altimeter accuracy. Typical mechanization

equations are

_'u =au -kv (h-hb)

= Vu - k (h - hb)

(91)

Specification of Azimuth Reference. - The attitude and position equations pre-

sented in the preceding sections possess one degree of freedom, the azimuth

reference direction. The choice of this reference, i.e., the specification of the

"wander" angle c_(t),can significantly affect the slrstem design and operation.

Perhaps the most obvious choice for the angle _ is

o(t)m o (9z)

so that the azimuth reference is true north. In this case the position equations

become particularl 7 simple. Specifically, the Euler angle equations (41) become

= Pn sec¢

= -Pe (93)

6_=0

(The latter equation obviously does not need to be computed in this case. ) The

directionlcosine position mechanization is also simplified - the C matrix in (39)
reduces: tO !_} ....

C = -sin¢cosl

cos¢cosX

cosA 0 ¢I-sin¢sinA cos

co s_ sinA sin¢)l
J

(94)

and only the first (or second) column of (95) must be computed in order to specify

position. The resulting differential equation is

I pZl|
c ,j Lc ij

(95)
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Thus the original matrix-matrix equation has been reduced to a vector-matrix

equation.

The major difficulty encountered in a '_rue North" mechanization results when

the vehicle approaches the earth's geographic poles. From (93) it is seen that

the longitude rate _, increases without bound as the latitude ¢ approaches _+ 90 ° .

In such case the computer cannot "keep up t' and the position reference is lost.

An analogous situation occurs in a direction cosine or quaternion mechanization,

since from (41), the rate component p is
U

Pu = Pn tan0

= _ sine

and also becomes arbitrarily large as ¢--90 °.

The most common alternative to a true north mechanization, the "wander

azimuth" mechanization,

by requiring that

so that, from (41)

obviates the pole problem. In this case ce is specified

(96)

pu t 0 (97)

= -(PeSina + PnCOSC_) tans (98)

In this case all three components of p are always finite and the C matrix or c

quaternion may be computed without difficulty. ,

': , : Many Oth_ :_easo:_b!e ip_'_g_:ha_efbeen devised and mechhnized. There ,

2 appears to be n01oubetatiJ_:_ef{_:tn _hetr use for the present application, how-
ever, thus they_Wiil'not be considered.further. - •

Approximations. - The basic accuracy requirement for the present application

is 3 nautical miles per hour. This relatively large allowable error permits

certain simplifications to be made in the equations which have been derived in the

preceding sections.

Consider the position angular rate equations (63). If the vehicle velocity IvJ
is assumed to be limited by

Jv I<_ 200 ft/sec (99)
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and the altitude h limited by

h < 20,000 feet

the terms

(I - h_ fsin2¢ + 2fcos2 ces2a)
a

(1 - h. fsin2¢ + 2fcos2 sin2ot)
a

h h
are limitedto values between (I --_- f) and (I - _+ 2f). Thus if the terms in f

are neglected in (I01) the maximum error in Pe or Pn will be

(IOO)

(101)

6p= (2gO ft/sec.) (2f)
a

=.O14°/hr

which well produce a maximum position error (see error analysis section) of
about O, 18 n. mi.

If the termhin (101) is neglected, the maximum error En p
a e

(2oo)_p = m (h)
a a

Es

= .O02°/hr

which.producesa maximum position error of about O' 03 n. mE. at ZO, 000 it:,

• altitud_e; andzero errori_: ,_s_i level .... "'. , "

F_lly de th.e::erO_'_L upling (63)-:COnsi r SS co terms of , i.e.,

V
2 e

(2fcos Csinacos_) --_

2 v

(2fcos Csinc_cost_) __n
a

The maximum value of these terms is f so that the maximum error in Pe

(2oo)6p= _ (f)
a

=.O07°/hr

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)
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which causes a maximum position error of about 0.09 n. mi.

All of the above errors are very small, compared to the 3 n. mi. /hr require-

ment. Thus (60), (62), or (63) may be approximated by

V

v (106)
e

pn _''- a

Finally consider the terms proportional to v
U

from neglecting these terms are

in (70). The errors resulting

61_ =-(211 + pn)ve n u

6V n = PerU

(1o7)

Assuming that altitude changes occur durimg periods which are short compared

to the Schuler period (about 84 minutes) the|e errors may be considered to be

impul_sive and hence to cause errors

6v = -z(n + pe n

6V n = pe_h

(108)

where Ah is the altitude change.
= 32°/hr and Ah = 10000 ft. The maxixnun% error is

- -_ • _ . i. _

............ ' "" (3ZO /h')(_04")

(Z 1 x 10 7) ft

For assumed worst case conditions of (2_2 + p )
n n

= . 015°/hr

(109)

which produces a maximum position error of about 0.2 n. mi.

Attitude Extraction. - If the attitude equations are mechanized in Euler angles,

pitch (e) and roll (9) information is available directly, whit_ true heading (@T) is
found from

@T = @G + ¢_ (II0)
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where _ is the "wander angle" used in the position equations. If direction cosines

or quaternions are used in the representation of attitude, however, the attitude

and heading angles are somewhat more difficult to obtain. (These angles are not

required by the inertial navigator but are usually desired for display and flight

control purposes. )

The angles 0, q, and _r. may be obtained from inverse trigonometric opera-

tions on the direction cosin_e elements. (The direction cosines are available even

in a quaternion mechanization since they are needed for resolution of the accelera-

tion measurements into reference coordinates). From (12) it is seen that

-1
0 = sin (b23)

q= tan -I (-b13-) (111)

+b23

1 (-b21.

_G =tan" %-_2 2)

True heading (_T) may then be obtained from (111) and knowledge of the angle c_.

(For a true north mechanization c_m0 and _T = _G )"

Position Extraction. - If the Euler Angle representation is chosen for position

the latitude angle (¢), longitude angle (_,) and wander angle (cz) are available. If

quaternions or direction cosines are used to represent position these angles must

be extracted from the direction cosine or quaternion elements. From (39) it is
seen that

-1
= sin (c33)

X tan -1 +c32
-- (ll2)

= (+c31)

+c
1

c_=tan- (. 1_)
*c23

If direction cosines are used these elements are available directly.
are used there may be found from

2 2 2 2
c33 = c o - c 1 - c 2 + c 3

If quaternion

c13 : 2 (ClC 3 - c0c2) (113)

c31 = 2 (ClC 3 + c0c2)
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Cz3 = Z (cZc 3 + coCl)

c32 = 2 (c2c 3 - coCl)

1113)

Integration Algorithms.- The preceding equations include three sets of

differential equations which must be solved in the navigation computer; the al-

titude equations, the velocity equations, and the position equations. Since these

equations are to be solved digitally they cannot be solved exactly and the choice

of approximations which are to be utilized, i. e. , the integration algorithms, be-

come keg design parameters. This is particularly true of the attitude equations,

whose parameters are rapidlYochanging compared to the navigation parameters:

[_1 maybe of the order of 250 /sec while[p +_[is at most 17 °/hr. "

A number of algorithms for the critical attitude integration have been proposed

and investigated [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for both quatern_on and direction cosine repre-

sentations of attitude. The analyses and conclusions of this literature have been

investigated and extended during the course of the present study. The computer

simulation described in a later section has been used to test the veracity of the

analytic conclusions.

Two basic types of algorithm have been selected as representatives of the

general class: an exponential expansion or "Transition Matrix" approach and a

Runge-Kutta numerical integration approach. The former is a one-pass tech-

nique in which the order of approximation is governed by the number of terms

which are included. The latter is essentially iterative in nature with the order

determined by the number of iterations.

Both tlechniques are designed to approximate the Taylor Series expansion of

the quaternion (or direction cosine matrix) given by

b (t + r) = b(t) + rl_(t)+ I/2TZi_'(t)+ 1/6-r3i;it) + . . .

where t is the time of the preceding iteration and r is the iteration interval.

The value of the exponent of T in the truncated expansion is the order of the

algorithm.

The exponential expansion technique considers the analytic solution of the

quaternion (or direction cosine) differential equation. In matrix form this

equation is of the form

i (t)- M b(t)

= [M (_PP(t)+ ilP(t))]b(t)
(114)
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where

M (_) -- 1/Z

_ _z -_1 o

Neglecting for the moment the (small) term in (_P + _]), the solution is

b(t + T) =

t t
12 ]M (__wP(_))d/j + . . . b(t) (116)

]
= + 7M+ 1/2T2(M 2 + M 0) + 1/6_3(M3+MM+ 2MM+ M) + . . "] b(t)

J

The accumulated x-axis rate output of the A/D converter over the k conversions
between t and t+V is

k
iT

_0X(t, t+r) = E _ (t + T)
i=l

t+T

=f wx (_)d_

t
+ (r- _) ox(t) + 1/z (r-,)zo_x(t) +...] d_

= vw (t) + 1/2v2w (t) + 1/2v3co (t) + . . .
x X X

with similar expressions for y and z axes. The terms in M and its derivatives in

(116) are then expressed, to within the desired order of T, in terms of &0-:,

&0y, and &0z to obtain the solution. For third and higher order algorithm x it is
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necessary to utilize previous values ofA__8 (i. e. , A0 (t - % t), etc). A rigorous

derivation of the exponential expansion approximations for orders through the

third and for both quaternions and direction cosines is presented in reference [2]

and, hence, will not be repeated here.

The Runge-Kutta technique is a standard method in numerical analysia. It

consists essentially of obtaining an nth-order approximation by combining the

results of a sequence of n first order approximations. Again neglecting the term

in (P + 2) in (114), the algorithm computes sequentially

&b. = rM (w(t)) b(t)
1

&b. = rM (w(t + a.r)) [b(t) + fl.&b. ]
1 1 x 1-1

i = 2,3 ..... n

(118)

where _. and 8. are constants less than unity and n is the order of the algorithm.
• L

The qua_ernion (or direction cosine matrix) is then updated according to

n

b (t + r) : b(t) + _ %Ab.
1 1

i= 1

(119)

where the T. are constants satisfying the equality
1

n

t
i=l

(lZO)

The values of w are obtained from the A/D converter outputs. For third and

higher-order algorithms it is necessary to sample the accumulated A/D outputs

at intervals less than Tin order to maintain the required order of accuracy. This

process has been termed rate extraction ((8)) and is described in a later section

of this report.

The selection of the type and order of integration algorithm to be used pri-

marily involves consideration of accuracy and of computer time and memory

utilization. For higher order integrations the iterative nature of the Runge-Kutta

approach tends to minimize the memory utilization. For lower order integrations

this factor is less important and the exponential expansion technique appears

preferable. The '%reak point" appears to be at third order, where there is no

clear-cut advantage for either approach. With this in mind, the choice of

algorithm type may be made by next considering accuracy.
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Table 23 shows the errors attributed to the integration algorithm for various

orders and for both quaternion and direction cosine representations for constant-

rate slewing over one computer iteration interval 7, with A__0(7) = _r. The three

t_pes of errors shown are those commonly used in algorithm performance
evaluation:

a) Drift errors represent the departure of the computer attitude from the

true attitude and, hence, are the primary error of concern.

b) Length or scale errors represent the departure of the quaternion or

direction cosine matrix from normality: The sum of the squares of

the quaternion elements should equal unity, as should the sums of the
squares of the elements of each now and column of the direction cosine

matrix. The primary effect of such errors is to mis-scale the resolved

acceleration measurements. The effects of such errors can be

minimized, however, by re-normalizing the quaternion or matrix

periodicalIy.

c) Skew or non-orthogonality errors represent the departure of the rows

(or columns) or the direction cosine matrix from mutual ortho-

gonalit7. These errors may be minimized by periodic re-orthogonal-

ization [3]. No equivalent errors are present in a quaternion

mechanization.

The peak angular rates expected in the current application are of the order

of 4 rad/sec. Thus, assuming computer iteration rates of 25 to 100 Hz, the

maximum drift error per iteration for a second order direction cosine mechani-

zation is between

-4
= 6.83 x I0 rad

= 141 sec
(121)

and

1
-5

= 1.07x10

= 2.2 sec

rad

(122)

since the total computational error for the entire mission should be kept below

2 _ it is clear that a second order scheme is unacceptable fo-_the attitude

computations in the present application.
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Similar calculations for a third order integration yield the following drift

errors per iteration.

3O

-6
- 3.50 x I0 tad

= .72 sec

(123)

3O

-9
= 3.41 x 10 rad

= 7.04 x I0 -4 sec

(124)

Thus a third order integration at 100 Hz,

sentation, appears to be adequate from a maximum rate standpoint.
consider the drift rate resulting from a sustained rate of 20°/sec:

1
6_ = "-" Ae

'1"

together with a direction cosine repre-

Next

[(20 ) 1)11 15-_7.3 (o.
.01 30

(125)

-12
= 1.73 x I0 rad/sec

= 3.6 x 10-7°/hr

which is clearly negligible compared to the sensor drift rates. Thus it appears

that this scheme is satisfactory for the present application.

Next consider a quaternion representation with a fourth order algorithm and

30 Hz iteration rate. The maximum per iteration error is

_0
max 1920

[(4) (-_

-8
= 2.19 x 10 tad (126)

-3 ...--
= 4.53 x 10 sec
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which is satisfactory.

6co= 1
T

1

For a sustained 20°/sec rate the algorithm drift rate is

5

1920

-12
= 3.33 x 10 rad/sec (127)

10 -7o= 6.87 x /hr

which is also satisfactory. Thus the use of the more accurate quaternion repre-

sentation and the increase of the integration algorithm order from 3 to 4 hllows

a threefold reduction in computer iteration frequency for equivalent accuracy.

In summary, then, the range of acceptable algorithms is fairly broad:

within the range of reasonable computation frequencies, say less than 100 Hz,

it is possible to utilize either quaternions or direction cosines and algorithm

orders as low as three. Considering all major tradeoff factors (accuracy,

computer time, and computer memory), however, the fourth order, Runge-Kutta,

quaternion mechanization appears to be an optimum choice.

Returning now to the original quaternion differential equation (114)

b(t) = M (_P (t))b(t)

= M (_P(t) - (_PP(t) + a_Pit)) b(t) (128)

= M (wP(t) b(t) - M (p_P(t) + _P(t)) b(t)

= M (w__it))b(t) - M (__pr(t)+ __r(t))b(t)

where

M 1/2

!

0 -'_1 -_2 -'_3

"'_1 0 -'_3 _2

_2 _3 0 -_1

_3 - _2 _1 0

] (129)

Computing successive time derivatives of b.(t)
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M+]b

"b= (I_- I(/I+] b + [M- M+]2b (130)

(M+M z)b (MM + + +Z .+= = + MM) b + (M - M) b

The term 1/2_2b thus includes, in addition to the term (h_ + M2)b

(corresponding to the terms examined in previous paragraphs), terms of the orderr. r r
[c0p[[p + _ ,[, [p + _2r[ x, and [_r + _r[. The maximum value of co ]is assumed

to be 4 rad/sec. The maximum value of ]p[ is [Y-max /a, where--V__ma x is the

[_q = 2°/hr.maximum vehicle velocity. Assuming [ = 200 ft/sec, maxax

The earth rate term is of constant magnitude __[ = 15°/hr. The value of

. .r .r + _2 ] . Considering, then,[p + _ [is reasonably assumed to be smaller than [E r r

the largest term

([ _pll_pr+ rl)ma =(4 rad)(17O/hr)
sec

--(4 rad/sec) (8.25 x 10 -5 rad
sea

-4 2
--3.3 x 10 rad/sec

) (131)

it is seen that omission of the final two terms in (129) will result in a maximum

error of the order

(1/2) (¢2) (3.3 x 10 .4 ) rad (13z)

which for a 30 Hz computational frequency is about 2 x 10 -7 rad. Hence the

integration of (128) may be accomplished using a higher order (e. g. , 4th order

Runge-Kutta) algorithm for the first term and a simply, first order integration

for the second term. The recommended algorithm is as follows

Ab 0 = -vM +'(pr(t) + f/r(t))b(t)

b I = b(t)

Ab 1 = vM (_'P(t)) b 1

b 2 = b(t) + l/2Ab 0 + l/2Ab 1

Ab 2 = TM (_P(t + 1/2r)) b 2

(133)

b 3 = b(t) ÷ 1/2Ab 0 + 1/2Ab 2
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Ab 3 = "I'M (_P (t + 1/Zr)) b 3

b 4 = b(t) +Ab 0 +Ab 3

Ab 4 = rM (_(t + r)) b 4

b(t + v) = b(t) + Ab 0 + 1/6 lab 1 + ZAb Z + 2.Ab 3 ÷ _b 4]

(133)

Turning now to the navigation computations, the basic differential equation

for a direction cosine mechanization is, from (38)

C = PC (i34)

The elements of P are the components of the position rate vector p . As des-

cribed previously, Ip_rl < 2°/hr. The maximum angular acceleration may bem x-- o
estimated by assuming a_lgh speed 180 turn• Assuming a velocity of 100 ft/sec

and a 10 second turn time, the rate of change of_P is of the order

a (-100).I._prl--_[(+100) _ _ ]/10 sec

= (Z°/hr)/10 sec

= . 2°/hr/sec

= 10 -6 rad/sec z

(135)

From Table it is seen that, for a constant rate _1 = 2°/hr' the algorithm drift
per iteration for a fir'_t order integration is of the order of

.[(10 -5 rad)sec (1@)13

3
= 3.3 x 10 -19 rad (136)

-18
for a 10 I-_iteration rate. The corresponding drift rate is 3.3 x 10 rad/sec or
about 10 -1 °/hr. Considering the second derivative term in the Taylor Series

expansion for C, it is seen that the _p term computed above would cause per
iteration errors of the order

(1) (10-6 tad) 1sec (TO see)Z = 5 x 10 9 rad (137)
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which corresponds to about 0.1 feet on the earth's surface. Since accelerations

of this magnitude are of limited duration for the missions under consideration, it

appears that a tirstl order position integration at 10 Hz is acceptable for the

present applications.

Rate Extraction. - The 3rd and 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithms require

three rates for each iteration; 0_(t), _(t + 1/2r), and _(t + T), where t is the time
of the p_'e_eedifig iteration and 7 is the iteration interval. The A/D convertor

output, after accumulation over % is

AO(t,t + r) = T>_ _(t + i6)

(138)

where 6 is the time between successive A/D conversions. The approximation of

the requisite rates can be readily accomplished by sampling the A/D output

accumulation twice per iteration (at t + 1/27 and t + 7) and assuming that co is

linear over the interval (t, t + _). This process is termed (second order) rate
extraction [5].

The term rate extractiori is somewhat misleading since it implies that dif-

fersntiation is performed. This is not the case. Althou_hangular rates appear

in the attitude differential equations (8), (16), and (30), the corresponding dif-

ference equations used to solve them digitally involve the rate __only in conjunction

with the factor T. As is described below, it is possible to express terms involving

co.T (i = x, y, z) directly in terms of the accumulated A/D outputs.
I

Let the sum of the A/D conversions for the ith axis fromt to t + I/2T be

designated by A0il and the sum from t to t + 7 be designated byABi_. Let c0.1be
the actual rate sensed by the gyro and approximate _0.(t)as linear tn time over

I
(t, t+7), i.e.,

I
(139)

then

t+_

A(_.t(t,t+_) =ft c0.(tt+B)dB

+l/Z  z
(140)
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where it iB assumed that Ae.(t) is reset to zero.
L

 Oil + 2

Z

which may be solved for _ and /_ as

1

= _ (4A0il -AOi2)

1
=7z (4Aeiz" sa°il

so that

Then

(141)

(142)

TW(t)l = 4A0il - AOi2

rw.(t_+ 1/2_') =A0i2 (143)

TW.(tt + r) = 3A0i2 - 4A0il

An alternate formulation results if the accumulation of A/D outputs is reset
att +r/2. In this case

Tw.(t)t= 3AOil - A0i2

Toj(t ÷ l/Zr)= A0il + A0i2 (144)

. rc0(t + T) = 3A0i2 - A0il

Equation Mechanization. - The preceding sections have presented the mech-

anization requirements for the inertial navigator and various tradeoffs which are

involved in selecting a specific mechanization. In this section a mechanization is

selected which is suitable and near-optimal for the VTOL application under
consideration.

The attitude representation which is selected is the quaternion representation.

An Euler angle representation is clearly inferior for use in conjunction with

whole number digital comuputer due to the large number of trigonometric

computations which must be made. The major disadvantage with the quaternion

representation is the necessity of computing most oF all of the direction cosine
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matrix in order to resolve the accelerometer measurements. A careful analysis

has shown, /[6], however, that the quaternion mechanization is less demanding

on the computrer for higher order integration schemes as well as being inherently

more accual-ate. It appears, therefore, that the quaternion representation of

attitude, together with the recommended fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration

scheme, provides an optimum tradeoff between accuracy and computational burden.

The nature of the missions under consideration, i. e., short range VTOL

missions, assures that the vehicle will not travel near the geographic poles. This

is the over_klrning factor determining the optimum position representation:

since a true-north mechanization may therefore be used, the Euler angle and

direction cosine computations become particularly simple. A s described in a

preceeding section. (there is not a corresponding simplification in the quaternion

computations. ) The Euler angle representation is selected as it is somewhat

_ss demanding on the computer than is the direction cosine approach.

A first order integration at 10 Hz will be used for both position and velocity
integrations.

The approximations which have been previously discussed may be used in

order to reduce the computational load. The resultant saving does not appear

substantial, however, and for this reason, the full equations will be incorporated -

a conservative approach.

The mechanization equations are summarized below. A block diagram of the

Navigation and Attitude Computations is shown in Figure 19.

Attitude Equations (30 Hz).

Ab 0 = .rM t (_0r(t)+ _r(t))

Ab I = TM (__P(t))b(t)

Ab 2

Ab3

A

Ab 4

= _M (__Plt))[b(t) + 112Ab 0 + 112Abl]

= rM __(t)) [b(t) + 112_b 0 + 112Ab2]

= _'M Cw_t)) [b(t)+Ab 0 +Ab3]

b (t + r) = b(t) + Ab 0 + 1/6 lab 1 + ZAb z + 2Ab 3 +Ab4]

cc,eleration Resolution (30 Hz).

Aa =(bo 2 +bl 2 " bz 2 - b3 2) o _ y lb3 z• "_x + 2 (blb 2 - b,.b,_)_" + 2 (b + bob2) "_

= 2 (blb 2 + _ + (b02- b 2 b22 b32)n b0b3) x 1 + - _ + 2 (b2b 3 - b0bl)y z

Aa = 2 (blb 3 Xxu " bob?.) ,4 (bzb 3 + bob 1) Y + (b02 - b12 " b22 + b32) _z

(145)

(146)
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Velocity Tattegration /lO Hz)

v (t+3r)-v
e e e

+ Z (f/U + PU } Vn - Z (_n
+p)v]

n u

Vnft). + 3T[/_n" + Zp v - 2(_'lu+ p )v ] (147)(t+
n e u u n

Vu(t + 3_) = Vu(t) + 3T [_u " go " kv (h - hb)]i

Position Rate (I0 Hz)

Vn h 2 cos2_p = --- (I " -- - fsin + 2f )
e a a

Ve h fsinT_p =--(1 ---- )_
n a a

(148)

PU = Pn tan9

Position Equations (I0 Hz)

_(t+ 3_) = _(t) '- 3_Pe

X(t +:3"r) = A(t) + 37(P sect)
n

h (t + 3_') = h(t) + 37 [v u - kp (h - hb)]

(149)

Earth Rate (I0 Hz)

_2 : f/cos_
n

= Osin_
!1

Attitude & Heading, Extraction (A s Required)

-I

e = sin (b_3)

tan -1 ('b13)

b33

_T = tan'l ('b2---_1)
bz2

(15o)

(1.51)
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Alignment

Alignment Error Propagation. -The quaternion*b which relates the

platform components of a vector v to the reference set components via the
relation

Vp = b* v r b (1)

propagates according to

l_ _ 1 b _P (2)
Z --

where _ is the vector angular rate of the platform set with respect to the

reference set and where the indicated multiplications are quaternion products.

The computed value _ of the attitude quaternion similarly propagates

according to

_ 1 _ ,_p (3)
Z --

and differs from b due to errors in the initial value of _ and to errors in the

computed rate vector __.

The inertial angular rate of the platform set, i.e. the vector whose

components are measured by the gyros, is designated by w. Assuming

stationary alignment, the inertial rate of the reference set is simply earth

rate _. Thus

__ = co - __ (4)

and (2) may be rewritten as

1 b (cop -_P) (5)i, - z -

_ _ * r1 b (cop - b b)
2 m

1 bw p 1 r_- ab

* This derivation will be made using quaternion notation. The results would be

identical if direction cosine or Euler Angle notation were employed.
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The latter form is convenient since the components of _ in reference

coordinates depend only upon latitude and the initial wander angle, which is

arbitrary and usually chosen to be zero, while the components of _ in the

platform set correspond (to within error quantities) to the components
measured by the gyros.

The computed value of __ is

(6)

where _ is the gyro measured rate vector, _ is the computed earth rate

vector, and _ is the alignment correction vector, i.e. the correction which

is u|ed to effect alignment. Substituting (6) into (3) yields

= lz_ _p---_p" Ap) (7)

I_p I r_-_ _ .__ +lr)_

as the propagation equation for computed attitude.

Let v be an arbitrary vector and consider the transformation

x i= _ _ (s)

= _b*v r b_*

, In the absence of errors in _ (i. e. no alig ,nrnent error), _ = b and

v_r and v r are equ)_ !. In general, however, v_r will differ from v_r by the
error r_ation _b-'_- !b _*. Assuming that this rotation is sufficiently small

that small angle approximations are valid, 6b may be expressed as

_b _ bg*i (9)
1 1 1

= [1, g_'e, g_no _l T

!

1
= 1-_ r

' ¢u' ]Twhere _r = [_e', Cn', is the vector of misalignment angles about "

the misaligned reference sy:stern axes, i. e, the vector which is to be nulled
in order to effect alignment and q_.r = ._r' is the corresponding vector in
reference coordinates.
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The propagation of the error quaternion 6b is found by differentiating

(9) with respect to time and substituting (5) and (7):
!

1 .r
6b = 0 - _ (I0)

= + b_*

I [b_op _ [2rb]_*+ ib [_p _ (_r r)z - - z _+! g]*

1 rb#- .rb] g* +lb [-_Pg*-_* (___r!r)]

= _ 1 r _ i _"
1 b (w p - _P)_;:'_ - _(f_" b_* b_*fir) +_b_'_r

1 b 6._pg* I r-_ -_ (-_
1

6b - 6b_J) + _" 6b_ r

where 6w p __A_p . _P is the vector of gyro measurement errors.

out the indicated quaternion multiplications yields

b_g* = 67r _b

! !

1 _r r mr 1 _r r
= --2 6w • __ + 6w_ -_-6w x__

!

r 1 r r r
__ = ___ .£ +R

!

i r r

! !

1 r r _r 1 r r
o'b __r = g'_-- . -- +__ -_-@ xa_

! !

1 r r 1 r r= _ • __ +_ +__ x__
! !

6b _r I !r r __r 1 _r r= g ._o + -g_ x_

Carrying

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Collecting terms and solving for the vector part of (10) yields

| I I I

.r I qr - _ -- r r . _r 1 r _r= I -_ x_ x
I

--r ^ r _ r r Z1.__r r=___ - 6_ -_ - (__ + )x__

(15)

where the ,approximation results from neglecting the second order term

1 ___r.

Equation (15) is a very general equation for the propagation of attitude

errors in a stationary inertial navigation system, either strapdown or

gimbaled. Assuming that no alignment control is used (_r = 0) and, for

simpliclty, that the gyros are drLft free (_r = 0) and latitude is known

exactly (_r = 0), the response of the misalignment vector __to its initial

condition may be readily found using Laplace transform techniques.

Equation (15) yields

! !

r q__s._ (s) = (o)

Solving for 9_r (s)

_r (s) sl +

0

- f
U

-f
U

i

0

f
U

-f
Ui

-f f
U U

0 0

0 0

I

-f f
U U

0 0

0 0

-I

I

r

(s) (16)

I

r

.._ (0) (17)

n

S

s2 + fZ

'flu

s2 + f12

On

i,2+, 2

fu

2 f12s +

s2 + f12n
i

s(s2 + _2)

-nn%

.(s2 + f2)

'fn

2 f2s +

s(s2 + f2)

2 f2us +

slsz +_z)

I

r

¢ (o)
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where f_= I_.1. Then sinceO n

response is found to be

! !

-r _-1 fr (s)__ (t) --

= flcos _6 and D u : _lsin_, the time

(18)

(cosflt) (sinflt sine) (-sinflt cos¢)
2

(-sil%Qt sine) (cos_t + cos _ (1-costqt))(sin¢cos¢(1-cos_))

_(sin_t cos¢) (-sin¢cos¢(l-cos_t)) (cosec + sin2¢ (l-cos_))

!

_r (0)

thus the alignment errors are seen to be oscillatory.

For ideal alignment, i.e. _qr'(t): 0, itis necessary that either (i) the

initial condition q r (0) be zero or (2) that the correction vector _r be chosen in

such a way that the error vector is driven to zero, i.e. the oscillations are

damped. The former case is termed "one shot" alignment and is discussed

in the following section. The latter case is discussed in succeeding sections.

One-Shot Alignment. -Suppose that the vehicle attitude is known to

within a few degrees, so that small angle approximations may be used. If

the measured acceleration components _P are resolved through the

corresponding attitude quaternion _, the resulting computed components of

acceleration are

!

A_

_r = _Pb (19)

A a_r A # A A _bb _` bb +b_!b

_ ar A A__  b*b aZb

Assume for the moment that the measurements are perfect (6_ = 0).

Then, in the absence of vehicle accelerations, the vector a_r is simply

r

a : [0, O, g] T (z0)
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and mince

6b

T
I 1 I

= [1, -T _e" -T_n" "T_u' ] (21)

!

the computed acceleration vectorj_ r in (19) is

!

Ar
a

!

~- g_'e

g

• " H the measured an_ular rate oomponents __P are similarIy resolved

through the quaternion b,
!

_:r _ bW = wp A,

(22)

(23)

* _0 r A ^*= _b b'b+ b _P b

and, in the absence of measurement errors and vehicle angular rates, the
vector c0r is

_r : [0 ncos_,_sin_]T (24)

: [o,n,n iT
n u

so that

I

_r

m

+%

On+ (25)

_u'Qn Ce'

Since g and r/are accurately known and _ is generally known to within

a few seconds e£/are'. (i. e. vehicle position during alignment is known to

within a few hundred feet), (22) and (25) may be solved for the misalignment

angles

............ '_.Illi .



1 A

_e I = _ a ig n

1 A

_n w - a !g e

u e _ n

i A tan _ A v
- --GI) t ---a

_u e g n

(?.6)

These estimated angles may be used to correct the computed

quate rnion. Since

A.
5b = bb

and the estimated error quaternion is, from (21) and (Z6),

A 1 ^ T
^ 1 _, 1 8 ,

= rl, "e ' -- ' "- 8u']Z n Z

(Z7)

(28)

the corrected quaternion is

A _A*
b = 6bb
corr

(29)

In the error-free case described above,

= b
corr

and the correction (i. e. alignment) is perfect.

Consider next the effects of instrument errors and disturbance motions

on the estimated misalignment angles (26). Letting _ and _--d represent the

disturbance acceleration and angular rate vectors, respectively, (ZO) and

(24) are replaced by

r adu]Ta : [ade, adn, g + (30)

T

= + _ + _du ] (31)_r [_nde' _n °Jdn' u

llZ



iS_bstltuting (30) and (31) into (19) and (23) and resolving the

instrument errors __P and _=P along the misaligned axes,

!

r
a

-g_n w

= gqe'

g

Jr 6a w Jr a w
e de

+ _ t Jr a I
n dn

+6"a' + a '
u dn

it is found that

(32)

!

_r

. !

= _n

an

+GNU' Jr _w ' +e Wde
!

_e* Jr 6w ! Jr w !+ Gu n dn

-_n_e ' + _u' + _ 'du

so that the estimated misalignment angles are,

^ 1 ^
_! = --a !
e g n

6a ! a !

= _ ! . n . dn
e g g

^ _' ,
e ade

_ ! = _'+-- +
n n g g

from (26),

a)^ ! = q ! +__ee + f/ - tan¢ + dn
qu u Gn n g g

(33)

(34)

A A

The errors in estimated level misalignment angles _ and qn_due to
accelerometer errors, usin_ tvvical values of I0"4_ for _a ' and _a '.... _ v _ - n ' are
seen to be of the order of I0 4 radlans (Z0 sec). The azimuth error

(_u - _u') due to the east component of gyro drift, using a tTpical error of
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I0 "2 °/hr, is of the order of one milliradian at 45 ° latitude (fin= 10°/hr)"

(The effect of the accelerometer error _n' on azimuth error is roughly an

order of magnitude smaller. )

The effects of disturbance motions on the accuracy of one-shot

alignment are more serious. Ten milli-g's of lateral acceleration is

seen to result in more than half a degree of level misalignment, while

even 10 -3 degrees per second disturbance rate about the east axis will

result in an azimuth misalignment of approximately Z0 degrees.

The most obvious solution to the disturbance motion problem is to

average the estimated misalignment angles over some suitable time period

in order to reduce the disturbance effects, i.e.

T

^ I/mT
O

T

^ ifm

_n T
O

T

^ if_u - T
o

(i â ') dt (35)
g n

(_I _ ,) dt
g e

^, _,
COe

(T " tan 
n

dt

For sufficiently large T, the effects of disturbance motions on the

estimated angles becomes negligible. These estimates, however, represent

average misalignments and thus may be in error by as much as the peak

angular deviation of the instrument platform orientation from this average.

Such errors are generally of sufficient magnitude to render the one-shot

alignment scheme unacceptable, except perhaps for a preliminary "coarse"

alignment, which may be useful to reduce errors to a sufficient level for

application of alternative "fine" alignment techniques.

Continuous Alignment. -As described in the preceding section, discrete,

or "one-shot", alignment is generally unsuitable for alignment of a system

which is subject to even moderate disturbance motions during the alignment

period. For this reason, a continuous alignment technique is more com-

monly employed. This technique, or, more accurately, class of techniques,

utilizes continuous tracking of the vehicle motions by the attitude computation
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process (i. e. the attitude quaternion or direction cosine matrix is updated

as in post-alignment modes) in conjunction with a corrective signal which

is used to damp the oscillations caused by the initial misalignment. The

analytic machinery required for the discussion of this technique has been

established by the inclusion of the corrective vector __ in the derivation of

the alignment error propagation.

Classical self'alignment of inertial platforms utilizes the outputs

of the accelerometers as error signals which, when appropriately weighted

and filtered, are used to null the misalignment angles of the platform. In

strapdown systems, the east component of gyro-measured angular rate

may also be considered for use as an alignment error signal (note that in

conventional gimbaled systems such rate information is not available). In

either case the filters are of the "fixed gain" type and traditionally separated

into two modes: In "leveling" mode the azimuth loop corrections are

rendered inoperative and the filter gains are selected in order to effect

rapid alignment about the level axes; in "gyrocompass" mode the azimuth

loop is closed and the filter gains adjusted to provide satisfactory alignment

about the vertical axis.

Modern estimation theory techniques may also be applied to the

alignment problem. Such methods generally provide substantial reduction

in the time required to eHect alignment. Their usefulness is limited

primarily by the requirement for accurate statistical modeling of the error

sources affecting alignment (instrument errors and disturbance motions)

and by the substantial increase in computational requirements which is

imposed by their implementation.

In the following section a simplified, intuitive, description of inertial

.... _.+,_,,,,,=,,L is p_esen_ea which is applicable to each of the schemes which

will be described in succeeding sections. Next, several fixed-gain align-

ment mechanizations are described and their relative merits compared.

Finally, a Kalman filter mechanization is described.

Simplified Description of Strapdown Inertial System Self-Alignment. -This

section presents a brief intuitive description of the self-alignment process in

an inertial navigator. The presentation follows traditional lines, with

separate modes for leveling and for azimuth alignment (gyrocompassing).

Only the more important error sources and cross-channel coupling terms are

considered in order to eliminate any possible confusion which would result

from their inclusion.
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Leveling. -Equation (15) may be rewritten in component form as

^ 1 1
-_e' = _6_ - _a -_ -a _'+a _' _ _'+_u_n 'e e e n u u n -_n u (36)

= _e " +e -an%'

n n n

U U U

Here it has been assumed that +e' and _n' have been "coarse aligned"

to sufficient accuracy (e. g. by means of a one shot alignment) that the

cross coupling terms involving these quantities are negligibly small. Also

neglected are the terms in __ x __, which are of the order of I__12 and, hence,

of only minor importance in the analysis which follows.

Equation (36) demonstrates that, on a short-term basis at least, the

uncontrolled (L e. __ = 0) inertial system drifts about the three reference axes

at rates corresponding to the components of the gyro drift rate vector which

lie along the reference axes plus an additional small drift about the east

axis which results from misresolving the computed earth rate due to azimuth

m[ salignment s.

As has been described previously, the computed level components

of acceleration are direct measures of level misalignment. Neglecting

disturbance accelerations,

A !a _-- -g_ ' + 4}a
e n e

(37)

a ' = g_e' + 8an n

thus if these values are used as error signals,
are selected as

_e = k _ !
e n

- kl
n n e

i. e, if the correction rates

(38)
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the level axis propagation equations become

_'e = _ - k _ ' -_2_u'e e n u (39)

A

8% + ke (g_0e ' + 6an) - 12u _u'

• !

_n = 6w + k (-YOn' + 6a )n n n

Figure 20 shows an error block diagram of (39).

The computational error equations (4) are directly analogous to the

situation which exists in a gimbaled platform which is nominally level and

north-pointing. Any misaltgnment of the stable element about the north

(east) axis causes the east (north) accelerometer to sense a component of

gravity. This signal may then be used to slew the platform until the

measured acceleration component is zero at which time, to within the

accuracy limitations imposed by system error sources, the platform is

level, [. e. Oe ! and _n ! are zero.

It is seen from the error block diagrams that the steady state errors

for the simple leveling scheme described above are

'(s. s.)
e

'(s. s.)
n

6an + & i2n_u'

g gk e

~_¢_,..}_e -- u

g gk n

gk
e

(40)

and, for typical values of k and k ,
e n

6a

¢ '(s.s.) = ___nn
e g

6a

'(s. s) --
n g

(41)

Thus the accuracy of leveling is determined primarily by the accelerometer
errors 6a and _ .

n e
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Figure ZO. Level Loop Error Block Diagrams
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Gyrocompassin_. -Azimuth alignment, or gyrocornpassing, is

accomplished by nulling the term in _n _u' which appears in (39). Again

using the analog of a gimbaled system, it is seen that an 7 misalignrnent

_u' about the azimuth axis will cause the platform to drift off level about

the east axis. If the measured north acceleration is used as an azimuth

error signal as well as a level error signal, i.e. if

= - k _ ' (4Z)
U U n

the error diagram of Figure 21 results. (The north axis tiltis essentially

decoupled from the east-azimuth loop and is hence omitted from the

diagram. )

Again examining steady-state errors, it is seen that

N

do) - _ _ '(ss) + k (dan + g_e' (ss)) = 0 (43)e n u e

d_ +k (g_'(ss)+_l) - 0
U u e n

from which

_q d_
q,'(s.s.) = _ n _ _ (44)

e g gk
U

d_e k

'(s.s.) = -- _me (_n '_u n - _ +g% (s.s.))
n n

"- d_udO0e k e
= -- +

nn k nU n

which, for typical values of k
e

n
'(s.s.) = ---

e g

6cde
'(s.s.)

u _
n

and k
U

are approximately

(45)
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Figure 21. Simple Gyrocompassing Loop Error Block Diagram
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Thus the east axis leveling error is due essentially to the north component

of acceleration error, while the gyrocornpassing error is due primarily to

the east component of gyro drift.

In any practical mechanization, the presence of disturbance motions

necessitates the incorporation of filtering in addition to that provided by the

simple loops described above. Such filtering is described in succeeding
the sections which follow.

Fixed Gain Alignment. -The signals which are used for the one-shot

alignment scheme described previously, i.e.

1
_e' = -- _ ' (46)g n

g e

, _ 1 _, _ ta_.__._. _ ,
-u G e g n

U

are also appropriate for use in continuous alignment.

form of such alignment, the vector __ is chosen to be
!

^r
f_ =

,, K 0 aa'|

tan ¢ 1 ^

g e

where K is an appropriate 3 x 3 weighting matrix.

repeated here for clarity,

In the simplest

The relations (34)

(47)
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6_ ' t
n adn

! -- ! -- _

e tPe - g g

6a" I t
e ade

" I : I --n _n + +g g

6_' _de'
, = @ , + e + tan_ 6a ' tan@_ ,

_u u _ f_ - g n - g adn
n n

(48)

The attitude error propagation equation (15) becomes

I I I

• r _r 6 _r ir r _r 1 __r r__ = 6__ - _ - - x -_ x_ (49)

I I I

_r nr r Sr 1 _r r6¢o 6_ r- -_ x -K -_-_ x__

! I

= (6"-I" _ r _,r r _r_ -6fl__) - x -K

where the final approximation results from neglecting the term in

Lx_°, which is seen from (48) to consist only of higher order error terms.

Rewriting (49) in vector matrix form and using (48)

'e

_n !

m

6_ - ,_
e e

n u

u u

-K

_e

_0 -_

I u
n o

U

n
n

0

0

n q
!

%.

%'

I

%

(50)

m

e e

n n

U U

I

-K

%

%

%
i

-K

--i
'+ ')

(6E'gn adn

!(6E" ' +am ')
g e ae

I

_- (6_'e + C°_e,'1') -tan ¢(6E'g n'+adn'
n

m
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where

!

K - K +

U n

fl 0 0
U

"fin 0 0

(51)

The simplest form of alignment from the standpoint of analysis

results from selecting

K _._

so that

m

k I _ 0
e u

-n o
u kln

_ 0
n klu

(5Z)

! •

K = diag [kie, kln, klj (53)

and (50) decouples into three first-order scalar equations

Se' = "kle_°e' + (63e'

(54)
n

6_') + K_e"(_' + ,)_u(_ ,+ ,)
e g n adn g e ade

_°n"' = -klnCn' + (6_n'

k
a_ ') - l"'an(a_ ' + ') - _ (a_ ' +

n g e ade g n adn')

"_U l

k. tan¢+_

- ' (6_ u' - 6_ ') - _'-(6% +_de gklu_u + u klu- , ,)+ iu u(6En'+adn,)

n

The primary limitation to this scheme is the time required to filter

the errors of disturbance motions. Laplace transforming the equation for

_u' and neglecting all error terms but 0;de' yields
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1 klu
!

_u'(S) - (S+klu) [_u'(O) + _---coden(s)]

The gain kin determines the rate of decay of the initial azimuth error

_Ou'(0), i.e. it is the inverse of the loop time constant. The peak

amplitude of _ou' in response to a sinusoidal disturbance rate

COde' = co sin _t is

klu co

(55)

(56)

As an example of the susceptibility of this scheme to distrubance

motions, consider the following case:

Disturbance Amplitude co = .01°/sec

Distrubance Frequency = .1 rad/sec

Allowable Azimuth Error

Latitude _ = 45 °

= lm.r.

1
Solving (56) for v- , it is found that a time constant of approximately

klu

10 hours would be required. For higher disturbance amplitudes or lower

disturbance frequencies the required time constant is even larger. Thus

it is clear that this scheme is unsatisfactory for the application under

consideration without additional filtering.

A classical alignment, corresponding to the simplified technique

described in the preceding section, results from choosing

K

B

k2e

= -_
u

-k2u+_ n

m

_u 0

k2n 0

0 0

(57)
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so that

I

K

k2e 0 _2
n

0 k2n 0 (58)

k2u 0 0

In this case the rate-derived error signal _u' is not used. The

error propagation equation decouples into one second order loop involving

Ce' and Cu' and one first order equation involving only Cn':

(59)

....... - _ '+a ')"$e' -k2e "_n _'e 6_e ') (6anV+adn')- 6ae de

-k2u 0
m m

n
B

e

+

(_ '
U

^ +(kzu+f_n )-60 ' (6_ ' + ')
u g n adn

• I

¢Pu

' = ' + (5_ ' - 6_" ,) k2__n (6_ , + ade, ) _ u (6_,__ + ,)_n" " kzn _n n n - g e "g- adn

These first equation corresponds directly to the error block diagram of

Figure 21 except that more (small) error terms are present. It is seen

from (59) that the azimuth error _u' does not depend upon angular rate

disturbances in this mechanization. The applicability of this technique is

limited, however, by the presence of north-axis acceleration disturbances.

Although these effects are generally not as severe as those due to rate

disturbances, they still preclude the use of this technique for rapid alignment
in a helicopter environment.

The level axis misalignments _e' and _n' are also affected by
acceleration disturbances, both using this classical alignrnent and the

previously described scheme. Although the level axis effects are not as

severe as the azimuth effects, it is desirable to reduce them as well.

The most obvious solution to the sensitivity of alignment to disturbance

motions is to introduce additional filtering• This is readily accomplished:

One such mechanization is shown in Figure 22. It is seen by comparison
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with Figures 20 and 21 that the basic alignment loops are unchanged

except for the presence of three simple first-order digital filters. These

filters are arranged in such a way that the error sisnal provided by the

north accelerometer passes through two levels of filtering before use as

an azimuth correction signal. (This is desirable since the azimuth error

exhibits the most sensitivity to disturbances. )

Denoting the filter outputs by fe, fn' and fu' the following equations

describe the filters and correction signals

• A

fe = -kfe f - g te kfe qn
(60)

• /%

fn = -kfn fn + kfn g_e'

0

fu = -kfu f + fu kfu n

=

!

_e

%'

K q'
U

f '
e

L::J

(61)

where K is an appropriate 3 x 6 weighting matrix• Combining. (49) and (60),

the following vector differential equation is obtained after some manipulation:
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4

n

u

f
e

f
n

f
m U

-~ - 8_6o_ =
e e

A

n n

A

U U

kfe (6ae' + ade')

kfn(6an' + adn'

0

I

_ .bK +

P
\

D

0 -_
U

fl 0
U

-_2n 0

k
n fe

0 0

0 0

0

kfn

0

0

0

kfu

(62)

- ¢Pe' -]

_ n ,
u I

_ f ,
e I

f I
n

-- U

In order to correspond to Figure 22, K must be of the form

K

0

= -_
.U

_n
n

0 0 k
U e

0 0 -k 0 0
n

0 0 0 0 -k
u

0

' and '
In this case (62) decouples into a fourth-order loop involving _e _u

and a second order @n' loop, namely

m

-e

u

f '
n

i,
u

m

0

gkfn

0

0 -fl -k
n e

0

0 0 +k
U

0 -kfn 0

0 kfu -kfu

u

f !
n

f !

u

At,_ _ AT') !
Vw vw_

e e

+

6_u- 6fl'U

kfn(6"a n' + adn')

_ m m m m m

1[1 A' ' 6%'0 +k n n

= +

_fe'J kfe -kfeJ f'e L_kfe(6ae'+ ade'

(63)

/LAx

t u,-_l
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The Laplace transform solution of the first equation is

_e'(S)

_u'(Sl

f '(s)
n

f (s)
U

S

0

-gkfn

0

_n ke

s 0 -k
U

0 (s+kfn) 0

0 -kfu (s+kfu)

-i

o-

!

f (o) I

/ ° .
(o) I

U

+

6_e'(S) - 6_e'(S)

A

_ '(s)- _n ,(s)
u U

kfn(6an(S) + adn(S)

0

(65)

The characteristic equation is

CE :. s[s(s+kfn ) (s+kfu)] -gkfn[-kfuku_n-S(s+kfu)ke ] (66)

s4 + (kfn+kfe) s3 +(kfnkfe +gkfnk e )sZ+gkekfukfn s+gkfnkfuku_ n

and the indicated matrix inverse is

s(s +kfn) (s+kfu)

-%(s+kfn)(S+kfu) -s(s+kfu)k e

-_nkukfu

(67)

-ku_n(s+kfn) 1

-1 1
M -

CE

gkukfnkfu s (s +kfn) (s +kfu) Skukfu

+gkekfn (s +kfu)

+gkfn s(s+kfu) -gkfn_ n (s+kfu) s2 (s+kfu)

+gkfnkfu s -g%kfnkfu sZkf u

s k u ( s +kfn)

+gkekukfn

-ku_ngkfn

2

s (s+kfn)

+gkfuk es

IZ9



Applying the final value theorem, it is seen that the steady-state errors

resulting from the bias instrument errors

{5oo
e

65 '.(s)-
e s

(_O0U w

6o0'(s) -
U S

_a m
n

6_ '(s) -
n s

(68)

are

6o0 ' 6E '
U n

'(s.s.) = --- - --
e gk g

U

(69)

6oo ' k 6o0 '
e e u

_u'(s's') - a + [- _---
n u n

which is in agreement with the steady-state errors of (44).

Experience has shown that a desirable transient response to initial

errors results from choosing the constants kfn, kf u, k e, and k u so that the
characteristic equation (66) is of the form

- o0z)]zCE = is' + Z_s + (_ + (70)

= (s +g+jw) 2 (s +or- jo0)Z

2 44 3 (6z zZ)sz 4o-J)s ÷o0= s + 4o's + + + (4o -3 + +(0 -4 + 2o02o - )

4 3 s2 4 4= s + 4 as + (8a z) + 8a3s +
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Equating terms in (66) and (70) it is found that

kfn = kfu = ZOr

2 2Or + w 20 .2 20.
k -

e g5 go" g

4
4 22orZ + w 1o" + 40. 4

k = ,2 - 2 g_'r
u 4gfl or 4gfl o" n

n n

(71)

The response of _ ' to disturbance accelerations is seen from (65) and
U

(67) to be

sku kfu
'(s) - a '(s) (72)qu CE kfn dn

It is convenient for purposes of further analysis to assume w = O, i.e.

four equal system poles. This assumption has only minor effect on the

accuracy of the results which follow. Under this assumption

(s) (4¢ z)

'(s) = '(s)
Pu .... 4 adn

_u-ru]

1 or4S adn'(S)

_n (s+c_4 g

a '(s)
1 s dn

m

n gn (rs+l) 4

1
where r =_ is the loop time constant.

acceleration of the form adn'(t) = adn' sin fit,
found from

11 E I_u' = J"fl/i_n d_..__n
max (j_r+l) 4 g

For a sinusoidal disturbance

the peak azimuth error is

(73)

(74)
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A useful asymptotic plot showing the relationships among r, I_u'l max,

adn' , and _ is shown in Figure 23. Here the abscissa is the disturbance

frequency _ in rad/sec, the ordinate is the disturbance amplitude in g's

normalized by the allowable maximum azimuth misalignment ]_Ou'] max in

milliradians, and the various curves represent the loop time constant

required to achieve this misalignment value. The dashed line indicates the

use of this plot for the case

Allowable l_u'l
max

= lm.r.

Disturbance Amplitude a 'dn

-4
= I0 g's

Disturbance Frequency = I0 -I rad/sec

Latitude (_ = 45 °

which shows that a loop time constant of approximately 30 seconds is

required to filter the disturbance. Satisfactory reduction of initial errors in

a fourth-order loop such as this requires approximately 7 time constants, so

that a total gyrocompassing time of about 3 1/Z minutes would be required

for this disturbance level.

The second equation in (64) describes the propagation of _ '. the north
n

axis level error. This error is l_ich less sensitive to disturSance accelera-

tions than is the azimuth error. For this reason, the time constant for this

level loop is typically chosen to be of the order of I0 seconds. Since this is

a second order loop, approximately 4 time constants are required to errect

sati sfactory alignrnen%.

If a large east axis level error is present at the start of alignment,

undesirable transients are intorduced into the gyrocompassing loop (6Z).

For this reason the correction signal _ is typically zeroed (by setting k
U U

to zero) and the level axis gain k increased in order to level align about the
• e

east axis prior to gyrocompasslng. In this mode the response of _e' is essen-
tially the same as the _ ' response described above.

n

Kalman Filter Alignment. - The Kalman filter mechanization of inertial

self-alignment is relatively straight-forward. The only major complication

is in appropriate statistical modeling of the system error sources,

specifically the instrument errors and the disturbance motions. The

mechanization used in the alignment simulation is described in Section VI.

The notation is identical with that utilized in the preceding sections.
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Error Analysis

Introduction. -The error sources which contribute to navigation and attitude

errors are of three general types: instrument or sensor errors, computational

errors, and errors arising from approximations used in the mechanization equa-

tions. As described previously, the "full" set of mechanization equations are to

be mechanized so that approximation errors are negligible in the present appli-

cation. Computational errors are to a large extent under the control of the

programmer. Care must be taken to assure that the resolution, precision, etc.,

used for each computation is compatible with the overall system accuracy require-

ments. Sensor errors are less easily controlled and consequently are the major

contributors to system error.

In this section both the sensor and computation errors are analyzed in

order to estimate the navigation and attitude accuracy of the strapdown navigator.

A conventional "Schuler loop" technique is employed in order to obtain a simple

and reasonably complete understanding of the essential error behavior without the

complicating effects of cross-channel coupling. Experience has shown this

technique to be valid for mission times of a few hours or less, particularly for

low velocity and moderate accuracy applications such as the one being considered
here.

At least two other error analysts techniques are appropriate for estimating

the accuracy of navigation and attitude information for a strapdown navigator. The

first is, in actuality, an extension of the Schuler loop analysis technique which

is employed in-thls sectiurrd__e_Iaod-involves solving a complete set of

error differential equations, including cross-coupling terms, on a digital com-

puter in conjunction with a mission profile generator which provides the mission-

dependent parameters needed for the solution. This type of analysis is quite

useful in annHc_e_n_=........... involving high velocities and/or long mission times since

the cross-coupling effects are important to such cases. The primary disadvantage

in this technique is that the essential understanding of the system error behavior

is easily lost in the complexity of the program, i.e. , even though the results are

somewhat more accurate for any specific set of mission conditions, it is difficult

to extrapolate to more general conditions from the outputs of the simulation. For

this reason the Schuler loop "hand" analysis has been chosen for the present

analysis.

The second alternative technique involves direct simulation of the system

(as opposed to the linearized error equations}. Using this method it is possible

to evaluate computational errors, non-linear effects, algorithm truncation errors,

etc. directly by comparing the error-corrupted effects with a '_ruth model"

generated by a parallel simulation channel. The major problem with this technique
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is that it is very inefficient - it may require many hours of computer time to

simulate even a few minutes of real time operation. Such a program has been

written during the course of the present study and is described in a later section.

Due to the time limitations described above, however, this program has been

used primarily as a verification tool for the analytical studies which have been
conducted.

The error analysis in this section is performed for a non-redundant instru-

ment configuration. This is somewhat pessimistic since a redundant system

provides angular rate and acceleration information which is inherently more

accurate than a non-redundant system (assuming all instruments are operating).

Derivation of the Schuler Loop Model. - The attitude error propagation of

the strapdown system has been derived for a stationary system in the alignment

section (Equation (15)). The corresponding error propagation for a moving

vehicle is obtained by replacing the earth rate vector _ by the sum of earth rate

and position rate, i. e., by _ + p, and deleting the alignment control vector _.
The resulting propagation equation is readily found to be

• r! _r ar . r) r' (I)

where

6__p p (2)

Observh_that

5p r' = 6b*SprSb

F " P ' + P(P'I

5Pe u(Pn n u

Pe@u Pu@e_Pn - ' +

- Pn@e Pe@nLSPu ' + ,

(3)"

r r r'
= 5_ +px__

(1) may be rewritten as

• r' _ Ar r r'
__ = _ r__. -6_P r' -Q x_e (4)
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The earth rate cross-coupling given by the last term in (4) may reasonably be

neglected except for terms involving _u' since the leveling errors _e' and _n'
are quite small. In this case

A

qe' = 6_" - 6_ - 6p ' - _ _ 'e e e n u

A
' =6_" - 6_ - 6p '

_U U U U

Consider next the error in computation of level axis velocity components.

The true rate of change of velocity is given by

v: a + (Z__+R) xv-K (6)

while the computed vector is

/.X _ A A A A

v=a+(Z_n+E) xv-_ (7)

so that the error is

6v=v-@

A

_-a- a

(8)

where the approximation arises from neglecting gravity errors and errors in the

computation of the small acceleration correction terms involving corolis and

centrupital accelerations. Using (19) this becomes

,s r' = - ar'
-- -- (9)

A ---r_, , r
= 6b_ar6b + b6a_'5;; ` - a

and the level error components are
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(IO)

The position rate errors 5P ' and 6P ' are directly related to the level
e

velocity errors. Neglecting the second order effects of altitude and ellipticity

n
_.p t__

e a

(_v t

(SP '=-
n a

(II)

Finally, consider the errors in computing position. It is convenient for

error analysis purposes to consider east and north position errors rather than

latitude and longitude errors. Thus

A

_Pe = Pe" Pe

#

= _^^s¢ (X "'- A)a, _.. t,J

A
=V -V

e e

= 6_
e

w + I
--_V e Vn_ u

=a(¢- ¢)

= 6vA
n

=6vA' -v q, '
n e u

(12)
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Error Propagation. - The differential equation describing error propagation

in the east gyro-- north accelerometer loop is

J I

6_
.2

6¢,
n

/

_0u '

0ou I 0 1 0 -v
1 | e

_*_' I "o o _ o
^ n I =
J.,t o 1

_ I 0 --- 0 -a
a n

!

.... o o o o _
_% _ u

B _ B m n

The solution, assuming constant v e and _n' is given by

_n(O) t

_'Vn' I = eAt 15VAn'(0)l + re-At I

^'J /_e'(O) / 1 /

%

A T^' L% (o_J [_c# u

n
+ (13)

At.
where e

e

o 1

o __l',-_J

is readily found, using Laplace transform techniques, to be

(14}

At
e

1 _ sin_t a(l-cos_t) -v t -a_2 (t- sinfite n

0 cos/3t _ sin_t -a£ (1-cos/3t)
n

1 _2_

0 -_ag-- sinfit cos/3t - /3"sinflt J

A_0 0 0 1

where/3 = _ is the Schuler frequency.

(!5)

The response of the loop to initial condition errors may be found directly

by subsituting (15) into (14). The response to bias type inst'rument errors is:

found by performing the indicated integration in (14):
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-0 - -0 7

1eA t -AT eA t
e 5_ fir = e-A_'dlr _

ee

0 0
a_2

.1 1 1 (v + aft )t2+ n
t flZ (1 - cos_t) a(t -_-sin_t) "_ e n _ (1-cos_t)

1 1
0 _ sinflt a(l - cosflt) af/n(t- ,_sin_t)

1 OnI

0 --:g(I - cos/3t) _sin_t ---82(I - cos_t)

0 0 0 t

m

Finally, consider the effects of instrument noise-type errors.

that these are independent zero-mean white gaussian processes with

E6an (t) 6_n(T)= qan6(t - T)

m m_

(16)
0

, nl

_
A ssuming

ES_ (4)53 (r) =qwe6(t - T) (17)e e

(t)_;e (r)= C_u _(t - _)E6W n .

where 6(t - r) is the Dirac delta function, the covariance of the resulting errors
is found from

COV

-- A

6P n

6AV , t t

n [ e eA r

_, 0 0

m m

0

n

6_ e (r)

6_ (r)

_ _T

0

6_ n (_)

6_ (_)
e

_ (_)
_ %1

t

/ eA V diag [0, qan' q_oe'

T
T
dT

(18)
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which may be integrated to obtain

1

E[6_n (t)]2 = qan[_2 (_" _TsinZflt)]

Z3 2 1

+ qo_e[a (_ t - gsin/_t + _-_ sin2¢t)]

+ %u[(Ve+ a%)2t3_ Za%Cve+ a_)
_2

" 1 1

E[6#n'(tl] 2 = qan[_t +_ sinZ_t]

(sinflt - fltcosflt) +

2 2
a_2

n

_2

1
(_% - _ sinZ/_t)]

1
+ qwe[ag (lt - _-_ sinZfit)] (20)

+qwu [azn z (_szt_ z 1_-sin_t + sinZ_t)]

1 1 1
E[_e' (t)12 " = qan[a-_ (_t --_ sin2_t)]

1+ qo_e [ t + _-_ sin2_t]

nZ
n 1

+%u[7 1½ -

E[_u'-(t)]z: %ut

The error propagation for the north gyro-east accelerometer loop may be

obtained almost by inspection from the results obtained above. The response to
initial conditions is
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i .

A 1
6pe 1 _ sin#t

I 8AVe' = cos/3t

^ , 1 sin_t
¢Pn

-a (1-cos]gt)

- V gs n t

c o s,_t

A

v t (0)
n 6Pe

A

0 6v' (0)
e

o _n (o)

_ _ _ (o)

(Zl)

The response to bias sensor errors is

B

A

6P e

A

6v '

e

.x .

m

I

_-_ (1-cos_t)
1

= F sinai

I_(1 - cos/_t)
•

I
-a(t - _ sinflt)

!

-a (I - cos_t)

1
g sin_t

m

1 t2
Vr

0

0

m

6a
e

6w
n

6o_
n

(22)

Finally, the response to noise-type errors is

E [_Pe(t)]2 1 sinZOt)]: qae /32

3 Z 1
+ qwn [az (2 t - _ sin/_t + _-_ sinZflt)]

3

+ qwu [vn2_'_-[-

E [_v '(t)l2 1 1
e = qae [2 t + _ sinZnt]

1 sinZflt)l+%n lag(½t-

1 1 1
E [_n'(t)]z = qae [_g (7 t- _ sin2_t)]

1 I

+ qwn [2 t + _-_ stnZ/_t]

(23)
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Sensor Errors. - The propagation of errors which has been derived above is

sufficient to evaluate the effects of all important types of sensor errors and initial

alignment errors. The effects of initial condition errors, bias errors, and

noise-type errors may be evaluated directly using the equations which have been

developed. Other types of errors may be treated similarily by assuming nominal
mi s sion conditions.

.Gyro scale factor uncertainty errors are proportional to the total inertial

angular rate components in platform coordinates. As discussed previously,

m

OJ
X

_0
Y

£0
-- Zn

Px

+ % i+ Py

_.z_ z_J P_ Z_

For " straight and level" flight the body rate vector _ is zero, while the com-

ponents of _ + p are approximately constant. Thus if ._xsf is the sacle factor of
the x-gyro andA/D converter is, the resulting error is equivalent to an x-gyro
bias of

_U,x= 7xsf (nx + Px)

with similar results for the y and z axes. Since, in the present application,

pitch and roll motions are limited in magnitude, the effects of scale factor

errors on _; and _ average approximately to zero. Azimuth motion is unlimited,

however, anXd can _result in significant scale factor errors. Assuming that the

turns are made in times short compared to the Schuler period, these errors

may be approximated by step function azimuth alignment errors of magnitude

% :  sfA¢

where A@ is the total change in heading angle. Such errors propagate in the same

manner as an initial azimuth error. Thus if t,:, is the time of the heading change,

and y = n (0 ° heading) after the turn, the resultant n' - velocity error is,

using (15)

6v '(t) = -an n (1 - cosfl(t-t;:-'))
n

Gyro mass unbalance and quadrature errors result in gyro drifts during

periods of vehicle acceleration. Assuming the acceleration periods are short

compared to the Schuler period, these errors can be treated as step function

level and azimuth misalignment errors. For example, the "'tilt" offset

resulting from a brief velocity change of Av for a gyro with mass unbalance
coefficient m is x

X
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_ax = M _vx x

which would propagate in the same manner as an initial leveling error. Similarily,

a quadrature coefficient qx would result in a step tilt of

=QAv
x x y

Gyro anisoelastic (gZ-sensitive- errors may be treated in a manner similar

to g-sensitive errors except that they result from simultaneous accelerations along

the gyro spin and input axes. Thus, again assuming brief acceleration periods,

an x gyro ar_soelasticity coefficient of A would result in a step tilt error of
X

_x=A Av Avx x y

which, or course, propagates in the same manner as an initial level error.

Gyro non-orthogonality or instrument alignment errors behave in the

same manner as scale factor errors except that they are proportional to the

orthogonal components of _ rather than the direct component. Thus an x-gyro

non-orthorogality coefficient of 7 (assuming __ = 0 as before) results in anxno
error which is equivalent to a bias error of

6_ = _ [(n + )2 Zl/Z
x xno x Px +(ny+py) I

Accelerometer errors may be treated in much the same manner as gyro

errors. The primary difference is that g-sensitive errors result in step

velocity errors rather than step tilt errors. Such step velocity errors propagate

in the same manner as initial velocity errors.

Digital Computation Errors - There are three basic types of quantization

errors which affect the accuracy of the computations. The first is quantization

of the inputs to the computation. The second is the quantization of coefficients

used in the computation. The third type is quantization of the result of the compu-

tation. Each of the three types of error affects the accuracy of the system in

different ways [7, 8].

Problems associated with coefficient rounding can frequently be eliminated

or ameliorated by careful scaling. In cases where this is not possible, selective

double precision computations may be used to remove the problem.

Ouantization of the results of a computation is generally most critical in

cases for which the result is used for succeeding computations of the same

parameter. An example is the computation of attitude where the computed
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quaternion for one iteration is used in the update computations for the next itera-

tion. Again, this tTpe of quantization error may be minimized by using full or

partial double pre6_sion computations in critical areas. Such errors have been

extensively evaluated during the present study by means of computer simul_tibn,

This simulation is described in a later section.

While the effects of coefficient and result quantization errors can generally

be kept small by appropriate programming this is not generally the case for input
errors. The most serious of these errors are the result of quantization in the

A/D conversion process.

Assu_rn_+_hat the conversion is k bits (i.e., k-I plus sign). One LSB is
then s 2- where s is the maximum signal to be converted. The maxi-

maxmax. , . Z In order to
mum quantlzatlon error per conversion is I/2 LSB, or Srnax .
examine the effects of such errors, assume that the anguT_r rate conversions in

the normal operating range of the A/D converter are scaled for a maximum rate

of 8°/sec and that a'14 bit conversion is used. Then the error per iteration is

uniformly di:str[_ut'ed"wi't}_vari'anc e
-k 2

Z (Smax 2 )

= 3

(8°I sec) z (2-14) 2 -II
= 2.42 x 10 (rad)2

3 sec

Since typically several LSB's of noise are present on the gyro output the quanti-
zation error will be random from conversion to conversion, i. e. , it will appear

as a zero mean white noise sequence. The "equivalent" white noise process

(continuous rather than discrete) has variance

2 2
(Y = ff_ T

C (1

where • is the conversion iteration time for the signal. The conversion rate is

typically 8 KHz so that 7 is 125 psec and

2 10-4a = (2.4Z' x I0 -II) (1.25 x i = 3.03 x 10 "15
c

which is equivalent to a random drift rate of

6°)random = _c

= .Oll°/hr

It has been shows previously that such random errors propagate with the square

root of time and result in errors which are negligibly small compared with bias

type errors of similar magnitude.
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Mission Profile. - In order to examine the relative importance of the indivi-

dual error sources it is useful to select a typical mission profile in order to

evaluate the specific error propagation. To this end the following assumptions are

made:

i) The system aligns on the ground with the longitudinal axis pointing in an

easterly direction.

2) The vehicle takes off and accelerates in 60 seconds to 200 ft/sec velocity.

3) Heading during acceleration is 0 °.

4) Vehicle cruises at Z00ft/sec and 0 ° heading for 2 hour flight with level

attitude.

5) Geographic latitude is 45 °

These conditions are appropriate for the application under consideration and are

particularly useful fromthe standpoint of analysis since

1) Initial alignment errors are effectively decorrelated from instrument
biases.

2) Accelerations are brief so that the g-sensitive approximations described

previously may be utilized.

3) Accelerations occur near the beginning of the mission and may thus be
treated as initial condition errors.

4) Earth rate is isolated to the y and z axes and position rate to the x axis

rt,1 _-; _g ¢1_ _,_._-

Table 24 shows the position errors resulting from each of the major system
error sources for the chosen mission conditions for mission times of 1 and 2 hours.

All bias and scale factor errors include both sensor and A/D converter errors

since it is assumed that the corresponding parameters are calibrated on the system

level rather than individually. It is apparent from Table 24 that the system

accuracy, expressed in terms of the circular error probable (CEP) is 1.0 to 1. 5

nautical miles per hour and thus well in excess of the required 3 miles per hour.
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Table 24. Error Analysis Summary

Error Source

t= lhr
Error

8 P e' 8 Pn'Magnitude

t=Zhr

8P 8P
e' n'

X-Gyro

X-Gyro

X-Gyro

X-Gyro

X -Gyro

X-Gyro

X-Gyro

X-Gyro

X -Gyro

Y -Gyro

Y-Gyro

Y-Gyr0

Y-Gyro

Y-Gyro

Y-Gyro

Y-Gyro

Y-Gyro

Y - Gyro

Z -Gyro

Z -Gyro

Z -Gyro

7. -Gyro

Z-Gyro

Z -Gyro

Z-Gyro

Z -Gyro

Z -Gyro

Bias Stability

Random Drift

A/D Quantiz ation

SF Uncertainty

SF Non- Linearity

Non- O rtho gon ality

Mass Unbalance

Quadrature

Anisoelasticity

Bias Stability

Random Drift

A/D Quantiz ation

SF Uncertainty

SF Non- Linearity

Non- O rtho gonality

Mass Unbalance

Quadrature

Anis oelasticity

Bias Stability

Random Drift

A/D Quantization

SF Uncertainty

SF Non-Linearity

Non-Orthogonality

Mass Unbalance

Quadrature

Anisoelasticity

O

.01 /hr -- 4460

.005°/hr -- 43

14 Bits -- 85

I00 ppm -- 89

70 ppm -- 63

20 se_'-_ -- 631

• l°/hr/g -- 63

.l°/hr/g -- neg

• 05°/hr/g Z -- neg

.01°/hr 4460 --

.005°/hr 43 --

14 Bits 85 --

I00 ppm 446 --

70 ppm 312 --

20 se"-'d 455 --

.l°/hr/g neg --

O

• _ I_- /~ neg

2
.05°/hr/g neg --

.02°/hr 126 560

.005°/hr neg neg

14 Bits neg neg

I00 ppm neg 28

70 ppm neg 20

20 se_-'d neg 29

.l°/hr/g neg neg

•l°/hr/g neg 13

.05°/hr/g 2 neg neg

-- 6930

-- 51

-- lO1

-- 139

-- 97

-- 977

-- 118

-- neg

-- neg

6930 --

51 --

101 --

693 --

485 --

707 --

neg --

neg --

neg --

503 2440

neg neg

neg neg

25 122

18 85

26 124

neg neg

neg 21

neg neg
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Table 24.

Error Source

Error Analysis Summary (Continued)

t=lhr

Error 6P e' 6Pn'
Magnitude

t=Zhr

5P e , 5P n,

X Accel

X Accel

X Accel

X Accel

X Accel

X Accel

Y Accel

Y Accel

Y Accel

Y Accel

Y Accel

Bias Stability

A / D Quantiz ation

SF Uncertainty

SF Non- Linearity

Non-Orthogonality

C r o s s - Coupling

Bias Stability

A/D Quantiz ation

SF Uncertainty

SF Non-Linearity

Non- O rtho gonality

Y Accel Cross-Coupling

Initial X-Axis Level Error

Initial Y-Axis Level Error

Initial Z-Axis Misalignment

Initial East Position Error

Initial North Position Error

RSS Totals

CEP

-4
10 g 2630

14 Bits 19

100 ppm 16

70 ppm 11

20 _6 neg

5_g/g 2 neg

-4
i0 g --

14 Bits --

I00 ppm --

70 ppm --

Z0s_ --

5_g/g 2 --

zo g-_ --

20 sec 2630

1 mr 720

I000 ft I000

i000 it --

5981

-- 3930 --

-- neg --

---- 8 --

-- 6 --

-- neg. --

-- neg --

2630 -- 3930

neg -- neg

neg -- neg

neg -- neg

16 -- 8

neg -- neg

2630 -- 3930

-- 3930 --

4460 1440 6930

-- I000 --

i000 -- I000

7440 9140 II6Z0

7860 ft = 1.3 nmi 12150 ft = 2.0 nmi
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C omputatlonal Requirements

A preliminary analysis of computational requirements for the strapdown

navigator has been performed. Table Z5 summarizes the memory requirements

for the basic inertial navigation mechanization equations. The memory require-

ments shown are based upon a direction cosine attitude representation. The

corresponding quaternion representation requires approximately the same
number of total words.

Table Z6 shows the corresponding timing analysis for both quaternion and

direction cosine implementations of the attitude equations. It is clear from

this analysis that use of the quaternion representation provides a significant

advantage in terms of computer timing requirements, but that neither repre-

sentation is overly demanding on computer time for the 30 Hz iteration rate.

These estimates are somewhat optimistic in that single precision opera-

tions have been assumed for the attitude update equations. The use of selective

double precision operations in these computations will increase both memory

and time requirements by a small amount.

The memory and timing requirements of Tables 25 and 26 are independent

of the type and level of redundancy which is employed. Other areas resulting

in substantial computer loading are affected by such considerations, however.

These are sensor error compensation, failure detection and isolation, and the

data processing associated with combining the redundant sensor data into the

basic angular rate and acceleration required for the attitude and navigation

equations.

The sensor error compensation corrects for the in-,portant "static': and

dynamic sensor and converter errors. The static error compensation includes

corrections for sensor biases, scale factor variations, non-orthogonality errors,

direct and quadrature gyro mass unbalance errors, etc., and for temperature

sensitive variations in these parameters. The dynamic error compensation

corrects for all important (predictable) sensor errors which occur under

dynamic operating conditions. For a non-redundant system these computations

require approximately 400 words of memory and roughly 400 _sec of time

per computer iteration. For a full fail=op/fail-op redundant system the number

of sensors doubles and hence the sensor error compensation computer require-

ments also increase by approximately a factor of two (although some memory

saving may result from "looping" repetitive computations).

The computer requirements associated with failure detection and isola-

tion and with the processing of multiple signals varies widely with the level

and type of redundancy which is employed, with the sensor orientations which

are used, and with the degree of sophistication which is used in the computations.
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Table 25. Computer Storage Requirements for Solution of Strapdown Inertial

Navigation Mechanization Equations

Routines

Data Inputs and

Rate Extraction

Update A ccelerometer
Terms

Align Computations

Gyro Rate Computations

Initialize (B)

Extrapolate (B)

Initialize (C)

Extrapolate (C)

Update Vehicle Velocity

Position Rates

Gravity Compensation

10 Hz Divider

Present Position

Equations

Attitude and Heading

Interrupt Service

Iteration

Rate

60 Hz

30 Hz

30 Hz

30 Hz

30 Hz

30 Hz

10 Hz

10 Hz

Permanent

Words

79

25

190

54

55

164

I0 Hz

i0 Hz

I0 Hz

i0 Hz

I0 Hz

I0 Hz

N.A.

62

40

54

38

ii

5

34

35

8

Dedicated

Scratch

4O

3

45

9

IZ

9

(Shared)

18

18
l_t. _--A.a%

12

6

3

1

3

4

2
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Table 25. Computer Storage Requirements for Solution of Strapdown Inertial

Navigation Mechanization Equations (Continued)

Routine s

Executive and

Miscellaneous

Power on Initialization

-I
Floated Arc. tan

Iteration

Rate

Permanent

N. A.

N. A°

Async

Words

6O

-I
Tan

Sine-Cosine

-I
Sin

ABS/X

Float

Constants

Total Words

l!

75

31

63

Z7

23

7

21

II0

!27!

Dedicated

Scratch

5

15

-)ft r"
#.J _J *J
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Table 26. Timing Analysis for Solution of Strapdown Inertial

Navigation Mechanization Equations

Computer Instructions

Attitude

Mechanization

Direction Cosine

Numb e r

Time (#sec)

Quaternion

Numb e r

Time (I_sec)

Add/

Sub

93

248

63

168

Load/

Store

155

413

105

280

Multi -

ply

78

468

66

396

Trans-

_r

29

77

29

77

Shift

36

96

18

48

Total

Time

(#sec)

1302

969
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It is estimated that a minimum of 1000 words of memory would be required

for fail-op/fail-op redundancy. The number could easily double if more so-

phisticated processing techniques are employed. Timing requirements appear

to be comparable to the requirements for the inertial computations.

In summary, it appears that

1) The TDY-43 speed is more than adequate for the computations

which are required for a fail-op/fail op strapdown inertial

navigation.

2) A non-redundant system will require between Z000 and 2500

words of memory. A 4K memory is thus more than adequate

for such a system.

3) It appears that a 4K memory is marginal for redundant applica-

tions if the failure detection/isolation and signal processing

algorithms are kept as simple as possible. For more sophisti-

cated (and hence more accurate} techniques additional memory

will be required.
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Study of Analog to Digital Conversion Techniques

Introduction. -Early in the development of the two-degree-of-freedom

dry tuned-gimbal gyro the need for an accurate torquing method that would

produce a digital representation of the angular rates was recognized. Inves-

tigation showed that neither pulse torquing nor a voltage-to-frequency con-

version would be as accurate as a well implemented analog-to-digital

technique. Therefore, it was decided to analog torque the gyros, as this gives

the best accuracy, and to use a multiplexed A/D converter. The purpose

of this portion of the study is to examine the various A/D conversion tech-

niques in common usage today, establish which technique is most appropriate

for the present Strapdown System Application and to analyze this technique

for its contribution to the overall system error budget.

There are many problems that are common to any type of A/D converter

regardless of what technique is utilized. These problems relate not only

to operation, circuitry and performance, but also to such propositions as

to whether or not a sample/hold circuit is needed at the input, or buffering

at the output, to power supply and reference supply requirements, to ampli-

fier characteristics, to trade-offs, to the form of input and output signals,

bipolar operation, etc. This study will concentrate on operation and

performance, hence most of these latter problems will not be discussed in

great detail.

In the course of this investigation, the field of candidate A/D converter

techniques was rapidly narrowed to two very popular and widely used types

that are quite adaptable for system work. These two types are the successive-

approximation A/D converter and the integration or simple ramp-comparison

A/D converter.

The technique which appears the most adaptable to the subject system

application, utilizes a Main A/D converter that is a high-speed, linear

successive-approximation type. In general the performance of a successive-

approximation A/D converter is a compromise between static accuracy and

conversion speed. The higher the conversion speed is set, the lower will be

the accuracy that can be obtained from the converter. As mechanized by

Teledyne, this converter utilizes various peripheral techniques to enhance

the accuracy of the main A/D converter while preserving its inherent speed.

These techniques are detailed in the following study.

Summary of Various A/D Converter Techniques. -A wide variety of A/D

converter techniques is known today, however the most popular conversion

techniques in actual use can be catagorized into the following types:
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I. Parallel-feedback direct A/D converter.

2. Serial-feedback direct A/D converter.

3. Indirect A/D converter

4. Voltage to incremental digital converter.

5. Logarithmic A/D converter.

After some initial investigation, it was quickly determined that of the

whole spectrum of candidate techniques, only two showed any promise for

the subject application. These are the successive-approximation A/D

converter and the integration or simple ramp-comparision A/D converter.

The others were eliminated based on inaccuracy, conversion speed, circuit

complexity etc. The successive-approximation technique falls under the

category of parallel-feedback direct A/D conversion while the integration

technique is an indirect A/D converter method. The comparlson of these

two converter techniques is the subject of the following paragraphs.

Integration (Simple Ramp-Comparison) A/D Converter.-The ramp-

comparison technique is the fundamental principle of all indirect converters.

This family of converters is quite popular. Its members perform the indirect

conversion by first converting to a function of time, then converting from

the time function to a digital number using a counter.
f'

This study will consider a particular type of ramp-comparison converter

that has been frequently used in inertial navigation systems. The converter

is basically a dual ramp Reset Integrator type, whereby an analog integra-

tor is utilized to generate a ramp output which is proportional to the dc

current input. A threshold detector generates a reset pulse when the ramib

exceeds a preset threshold. This is accomplished by switching into the

....._........ F_ -_, _,,_-u_ _u_zcnc watch is opposite in poiarit and of magni-

tude relative to the input signal such as to cause the output of the integrator

to reverse direction and drop below the threshold point of the detector by a

fixed increment. The threshold detector and reset pulse maintains the ramp

amplitude below the threshold with a series of reset pulses. The rate at

which the ramp continues to exceed the threshold, in the presence of the reset

pulses, is indicative of the average dc current injected at the input. Hence,

the pulse rate is proportional to the input dc current.

The basic Reset Integrator is illustrated in Figure ZS. The output of

the Reset Integrator is ternary in nature. That is, pulses are generated at

the plus or minus outputs (but not simultaneously) depending on the polarity

of the input current. The current at the input is transformed into a voltage

by utilizing shunt resistors which also scale the inpUt quantity to the dynamic

voltage range of the A/D converter input. A typical range for the converter is

+_ I0 volts dc. The input voltage is integrated with the operational amplifier

Iss
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Figure 25. Block Diagram of Reset Integrator
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integrator, where the output voltage is equal to the integral of the input

voltage (assuming the precision feedback switches are "off"). The output

expressed mathematically is:

¢?e = dt
o i

(I)

The output voltage is applied simultaneously to two differential comparator

level detectors which determine when the output exceeds the vbltage threshold.

A separate detector is used for each input polarity. When the output of the

integrator exceeds a threshold, the output of the detector enables its corres-

ponding flip flop to be set. The timing logic causes the flip flop to be set at

the appropriate bit time which is in synchronism with the computer clock since

the basic timing signal for the A/D converter, Cp, is derived from the

computer clock. The timing logic also generates a reset pulse for the flip

flop, providing precise timing for the reset pulse width. The output of the

flip flop is high for one pulse width period, as controlled by the set-reset

pulse separation. It generates an output, e.dt, to the computer and a

precise pulse width signal, t., to the feedba½k switch. A diagram illustra-

ting the basic timing for the _/D converter is shown in Figure 26.

The feedback switch enables a reference voltage, E , to be applied to

the integrator summing junction through the reset feedbark resistor, RS.
The polarity of the reference voltage applied to the amplifier is a function

of the threshold detector whose threshold was exceeded. The net reset

voltage is integrated, thereby driving the output voltage below the threshold.

The reset pulse, which is a precise increment, can be defined as

t_ E dt

Ae = [I r

o Jo RfC

Eft 1
Ae -

o RfC

In actual operation, at any given time t, the integrator output, as reset

by the feedback pulses, has a value corresponding to

t e. dt

Je = NAe
o R.C o

O I

where N is the accumulation, or number, of pulses out of the Reset

Integrator.

(2)

(3)
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The output pulse train from the Reset Integrator is the most significant

part of the solution. The integral term reflects the residue in the integrator

and is less than the resolution of the A/D converter. Neglecting the quanti-

zation term and substituting equation (1) and (2) into the balance of (3) yields

e. dt = N
R.C t

1

(4)

Differentiating equation (4) with respect to time and re-arranging to

express the ot_tput pulse rate in terms of the input voltage gives

dt t 1
(5)

The terms in equation (5) define the major parameters which contribute

to the scale factor of the A/D converter. Equation (5) is significant in that

it says that the first order static accuracy of the scale factor is a function

of the ratio of the source and feedback resistors, voltage reference and pulse

width (clock frequency). Also, since all of the parameters except E are
r

common and scaled for either input polarity the symmetry between positive

and negative inputs is affected only by the differences in the two voltage
references.

The foregoing discussion applies to the somewhat idealized condition

where actual leakage currents and offsets of the integrator amplifier and
_ _ _11_-- _1_ _ "n 11 --"

• ==uuau_ _w_cnes are ignored, lhese must be considered in any design

where high accuracy is desired. A second area which must be considered

relates to the dynamic errors such as switch drive feed-through, switch rise/

fall time and turn-on/turn-off non-symmetry which affect the precision of the

feed back pulse wave shape. The greatest error anticipated is the effect

of positive-negative asymmetry in the precision pulse generator. This error

is given by the following relationship:

1= - F

WE ZF+
(6)

where

09

E

f.0 m

= effective equivalent gyro drift rate

= peak magnitude of assumed sinusoidal angular rate input
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F
+

= positive scale factor of precision pulse generator

F = negative scale factor of precision pulse generator
F -F

During alignment it is assumed that 0_ = 360°/hr, +
m F

+

- 100 ppm

Under these conditions

360 -4
w =_x 10 = 0.018°/hr-

e 2

This error results in a gyrocompass angular orientation error of approx-

imately 0. 1 degree.

This large error source is a distinct disadvantage that is not easily

circumvented and, coupled with other inherent disadvantages, such as limited

throughput rate, the Reset Integrator style of A/D converter was not chosen

for application in the subject strapdown inertial system.

The A/D conversion technique which is judged most applicable, utilizes

a Main A/D converter that is a high speed linear successive-approximation

type which is described below. The overall conversion technique, that

employs various peripheral technique to improve accuracy, will be detailed

in later paragraphs.

Successive Approximation A/D Converter.-This type provides the binary

equivalent of the ratio of the analog input signal and the D.C. Reference.

Refer to the block diagram shown_ Wigure 27. _L_.... _= t-wo signals (VAi and

VA2) are provided to the converter for comparison. One input, VA2, is

attenuated by a factor KD through the ladder network and compared to the

other input, VA1. In a sequence of successive steps, the feedback voltage,

(KD) (VA2), is made to approximate the input voltage, VA1, where during

each step the feedback voltage is changed in accordance with the result of

the previous comparison between VA1 and (KD) (VA2). The amount by which

the feedback voltage is increased or decreased is VR/2-t where i defines the
step in the operation. The output of the comparator systematically drives the

logic, utilizing this successive approximation technique, until the digital

feedback quantity to the ladder, KD, is of such value that the output of the

comparator is at null. Hence, when the loop is forced to null:

VA1 = KD x VA2 (7)
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and

VA 1 (Signal)

KD = VA2 (Reference) = Digital Data. (8)

Before the successive approximation conversion process starts the ladder

network is grounded and the comparator used to determine the polarity of the

input signal. This comparison is used as the most significant bit (MSB), bit 14,

of the digital data and switches in the reference voltage which corresponds to the

same pblarity. This method of polarity and then magnitude conversion insures

maximum linearity and accuracy about zero volts.

This converter constitutes what will be referred to tn following paragraphs

as the Main A/D converter while the overall conversion system will be denoted

as the ADC. The ADC contains additional circuitry that increases the versi-

tility and enhances the accuracy of the Main A/D. Error analyses wereper-

formed for the complete conversion system and are presented in the final

paragraphs of this study. A general description of the ADC is given below.

Analog To Digital Conversion System. -The Analog to Digital Converter

(ADC) performs the function of converting the Gyro, the Accelerometer, and

the Temperature signals into digital data. Self-test signals are also converted

to verify the integrity of the converter. The ADC block diagram is shown in

Figure 28. All inputs are scaled and conditioned to be in a standard voltage

range acceptable to the converter before being multiplexed into a high impedance

buffer. The buffer outputs are switched into the Main A/D along with a Dither

signal as required. The Main A/D performs a 14 Bit conversion (13 Bits

magnitude and I Bit polarity) on the analog signal. The logi_ section performs

the channel address decoding, the conversion timing and control funct'_ons and

the summation and computational logic required to meet the required accuracy

and resolution requirements.

The Main A/D is time shared by all of the conditioned analog input signals

and alternates between inputs from channel A and channel B. The input channel

selection logic is such that input signals are addressed alternately from M_SX A

and MUX B with MUX C being a sub-multiplexer of MUX A. (The Gyro inputs

can be split between MUX A and B to allow a higher conversion rate on these

inputs). The signal conditioning circuits are shown in Figure Z9 and are

mainly scaling resistors with only the temperature inputs requiring gain.

A s the dynamic range at the input of the ADC would be somewhat limited,

the scaling of the gyros is changed upon command of IMU digital logic testing

the converter outputs. An A-C dither is also inserted into the input of the

Main A/D to elevate the low rate signals to more readable levels. The dither
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also improves the linearity of the Main A/D, as the input signal follows the

dither voltage resulting in an averaging of the signal over some part of the

ADC input range.

To improve the effective resolution of the converter, averaging (buffer

summing) is done on each high speed conversion channel before the data are

transferred to the computer each problem cycle.

As symmetry of the scale factor is of great importance in a strapdown

application, the gyro output is mechanized to have both a positive and negative

torquing signal so that the difference of these two will eliminate the dither and

any non-symmetry that may occur in either the gyro or ADC. This differen-

cing is done in the computer.

An additional advantage of the proposed self-calibrating system is that

the A/D scale factors and biases are also calibrated along with the instrument

scale factors and biases as lumped effects so that any changes in these critical

parameters with time, an inherent risk with long storage, may be compensated

properly in the computer.

ADC Operation. -The A/D conversion methods are as described in the

preceeding paragraphs. The analog inputs are all processed through a

multiplexer unit and a high speed analog to digital converter. Timing signals

from the IMU control logic are used to time the operations of the multiplexer

and the Main A/D converter, as well as to provide sorting out and buffer

summing of the various output signals between major computation iterations.

The accuracy of the A/D conversion is enhanced by two procedures: the

introduction of a "dither" signal ahead of the Main A/D converter as a means

for minimizing converter quantization errors and the averaging of a number

of independent measurements in order to minimize the variance. As an

additional procedure, the two reverse-polarity drive signals to each gyro and

accelerometer torquer are converted to digital form separately and combined

by computer program. This approach reshlts effectively in a "common-mode

rejection" of conversion bias.

The dither signal is a large amplitude triangular wave as compared to the

quantization level of the A/D converter (LSB corresponds to about one milli-

volt). The slope of the dither signal is about +_ 1 volt/ms = +_ 1 mv/ps. Since
the shortest interval between successive conversions of the same (equivalent)

parameter (_0 + and _ - in this case) is two time slots or 65.2 microseconds
R R

two successive readings for an unchanged signal level will differ by some 65 mv

or, equivalentally, about 65 quantization units. This spread between successive

converted values and the fact that the diZ]aer frequency is completely independent
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of the data scanning (or any other) frequency is sufficient to establish the

converted value as a random variable with a probability density function

bounded by +_ 1/2 LSB and distributed uniformly about a value corresponding

to the true value of the input analog signal offset by the converter bias (all

error sources other than quantization and converter bias are ignored here).

The most critical conversion process relates to the gyro signals, vahich

must first be converted from analog currents to analog voltages by the use

of precision resistors, and then to digital signals for subsequent computer

processing. Two multiplexer input channels are utilized for the outputs from

each gyro axis which are brought out in the form of a dual differential circuit,

taking advantage of the gyro design which employs two push-pull torquer coils

per gyro axis. A simplified block diagram of one gvro channel of A/D con-

version is shown in Figure 30. The analog signal E 1 is ideally the same

magnitude but the opposite polarity of the corresponding signal E . The

timing of the multiplexer switching and A/D conversion is such t_at E_ and

E' are alternately sampled, converted and separately summed in the lutput
I v

registers labeled E I and E I in Figure 30.

The computer takes the algebraic difference between the E and E_ regis-
ters every major computation cycle, thus obtaining a measure If gyro angular

rate over this constant time interval, equivalent to a small change in angular

motion. This algebraic differencing process results in the elimination of the

normal common mode errors due to the ADC voltage offset variation and due

to the dither voltage, which is used to effectively eliminate the quantization

error of the 14 bit Main A/D Converter. In addition, and of significance in

the performance of this, as well as an 7 other precision inertial digital output,

is the fact that the above described algebraic differencing process provides an

extremely symmetric output with respect to positive versus negative polarity

inputs, resulting in negligible output rectification from this source. Actual

test results show bias variations less than 1 ppm (parts per million) of full

scale, a rectification error with an alternating peak voltage input of half full

scale of less than 1 ppm, and a standard deviation from linearity error of

37 ppm over the full scale. If required, the bias error, which is almost

entirely due to a small differential voltage bias of the multiplexer input pair

for each gyro channel, can be effectively eliminated by periodically switching

the connections of the input pair simultaneously, with a corresponding change

in the polarity of the algebraic differencing process used for the output

register, as described above.

ADC Error Analyses. -In the foregoing paragraphs a considerable concern

was _expressed relating to A/D conversion accuracy and error sources. In this

section, error analyses are presented which will support TeledFne's selection

of this technique for A/D conversion.
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Errors Due to Signal Unbalances. -In Figure 31 the voltage magnitude

balance of the A/D converter input signals E and E' are determined pri-

marily by the resistor ratios R2/R 1 and R4/_ 13' assuming the coil impedances
are matched.

Let E 1 = Eo (1 +(_)

' =E (1-_)E1 o

(10)

(11)

In Figure 31, the system scale factor, defined as the physical angular
rate of the gyro with respect to E and E', is determined by a combination1 1
of gyro coil/magnetic/mechanicaI parameters and the values of the resistors

R_ and R.. Thus, by varying the ratio RA/R_, both the output voltage balance
a_d the 4scale factor balance are affected. B_choosing the R /R_ ratios cor-

2 1
rectly, it is possible to achieve both an ideal output voltage balance and an

ideal scale factor balance. Since it is time consuming and expensive, however,

to tailor each out-put circuit to the associated gyro in this manner, the following

analysis has been performed to determine the allowable levels of output voltage
and scale factor unbalance.

El

R1
GYRO

TORQUER

E!

R3

R4
i

'--Elv

GYRO
TORQUER

TO A/D
CONVERTER

T87598

8

Figure 31. Simplified Gyro Torquing Circuitry
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Assume that the error model of the A/D converter can be approximated

by the block diagram depicted in Figure 3Z.

b 1

_J CONVERTER
r

F

v

-E ° (1 - c_)

b2

• -_ E2

!

E2r

T87600

Figure 32. A/D Converter Error Block Diagram

2_

b 1 , b 2

e
1

e 2

E
o

E 2 ,

0o

(1 + oz), -E
o

E 2

(1 - oz)

voltage unbalance of input signals to the A/D
converter

scale factor unbalance of input signals to the
A/D converter

multiplexer input channel bias voltages=

= input analog signal to the A/D converter

= output digital signal of the A/D converter

= input signals to the A/D converter

= output signals of the A/D converter

= input angular rate to gyro

=,measured output rate from A/D converter, computer
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let

2 2 3

e = ao + alel + a2el + a3el + ....... '" " + quantLzation term (12)

Neglecting the quantization term, and assuming the input Eo (i + G) + b I,

and -E (1 - _) + b 2, as shown in FigureAD-8,O

E2 a + a I (1 + or) + bl] + a Z [E (1 + o_) + b ]2 ]3= o [Eo o I + a 3 [Eo (1 + oz) + b I

4- .......... and (13)

E i = a O + a I ['.-.Eo(I - e)+b z]+a z[-E ° (1 - _) + bz] z + a 3 [-E ° (1 - e) + uzl 3

(14)

so that _Z can be expressed as _2 : EZ " El (15)

+ Eo 12al

+ o az [

l+ E 3 a 3
O

2+ 2a 2 [b I (I + a) + b 2 (I - e) + 3a 3 [h (I + _) + b 2 (I - ff)l

(I + _)2 _ (i + e)2] + 3a 3 [b I (I + _)2 _ b2 (i - a)Zl

[(1 + _)3 + (1 - _)3]

plus higher order terms (16)

The error in the output,

(17)

OE = _Z - Eo (2 + 2(_) (Assuming al = I) (18)

+ ol
+ E2

0

+ E 3 ,
O

2-2_B+ 2a 2 [b I (I + e) +b z (i - e)] + 3a 3 [b (I +a) + b 2 (I - _)]

a Z [(I + o_)2 - (I - (_)Z] + 3a 3 [b I (I + oL)Z - b z (I - oz)2

a3 [(I + oL)3 + (I - o_)3] plus higher order terms (19)
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An examination of equation (19) shows a zero signal input bias of appro-

xima_ly b 1 - b 2, a scale factor error approximately -2_, and a coefficient

for E of approximately 4a2_. The latter coefficient results in a rectification

factor ° of 2a2_ relative to the peak value squared of an input sinusoid. Were

the expression for _E described by equation (19) to be carried out for more
terms, additional rectification factors would appear, one for each even powered

term of equation (12).

The preliminary conclusions to be drawn from all of the _bove are as
follows:

I. The multiplexer _ifferential bias, b. - b , should be maintained as low
2

as possible, preferably on:the order 1 of 1 ppm or less.

2. The unbalance input voltage, 2c_, should be maintained as low as possible,

preferably on the order of 1.0% or less.

. The scale factor unbalance, 8, causes only the second order, constant

scale factor change of 2_, and is hence not critical, assuming _ remains

relatively constant.

4. Assuming the following values for the error parameters, the following

errors (_E) result:

let b 1 - b 2 = 5 ppm of full scale

_= 0.01

8= 0.03

azE ° (full scale) = 200 ppm of full scale

Then Bias = approximately 5 ppm of full scale

Scale factor constant error = approximately 300 ppm of full scale

Rectification error for a sinusoidal input of peak magnitude E S =

approximately ES/E ° x 2 ppm of E S

Maximum rectification error = approximately 2 ppm of full scale.
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o In the design of the caging amplifier and oven electrical components it

should be satisfactory to specify tolerances for R 1, R 2, R 3, and R 4

which meet the above requirements and which will interface satisfactor 7

with any gyro, assuming the usual computer calibration of overall scale
factor.

6. It has been demonstrated that the effects of angular cross coupling

errors of the torquers is negligible.

. For the case where the input to the A/D converter can be represented

by a constant plus a sinusoid, the following adflitional rectification

term appears:

Let E ° = E K + E S sinwoT

o EK + 3EKEs sinw T + 3EKE sin2 3= w T+E sin w T
O O O

In this expression the first term represents the nonlinear response to

the constant input, and the third term represents a rectification term

of magnitude.

_E Z= 3EKEsa 3

,.a3E 3
0

Let E - 150 ppm
" 0

WE Z)
so that,---= 3 (a Ee o

o

E K E

(-f-)
0 0

Z (Z0)

for the case where

EK 1 ES 1

E 20' E 2
0 0

E (3) (15 0'ppm) (2_0 (4"_')
O

CE
E.

O

-- = approximately 6 ppm of full scale rectification error
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Quantization Errors.-The Main A/D converter converts a signal having

a triangular wave dither plus quantization noise and a bias into a train of

digitized data whose time representation appears as in Figure 33.

e(0

tj

T89934

Figure 33. Digitized Data with Dither

The quantization noise, the bias, and triangular wave are uncorrelated

with each other and their mffects may be separately analyzed.

1_ Dither Elimination

The dither signal is incorporated to make the very low levels of gyro

bias (and the vehicle motion in quiescent flight) "visible" to an analog-

to-digital converter whose least quantum of signal level is many times
the biases to be measured.

While the dither is thus necessary_: it must also be eliminated from the

digitized data before computer processing so as not to introduce erro-

neous or extraneous effects which may be falsely attributed to instru-

ment or system behavior.

To eliminate the dither from the data after conversion, a "common m_de

rejection" scheme is mechanized as shown in Figure 34, where the

complementary polarities of the torquer signal are each mixed with the

dither signal, converted, summed for a computer period (nominally 8

dither cycles) and then differenced.
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'_J MUX

DITHER T89935

F_gure 34. "Common Mode" Dither Mechanization

6 6

+E* . 4 4

0 O,

-2 -2

-4 -4

- ,2fl I I

-7 -7

T89936

Figure 35. Typical Converted Waveforms of Dithered Signal
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As seen in Figure 35., if the dither period is an exact rnultiple of

the sample period, the sums of +E_-" and -E-'_ will each (individually) total

zero over a full dither cycle. Further, any bias in the dither will affect

each equally and be cancelled when Z+ E-".-"- _-E* is formed.

However, the converter has a finite resolution to each measurement such

that a small numerical residual would surely arise systematically in

each such sum over each cycle if perfect synchronism were used. Con-

sequently, it is _lesirable to "detune" the dither and converter frequencies

such that the converter "walks" across all levels of the dither signal,

making these resolution residuals vary cyclically and average out. This

detuning is done so the averaging is carried out rapidly over several

machine cycles (in each of which there are approximately eight dither

cycles).

2. Quantization Noise and Bias

The quantization error is a random "square wave" error having a uniform

probability distribution over the range + 1/2 LSB. Denote the half range

by b. Then the variance in this quantization noise is

2 H2

and the standard deviation in any one measurement is b/

In a high-grade strapdown inertial system the following parameters are

typical

A/D Converter 14 bits, 10 usec. /conversion.

Max range scaling +_8°/sec.

Conversion rate per signal channel: 6,000/sec. = 100/computer cycle

Then

LSB = Z x 8°/sec. = 0. 001°/sec. b = 0. 0005°/sec.
214

a = 0.0005°/sec. = 0.000Z9°/sec. = 1.05°/hr.

N

During one machine cycle (1/60 sec. _ there are 100 conversions in

each channel, so the standard deviation of a rate measurement each

machine cycle (after the subtraction +E_ - -E*) is
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Averaged over,

cycles

i = 1.05°/hr. = 0.073O/hr.

N V/_00

say, 2 seconds, during which there are 120 machine

1 0.073
- = .00oo°/hr.'"-

G N
2 sea.

or, over 10 seconds:

1 0. 073

crN
10 sec.

- 0.003°/hr.

Thus, for all practical purposes the digital averaging process yidlds

measurements with accuracies of very great precision with only several

seconds of smoothing.

3. Instrument Calibration

o

To enhance the data smoothing during calibration, scaling may be changed.

Since the quantization error varies directly with converter scaling, a

factor of 2 or 3 change yields smoothed data accuracies compatible with

the inherent instrument accuracies (0. 001°/hr. lcr random drift) using

only 10 seconds of smoothing.

Long-Term Integration of Rate Data

If the rate data are integrated to generate attitude irfforma_on,
ture for the error model is thus:

the pic-

ON 8e

Here _N has a deviation of 0. 073 °/hr.
variance in the error is

Integrated over time t the

CO

2 /cre = t
e

-o_D

¢0 (t) dt
N

(22)
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The autocorrelation _P8 of the random pulse train has an integral (o-
,, N

T 'where T is the computer interval, 1/60 sec. Hence

12

N )

2 (0.N1)Z:t T

e

or

0"0 V/_'- O. 073 sec.= _ sec,
sec.

e

with t in secs.

0.

0
e

= 0.01 sec.

For one hour (t = 3600), a = 0.6 sec". Vectorially, the total tilt would
0e

not exceed 1 s_'c. (10.}at one hour or 2 s_'c. (10.)at four hours.

Errors Due To Circuit Characteristics. -Since the ADC consists:<)f

practical circuits containing non-ideal components it is important to consider
the effects of various electrical characteristics,uf these circuits. Charac-

teristics which affect the accuracy and/or stability of the ADC include offset

voltage errors, scale factor errors, bias errors etc.

An error model for the ADC is presented in Appendix A5. Based on this

model equations for the total output error are derived as a general case.

Each circuit'is then analyzed in detail for its various contribution:to the

general error. Finally these _errors are to be tabulated and incorporated

into this total output error equation. This table is repeated here as Table 27.

Conclusive Remarks. -After a review of the various analog-to-digital

conversion techniques as described in this study, the method selected is an

A/D system that utilizes a single high speed successive-approximation A/D

converter in conjunction with additional:hardware and software which act in

concert to expand its input versatility and to enhance its accuracy. The fore-

going error analyses illustrate that this technique may be applied with confi-

dence to the strapdown inertial system and can be expected to provide the

accurate conversions required in this application.

(23)
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table 27. Total Error Summary and Calculation

Offset

Voltage

E1

2

El

Errors

Bias
Scale Factor

Absolute Differential
2

E2Error Parameter E1 E2 E2

mv mv I0- 10V mv mv 10- I0V

1.113

Included

6

0.06

0.0225

Include

0.0105

0.006

0.011

In MUX

0.0075

0

0

d in MUX

Input Multiplexe r.
Bias: Initial

Differ ential

Temperature
Scale Factor:

Absolute

Symmetry
Crosstalk-

Differ ential:

I.I

0.36

1.21

0.56

0.0105

1.0

1.0

0.005

0. I

0. i

0

0

input Buffer
Input Current

Offset Voltage:

Initial

Drift

CMRR:

Linear

Differential

Open Loop Gain:
Linear

Differential

PSRR : [

Settling Time:

MUX & Buffer

MUX:

Offset

Settling
Buffer:

Input
Current

Offset Voltage:
Initial

Drift

6

O. O6

0.25

100.

i00.

T89971
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Table 27.

Error Parameter

MUX & Buffer

(Continued)

CMRR:

Linear

Differ enti al

Open Loop Gain:
Linear

Differ ential

PSR R :

Differ ential

Settling:

Main A/D Converter

Absolute Accuracy:

Relative Accuracy:
Differ ential

Linearity:
PSR R:

Diff. Linearity
Drift:

Gain Drift:

(3ffset Drift:

Absolute Offset

Absolute Gain:

Offset

Total Error Summary and Calculation (Continued}
l_rrors

Scale Factor

Bias Absolute Di fferential

TO TA L

RSS ERROR

E1

my

Voltage
E1

my

2

E1

10-10V

0. 0075 0.56

Included in Rel.

0.03

0.3

Accuracy

0.09

3.88
1xl0- UV

0.02mv

E2

mv

1.0

1.0

2

I0

16.01

mw

E2

mv

0.1

0.1

0.2

2

0.18

0.3

I0

23.55

mv

1 PPM

3. 085

my

0. 045

mv

RSS ERROR IN PPM OF FULL SCALE:

i
From The Total Output Error Equation: ET = ZEI(N1N2)/2 + EEl

2

E2

10-10V

100.

100.

400.

40000

324.

900.

42024

xl0-10V

2. Imv

105PPM

The Total RSS Error Is: ET = 105 PPM + I PPM = 106 PPM

T8_72
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,Although the basic successive-approximation technique is not new to

Teledyne, the implementation described nevertheless represents a state-of-

the-art conversion technique. Advances in semiconductor technology will no

doubt enhance the accuracy and speed characteristics, however the greatest

benefit will be in the condensed packaging that will result from new develop-

n'tents in LSI and Hybrid circuits. Thus redundant A/D conversion schemes

become not only feasible but easily realized.
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Compensation

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to present a detailed design and analysis of the

gyro analog caging loop. The analysis makes use of the complex method [9]:

along with modified root locus and Bode plot techniques. Included are a discussion

of the general loop configuration, design in the complex plane, transformation of

the design into a physically realizable form, computer simulation and performance

evaluatio n.

The function of the caging loop is to maintain the gyro rotor aligned with the set of

orthogonal case fixed coordinates. This is accomplished by using the misalignment

signals from the gyro pickoffs to provide the necessary currents to the torquer

coils. This precesses the rotor such that the pickoff signals are driven to zero.

The caging loop contains a novel approach in that it not only uses the normal cross

axis or gyroscopic torquing scheme but in addition uses some direct axis signal

to increase the loop bandwidth and reduce the rotor hangoff angles during acceler-

ation inputs.

AnalTsis

Basic Gyro Equation

The general open loop transfer function in case fixed coordinates can be expressed

by the following equation as derived rigorously in [I0]:

-_xy(S) [FI(S)T 1 (s-jZN) - _Z (s-jZN)Yz(s)]

®xy(s) =

-_XY (s-jzN) [Fz(s) T1 (s-jZN) - FI(s-jZN) rx(s) ]

+Mxy(S) _I(S-jZN) -M.XY (s-jZN) _z(s)

Tl(S) _I(s-jZN) - 1"z(s ) _z(s-jZN)

(i)
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where ®xy(S) is the gyro rotor to case offset angle and N is the rotor spin speed.

For the purposes of a caging loop design, (1) can be further reduced by making

sere ral simplifying as sumptions :

1) Principal moments of inertia about rotor x and y axes are equal (A : B)

2) Principal moment of inertial about rotor spin axis z is twice the value

of the principal moments of inertia about x and y (C = 2A = 2B)

3) Principal moments of inertia of the rotor are much larger than the

principal moments of inertia of the gimbals (A, B, C >> An, B , C )n n

4) The gyro is a symmetric, tuned, undamped instrument (wZ(s) = v2

= Fz(s) = F2 (s-jZN) = 0 and N =%/K/J

Making use of these assumptions and substituting _2Xy (s) for S¢xy(S),

(1) can be reduced to:

Fl(S) _Xy(s) + Mxy(S)

@ xy(S) = TI(S ) (2)

where:

_2xy(S) = Input rate

Fl(S) = -A (s-jZN)

"rl(s) = As(s-j2N)

Defining:

Bxy(S) = 8x(S) + jBy(S) (3)

_2xy(S) = _2x(S) + jf_y(S)

Mxy(S)= Mx(S) + jMy(S)

(s-jZN)

(4)

(s)
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Substituting (3) through (5) into (2), normalizing it, and equating the coefficients

of real and imaginary quantities yields:

= Mx(S) 2NMy(S)
Ox(S) "fix{s)+ _

s A(sZ+4N2 ) As(s 2 +4N2 )

(6)

- ZN MX(S) M .(s)Sy(S) = flY(s) + - y (7)

s As (sz +4N 2) A(s 2 +4N 2)

General Loop Configuration

Let Mxy(S) in (Z) be taken as the gyro restoring torque. Equations (6) and (7)

show that 0x(S) and By(S) are each dependent on both Mx(S ) and My(S). With

this in mind, a feedback control system of the following general form will be

as sumed:

Mxy(S) = [-Gl0x(S)-Gz(S)ey(S)] +

= [-Gl(S)+JGz(S) ]

= [- G ,s_+i G_,s}]
L 1" " - z" "J

j [G2(s)@x(S)- Gl(S)@y(S)]

Ox(S) + j [-GI(LS)+ j G2(s) ] 0y(S)

[0x(s) +J Ay(s) ]

= G12(s) 8Xy(s)
(8)

where:

Gl2(S)
-G

1(s)+ j Gz(s} (9}

MX(S}
-Gl(S) _)x(S) - GZ(s ) 'gy(S) (10)

My(S)
+G2(s) @X (s) - Gl(S) By(S) (11)
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Substituting (8) into (Z) yields the following closed loop transfer function:

"Oxy(S)
Fl(S) _Xy(s) + Gl_(S) @Xy(')

i | ,

• (s)
Z

Fl(s)nxy (s)

r (s) )1 - GIg(S

F l (s)_xY (s)

q(s)

(12)

G1z(s) represents the total feedback loop (i. e. gyro l_ickoff, AC amplifier,

demodulator, D-C amplifier, compensation networks and gyro torquer).

Separating Glz(S) into several of its component parts gives the following block

diagram:

-I  lIS/I

T(s)I 1%AC(S)I' i Kpo
l • I I l •

Figure 36. General Loop Configuration

_XY

T73739

where:

Gl2(S) KpoKsAC (s) T (s)

KpO =

KSA =

gyro pickoff gain

required electronics gain

C(s) = required loop compensation

T(s) : Gyro Torquer
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Closed Loop Analysis

In using the complex method of analysis and from the definition of G12(s) in (9),

a transfer function which contains non-complex conjugate roots will be the result.

Since the root locus technique of solving equations by finding points in the plane

which satisfy the magnitude and phase criteria (1 1L!9_Q_80°) is of a general enough

nature, it is equally applicable to the above mentioned type of equation. The root

locus is not only a convenient method of solving for the roots of the equation but

also provides both stability and performance information of the closed loop system.

Since both Kpo

where:

and T(s) are known, only the KsAC(S ) block needs to be designed.

Kpo = 130 volts/tad

T(s)
KT KT _T

S+l s+_ T

"r

BI T = 7. 5 x 104 dyne-cm/volt

a_T = 104 rad/sec

Several constraints on the loop design partially dictate the form of C(s). First, it

is desirable to drive the steady-state output errors (due to position and constant

rate inputs) to zero. This requires at least one integration in the feedback.

Second, the maximum transient error must be less than +5 mrad to prevent the

rotor from hitting the stops. This governs the damping and bandwidth of the

loop. Third, there are limitations placed on the feedback gain at spin frequency

due to rectification effects. This requires a high attenuation notch filter at this

frequency. Fourth, the loop response at gyro nutationfrequency (m2N) must

either be less than unity or have the proper phase relationship to prevent

instability. This further governs the damping and bandwidth of the loop.
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Using the roots of Tl(S ) from (2) and the above constraints gives the root locus

starting points as shown in Figure 37. For convenience, all break points will

be normalized with respect to the spin frequency I_ (where IkI= 628 rad/sec).

X
-16N

i2N

C ilN

T73738

Figure 37. Root Locus Starting Points
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By placing additional poles and zeros in the plane, the root locus can be drawn

and evaluated. After several iterations, the following compensation was found

to be near optimum.

KsAC (s)

The high frequency

, sz zK ( +N ) (s + 35N)
SA

(s+.7N - jZN) (s+.8N - j.ZN)

s (s +3N) 4

asymptotes are given by:

z Pi - zi
i i

o" = - = - 8.7N +j. IN
P-Z

180 ° (Zk + I
= P- Z = + 60°, + 180°' (k = 0, I,2,...)

(13)

Where cr is the center of gravity, P. and Z. are the open loop pole and zero
1 1

positions respectively, P is the number of poles, Z is the number of zeros,

and _ is the angle.

The root locus plots are given in two parts. Figure 38 contains the locus of the

dominant roots (i. e. those near the origin). Figure 39 contains the locus of the

high frequency roots. For the closed loop poles shown in Figures 38 and 39= the

root locus gain is:

KRL
= 980 N 3

The closed loop poles are located at :

Sl = - .4SN +j 1.96N sz = - .65N +j .84N

s 3 = - .30N +j .36N s4 = - .Z4N - j .64N

s5 = - .53N - j .24N s6 = - 2. IN +j 7. IN

s7 = - 2.05N - j 7.3N s8 = - 19.3N + j .08N
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$1
j2N

i 1.5N

jlN

$2

i.SN

f3 - . - -1.5N -1N

i ,...o

-.5N _

$4_ i ....

)-ilN

T73697

Figure 38. Root Locus (Low Frequency)
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O

-1N

- iSN
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- i6N
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- i4N

- j3N

i2N
ilN

-( -iIN

- -J2N

- -j3N

- .i4N

- -iSN

- -i6N

- -i7N

- -i8N

T73696

Figure 39. Root Locus (High Frequency)
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Substituting the various functions into Figure 36 yields the following block diagram:

7.5x 108

S +16N

1.26 x 10- 3

S(S -j2N)

TORQUER PICKOFF

o @XY

Figure 40.

COMPENSATION

K'SA (S2+N 2) (S+.35N) (S+.7N-i2N) (S+.8N-i.2N)

S(S+3N) 4

i

General Loop Transfer Functions

T73737

From Figure 40 and the root locus _ain. £h_ _,=1,,o of v.
" ......... SA

KRL 980 N 3 1 23 x 108 '= = . KSA

!

KSA = 1.97 x 103

can be readily obtained:

In a strapdown application, the feedback torque Mxy indicates the movement of

the gyro in inertial space. Ideally, MXy should be equal to Fl(S) _xy(S) under

all conditions. From Figure 40:
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Mxy

F1 _XY

101! (s 2 N _-2.42 x + ) ( s +. 35N) {s +. 7N-j2N)(s +. 8N - j . ZN)

,z (s_ jZN)(s+3N)4(,+16N)

1011 s2Z.4Z x ( +NZ)(s+.35N){s +.7N-jZN)(s +.8N -j. ZN)
1 +

Z
s (s - jZN) (s + 3N) 4 (s + 16N)

sz(

2.4z x ioII(sZ+ NZ}(s+. 35N)(s+.7N -jZN)(s+ .8N - j .ZN)

s-jZN)(s+3N)4(s +I6N)+ Z.4x101 l(sZ+NZ)(s+. 35N)( s+. 7N -j ZN)( s+. 8N-j. 2N)

(14)

The roots of the denominator of Equation 14 are the closed loop poles given in

Figures 38 and 39.

M
XY ._

F I_XY

Z. 4Z x 1011(s 2 2+N )(s+.35N)(s+.7N-jZN)(s+.8N- j .ZN)

(s + sI) (s4+sz) ..... (s + Ss)

(15)

Letting s = j_, the closed loop response is given in Figure 41.

The 3dB bandwidth is 470 rad/sec with a phase angle of -98 °. The peak overshot

is +3.0 dB and occurs at Z90 rad/sec.

In performing an open loop analysis (Bode plot) only positive frequencies are

normally considered. This is due to the fact that the plot for _ __ 0 is a mirror

image of the plot for _ > 0. However in the case of nonsymmetric roots, this

no longer holds. Therefore it is necessary to cover the full frequency range

_ oo4: _ _ +_.

It is also necessary to convert the transfer functions in Figure 5 from root locus
S

form to standard form (i. e. T s + 1 or _ + 1). This yields;
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T (s)
1

10 -6

8
(16)

T (s)
7.5x 10 4

KsAC(S)

From this form, the actual electronic gain (KSA) needed can be calculated

|

71KsA 9.3 x 103
K 4.
SA

(17)

(18)

Letting s = jw, the plots for a)positive and negative are given in Figures 42 and 43.

For c#_>0, the crossover occurs at 345 rad/secwith a phase margin of 63 °.

For w<0, the crossover occurs at 360 rad/sec with aphase margin of 40 °.

J
/

C ompens ation C onver sion

Next, it is necessary to convert the compensation from the complex form used

thus far to a physically realizable form. From Figure 40 and equations (17)and

(18):
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G 12(s)

K K K +I +I
PO SA T .35N .

s -_- + I +I

7N - jZN + .7N-j .2N +

l

K12(2+N2)(,+.3_N)(s+.7N-j2N)(
•(s+3N)4(s+16_)

s + .8N - j .2N)

From (9):

' [ jKIZ (s2+N z)(s +. 35N) s

s(_+_)_ (_,_)

2160 KpOKSAKT {s2+ N z) (s + .35N)

s(s + 3N)4(s + 16N)
(sZ+l. 5Ns

s+,(.16N2-J I. 74N2)]

(19)

+. 16N 2) -j (2.2Ns+ I. 74N2)]

(20)

Gl2(S) = - G 1 (s) + j G 2 (s)

Equating the real and imaginary parts of (9) and (20) yields:

G (s)
1

2160 KpoKSAKT(g2 +N z) (s +.35N)

4
s(s + 3N) (s + 16N)

(s2 + 1.5 Ns + .16N z)

•092 K K K + I -- + I
PO SA T .35N

2
S

16N z

S

+ .107N"

s 4 s

(Zl)
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I

G2(s)

Zl60 KpoKsAKT( s 2 + N 2 )(s +. 35N)
2.2Ms + 1.74N 2)

)t )1.01K K K +I + 1 +1
PO SA T 79N

(")( )s_- +1 4 s1--_-_--+ 1 (22)

From (10) and (11) the restoring torques are given by:

M (s) =-s l(s) xO(S) _ G2(s) e (s)X Y

My(S) : G2(s) 8x(S) - Gl(S) By(s)

Substituting (21) and (22) yields:

M (s)
X .(_+_)_(r_-_+_) IL_6__-

s
+--

• 107N
+ 1 8 +I0.9 + 8

x

M (s)
Y

•092 KpoKsaK t + s +

s .+ i_+

tO. 9 s + #x

[.' + s
"-- .8y•16N 2 . 107N + 1 (23)

The mechanization is shown in Figure 44.
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$2

.092 K_A/ I + S
b _.16N2 - +I)

S 2" 107N

,.o,K Is__+,)

SA _.79N

_--r_

'.01KS,,(_''),2 h

,s I(_-") I

(_,,)(_,,)
2

s(_,,) H y_M
+I

T73736

Figure 44. Caging Loop Mechanization
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Compute r Simulation

A two degree of freedom computer simulation using CSMP (Continuous System

Modeling Program) was run to check the loop performance. From (Z), (6), (7),

and (11) the following block diagram can be derived.

(10)

TX 1

A(S2+ 4N 2)

2N

AS(S2+ 4N 2)

I

PY +, A(S 2+ 4N 2)

2N

AS(S 2 +4N 2)

8X

T73735

Figure 45. Block Diagram For Computer Simulation
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G 1 and G 2 are given by (21) and (22).

Three types of inputs were used to test the loop response. The first was an
2

acceleration input of 50 rad/sec up to a steady state rate of 4 rad/sec along

the X axis. Figure 46 shows the equivalent input torque TIN, the feedback

torque My and the rotor hangoff angle @X vs time. The maximum and steady

state value of @X during acceleration are 0.6 mrad and 0.54 mrad. @y has

a peak value of 0.08 mrad. Upon reaching a steady input rate, @X decays

towards zero with a peak negative overshoot of 0.06 mrad. Figure 47 shows

-4

the torque error (My - TIN). The peak value is 8.7 x I0 dyne - cm. The

net area under the curve is zero, indicating no accumulation of error due to

acceleration and deceleration.

2
The second case was an acceleration input along both axes of 50 rad/sec up to

a steady state rate of 4 rad/sec. The resultant curves were essentially the

same as in the single axis case with these exceptions. The peak hangoff angle

was 0.72 mrad and the peak torque error was 9.3 x 104 dyne - cm. As in the

first case, the net area under the torque error curve was zero.

The third case was a step disturbance in the rotor hangoff angle of I mrad.

This is the same as a step change in the gyro case position. The response

is given in Figure 48. The peak overshoot is 0. 15 mrad.

Single Axis Transfer Functions

In addition to the time domain analysis and performance evaluation just described,

it is also advantageous to use frequency domain analysis. While the complex

method used thus far provides much useful information, it was found to be even

more convenient to seperate the individual parameters of interest and express

them as functions of the inputs about each axis (i. e. @X/f_X, @X/_y, MX/_X,

MX/_y, etc).
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F rom Figure 45, the following vector and matrix relationships can be obtained:

p

m

where:

____ = E =

Y

M= B =

Y

T = G =

Y

1

A 1 = A(s z + 4N z)

-A1 _ Az]
A x A 1

--As -ZNA]

_ZNA- As3

- G Z

p.-G 1

1

A z = As(s,Z + 4N z)

G, and G_ are given bv (Zl) and (22).

Next, several interrelationships can be obtained.

P = BA_

M = G8

T = P+M

O = E.T

= E(B__ + Ge

(I - EG) EB_

M = (I - EG) -I GEBA_

I is the unit diagonal matrix and (I - E G)
as the transfer matrices.

-1
EB and (I- EG)

204
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(Z3)

(24)

GEB are defined



Before calculating the transfer matrices, certain simplifications can be made.

Note the relationships between A 1 and A 2 and between G 1 and G 2.

A 2 =-_ A 1 -- HAA 1

2.2N (s + . 79N)
G 2 = GI_=HGG 1

(s "2 + 1.5Ns+.16N 2)

Consequently-

Lrl A]1B = -As I'HA

First it is seen that -

EB = -AA 1

s I 1 +0HA2

2
-AAlS (I+H A ) = - As

1
Therefore, EB = --s,I

0t
1 +H A

EA(s + 4N 2 ) sTU - 7

2O5



Continuing:

EG A 1 G
- 1 -HAH G

1 L.HA + HG

-AIG (i + HAH G)
-AIG 1 (H A - H G)

I-EG
i + A 1 G 1 (i + HAH G)
AIG 1 (H A- H G)

-I
[I-EG] =

1 + A1G 1 (1 + HAH G)
-AIG 1 (H A - H G)

HA - HG /

/

- 1 -HAHGJ

7

A1G1 (HA " HG) I

J-AIG 1 (I + H A H G)

7

-A 1 G 1 (H A -HG) |

I

1 + A 1 G 1 (I +HAHG) j

7

A1G1 (HA - HG) /

J1 + A1G 1 (1 +HAH G)

[I + AIG 1 (I + HAHG) ] Z + [AIGI(HA_HG)] Z

Referring back to (Z3) and (24):

1 + AIG 1 (1 + HAH G)

-AIG 1 (H A - H G)

AIG 1 (HA - H G)

1 + AIG 1 (i +HAH G)
[::1

sI[l+ AIG I (I + HAHG)] Z +[AIG I (H A - HG)]Z }

(ZS)

2O6



H G - AIGIHA (i + HG2) 1 + AIG 1 (i + HG Z)j Y

= G 1 (Z6)

Since the transfer matrices are anti-symmetric (i.e. the off diagonal elements

have opposite signs) ce rtain relationships exist between the sets of transfer

function s.

exlt_x = Oy It_y

8xlf/Y : -Oy It_x

Mx/fl x : My/t_y

MX/_ Y : -My/_ X

Therefore, only four closed loop transfer functions need to be calculated.

From (g5) and (26):

1 + AIG I (1 +H,H )
.JA t._

= - (z7)

8x AIG I (HA - H G)
: (z8)

8y

M x GI[I + A IG I (I + HGZ) ]

(1x A

M x G 1 [HG + AIGIHAI + HG2)]

f/y-- = a

where: A =
s{[l +AIG 1 (1 + HAHG_2

(Z9)

@X/_y -- and MX/_ Y are the cross axis transfe

are the direct axis transfer functions.
2O7

(30)

r functions and 8X/_ x and Mx/fl x



Figure 49 gives the closed loop frequency response MX/_ Y using (30). The 3 dB

bandwidth is 475 rad/sec with a phase angle of -100 °. The peak overshoot is +3.2 dB

at 280 rad/sec. Comparing these values with those in Figure 41 shows very close

co rre spondence between the two analytical approaches.

By using (27) through (30), it is possible to easily evaluate the effect on the loop

response due to changes in the transfer functions of each individual stage. In

addition, the equations are used to obtain the loop characteristic curves GC, GD,

C' _ D used in the test section of this report.
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Vl. SIMULATION AND TESTING

This section describes the simulation of the attitude computations which

must be performed in a strapdown navigator, the self-alignment techniques which

may" be utilized to initialize the attitude computations, and the hardware tests

which have been performed in order to obtain a realistic mathematical model of

the two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal instrument for use in the simulations.

The basic attitude computation simulation has been used extensively during

the study in order to evaluate and trade-off various algorithms and techniques

and to perform portions of the system error analysis. The simulation program
is described in this section.

The alignment simulation is a covariance analysis simulation which is used

to evaluate both optimal (Kalman Filter} and sub-optimal, fixed gain alignment

techniques. A number of simulation runs are described and analyzed in this report.

The hardware tests have been utilized to verify theoretical results and
substantiate the sensor models which have been used in the simulations. The

agreement between theory and test data was generally good. Empirically derived

servo loop parameters have been incorporated into the simulation.

Attitude Computations

Introduction. - A computer simulation program has been developed to

evaluate alternative attitude computational schemes. The process is speci-

fically structured to incorporate the design features of the two-degree-of-freedom

dry tuned-gimbal gyro.

The major elements of the attitude simulation programs are

a Rate generation

• Gyro Model

• Analog to Digital

• Rate extraction

• Attitude Integration

• Statistical evaluations

The attitude computational process is illustrated in Figure 50.
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Rate Generation. - An attitude rate generation module was designed such that

various vehic*ie dynamic effects can be evaluated. These different vehicle motions
were simulated

• Coning

• Linear

• Static

The computation of the coning motion rates without the effects of a gimbal

are given by

L= (colCOSal - _,1 ) - (co2cos_2 - co2)

_y = -col sinalc°s (C°lt) - CoZsin_2c°s (Co2t)

_z = -Colsin_isin (Colt) - Co2sin_2 sin (Co2t)

where Col and Co2 are the coning rates and _x1 and _2 are the coning angles. A
typical example would be

• .o_ = 0.25 °
1

=5.0 °
2

¢0 = 10°/sec
2

The coning motion example is illustrated in Figure 51.

The linear motion rates were simulated by applying the desired rate to each

axis. A typical example is

= 10°/sec
x

= 0°Isec
Y

_z = O°Isec

The static motion was simulated by maintaining the vehicle in a still position
such that,

_ =0
x

=0
Y

=o
z

Z13



X I

y (t - o)_

(t = O)

T92070

Figure 51. Coning Motions Example
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Gyro Model.- The effects of a two degree of freedom dry-tuned gyro are taken

into account by mathen, attcal modeling [10]. The modification of the true

system rates due to roll, pitch and yaw effects are incorporated. The processing

equations are summarized as follows:

The effects of pitch and yaw are determined by the Z-gyro. The input angular

rates <, Cy, and Cz are processed as follows, fhe 2-gyro torquer signals

z 1v[zM and are computed by
x y

• Z

MZx = ACbx + Hw.v + (C-A)C°yCz - Ca t coy

and

M z =A6 -Ho_ - (C-A)w _ + C&ZWxt
y y x x z

where

¢0

X

¢0

Y

= True x-angular acceleration

= True y-angular acceleration

= _ + z z.
- _ _z - x-angular rate¢°x x x y

• Z Z •

Wy = y +_y + _x_z - y-angular rate

A

H

C

.Z

_t

.Z

Y

.Z

x

.Z

Y

= moment of inertia:of the rotor about an axis perpendicular to the

spin axis (_900).

= Angular momentum of the rotor (_1 x 106).

= moment of inertia of the rotor about the Z axis (_----1600)

= motor torque angle about the Z axis

= pickoff angles and rates from the Z gyro
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The effects of roll are determined by the X-gyro. The M xtorque signals are
computed by Y

where

M x= A_' +Hw + (C-A)w - c&Xw
y y z z t z

• X X.
, - _ +_ _ ¢02

y y y y x

Z Z Z _"_X

"X

t

x

= motor torque angle about the X axis

• x

Y

Y

x

Y

= pickoff angles and rate from the x-gyro

The gyro output anghlar rates are obtained by scaling the gyro torquer signals
as follows:

= -MZ/H
x y

g

= MZ/H

yg x

and

= MX/H
z y

g

At this point in the simulation process, as indicated by Figure 50, the gyro
output data is truncated and gyro noise is added.
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Analo_ to Digital. - The gyro output is fed directly into the analog to digital

(A/D) simulation process. TheA/D process maintains a running average of the

gyro output and has the capability of adding a dither motion to the signals if desired.

The effects of scale factor and bias errors are also incorporated into the averaging

process.

The process is modeled by

= + _x x+ + A sin (wt
x c 1"= g g

/n

where

i = x-scale factor noise for each sample i

b = x-bias error
x

= amplitude of the dither signal

¢0 = frequency of the dither signal

t*

1
= real time of the process

n = number of data points per sampling interval

The process is repeated for CYc andfactor parameters. Zc

but with different bias and scale

_ t;JL_The output of the A/C conv__r_._r _.q+_,1_r=+o_ +_ _+_ +u^ number uf u,_ of

the outputword of the actual hardware.

Rate extraction. - Rate extraction is performed on the output A/D data before

the quaternion update process is performed. Two input sums are maintained. The
first is over the interval 0 to r/2. The second is over the interval 0 to T. The

time period r corresponds to the duration of the current sampling interval t k to
tk+ 1. The process is illuatrated in Figure 5Z.
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Figure 52. Output Pulse Sampling

The gyro and A/D output rates are assumed linear in time and thus modeled

_(t) = a + _t

Thus, the integrated value is obtained by

t

0(t) = f w (o') de
0

where 0(0) is zero. Then

= a(r/2) + 1/2_ (r/z) z

2
0z = a(r) + 1/2#(r)

Solving for a and /3 we obtain

1

-- 4 01 02

1

/3 = _2 (402 - 801)

= at + 1/2Bt 2
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Therefore, the values of w at t 2, tk+ 1/2, and t2+ 1 are given by

w(tk) = (401- (_2).IT

co(t k + 1/2T) = 02IT

W(tk+ I) = (3_ 2 - 4_I)/r

The above computations are performed for each of the three A/D output rates.

The output of the rate extraction routines is truncated to simulate the word

length of the operational implementation.

Attitude Integration. - The integration of the body attitude matrix can be

performed by either a direction cosine or quaternion approach. Three different

integration methods can be selected for each approach. The integration methods

employed are

• End order Runge-Kutta

• 2nd order State Transition

• 4th order Runge-Kutta

A detailed description of each approach as well as the integration method is
contained in Section V.

The worst length of the computer that will perform the operational attitude

integration is simulated by a masking function on both the imput and output varia-_

bles. The number of significant bits of the mantissa is specified by an input
control word.

Statistical Evaluation. - The performance of the attitude computations can be

evaluated by comparing the true quaternion and direction-cosine matrix with the

computed quaternion and direction-cosine matrix. The performance can be

evaluated for different vehicle rates, integration update interval, computational

approach (quaternion or direction-cosine}, integration method (£nd order Runge-
Kutta, 2nd order State Transition, or 4th order Runge-Kutta), or hardware data
word truncation.
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The performance of the attitude computations was measured for both the quater-

nion and direction cosine mode of operation. The errors of the direction-cosine

matrix (B)mode are

Scale

Skew

Drift

The three different errors result by considering how the original orthonormal

unit vectors aligned to the body axis are transformed in time. The accuracy of

the transformation process is a function of vehicle dynamics, integration interval,

data accuracy, order of the integration algorithm, and word length of the

c omput e r.

The scale error measures how the vector lengths deviate from unity. The

square of the column elements of B should equal unity. The scale error of B

is computed by

2 2_i = li + b2i + b3i -i

where i corresponds to each column.

The skew errors are a measure of how the orthogpnal triad described by B

deviates from being mutually perpendicular. The error can be computed from

the dot product of vector pairs. The small angular error is given by

for i = 1 to 3

lj blk + b2j bzk + b3j b3k)

The subscripts j and k are by the following ordering

i j k

1 2 3

2 3 1

3 1 2

The skew errors can be approximated by

_i = btj blk + bzj bzk + b3j b3k
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C
The drift error measures the deviation of the computed attitude matrix B

from its true attitude matrix B °. If for the ideal case B c = B °, then

BC(B o) T = I

•and the off-diagonal terms are zero.

B c (B°) T = E

In actual practice, B c _ B ° so we get

The off-diagonal elements of E provide a measure of the drift of B c from B ° by

= (ekj k )_i I/2 - ej for i = 1 to 3

The values of k and j corresponding to i are determined the same as before.

The performance of the attitude computation using quaternion is measured in

a similar manner. The scale error of the quaternion computations is computed

directly by

2 2 b22 2e =_b 0 + bI + + b 3 - 1

The skew and drift errors of the quaternion mode of attitude computations

are computed by generating the corresponding direction-cosine matrix,

-(b0Z + bl 2 - b2 z - bz 2)

2(b I b2 + b0 b3)

T
B

(b I b2 -b 0 b3) 2(b I b3 + b0 bz)

= 2

(b02- b02 + b2 -b32 ) 2(bzb 3 " b0 bl)

2(b I b 3 -b 0 b2) Z(b z b3 + b 0 bl) (b02- bl 2 - bz 2
n

The skew and drift errors are computed in a same manner as the direction

cosine method skew and drift errors.

The quaternion drift errors can be computed by an alternative method. The

computed quaternion is given by

m m

P0

Pl

b =
C

P2

P3
R

ZZl



The true attitude quaternion is given by

m

qo

ql

b° =

q2

q3
m

Let any general quaternion be represented by

m

bo

b
1

b=

b 2

b3

Then the conjugate of b called b* is given by

-- b 0 --

'b I

b_-,,_=

-b 2

-b_
,3

If b° is equal to b , then
c

b (b°*) =
c

-i

0

0

0
B
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0

When b deviates from b we get
c

b (b°)* =
c

m

1

Z

_n

2

_u

Z

where

_e = east drift error

_n = north drift error

_u = vertical drift error

Simulation Re sults

Two basic simulation error analysis were performed. Case 1 was a

comparative analysis where various computer word length employed is the

attitude were evaluated to determine how they affected the system performance

for 4 different rate profiles. Case Z demonstrates the drift of the attitude

computations over an extended computational time.

Case 1

Case ! consists of an analysis of the o¢¢_o _r varying computer word ......

on performance for 4 different vehicle rates.- The rates considered were

a a. Coning motion

Coning angle = 5 °

Coning rate 100°/sec

b. Coning motion

Coning angle = 5 °

Coning rate = 10°/sec

Co Linear motion

_b = lO0°/sec
x

; :; :0 °
y z

d. Linear motion
• O
_b = 10 /sec

x

; :; :o °.
y z
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The number of bits in the mantissa of the computer word were:

16 bits

18 bits

20 bits

24 bits

28 bits

Case 1 Results

Tables 28 and 29 show attitude computation scale errors for the high coning

motion rate. The performance does not show a sensitivity to input word length.

Tables 30 and 31 show the attitude computation scale errors for the low

coning motion rate. The performance is not sensitive to input word length.

However, the scale errors are reduced by about one half over to corresponding

high coning motion scale errors.

Tables 32 and 33 show the attitude computation scale error for 10°/sec

linear motion. The performance is not sensitive to input word length.

1 °Tables 34 and 35 show the attitude computation scale errors for /sec

linear motion. The performance is not sensitive to input word length. The

scale errors are not significantly reduced by the lower linear motion rate to
l°/sec.

Tables 36 and 37 _ show the attitude computation skew errors for the high
coning motion rate of 100°/sec. The error are small for the direction-cosine

method and are zero for the quaternion method. The skew errors for the direc-

tion cosine method are not sensitive to the input word length.

Tables 38 and 39 show that the skew errors for the low coning motion
rate of 10°/sec are zero for both methods.

Tables 40 through 43 show that the skew errors for linear motion is

zero. The results were demonstrated for rates of both 10°/sec and l°/sec.

Tables 44 and 45 demonstrate the effect of input word length ono
relative drift error for the high coning motion rate of 100 /sec. The amount of

drift error is very sensitive to the input word length. The results demonstrate

that about 24 bits of precision are needed to adequately perform the attitude

computations. The results were obtained by setting the computed attitude matrix

B c to correspond to the 16, 18, 20, and 24 bit word lengths. The ideal attitude

matrix B ° was taken as the result of the 28 bit computations. Thus, the results

do not measure absolute drift but only drift relative to the 28 bit input word

length so that the effects of different word lengths can be assessed.
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Tables 46 and 47 demonstrate the effects of the input word length on

relative drift error for the low coning motion rate of 10°/sec. The resulting

errors are lower than the high coning motion drift errors. The sensitivity to

word length is still presence but only 20 bits of precision is sufficient for the

attitude computations.

Tables 48 and 49 demonstrate the effect of the input word length an

relative drift error for linear motion rate of 10°/sec on the _ axis. The

results are sensitive to varying word lengths. Word lengths _ 24 bits are

needed to perform the attitude computations adequately.

Tables 50 and 51 demonstrate the effect of the input word length on the

relative drift error for a linear motion rate of l°/sec on the #x asix. The drift

errors are lower than the corresponding errors for the 10°/sec linear motion

drift errors. The results are sensitive to input word length with about 20 bits

of precision needed to adequately perform the attitude computations.

Case Z

The purpose of Case 2 is to demonstrate the long term attitude matrix drift

errors. A nominal coning motion rate was simulated. The coning angle was

1 degree with a rate of 100°degrees per second. An attitude computation word

length of 20 bits was employed. Figure 53 demonstrates the true drift error of

the attitude computations as a function of time. The true attitude matrix B

was computed directly from the rate generation routine and before any instru-

ment errors were introduced. The computed attitude matrix B c is corrupted

by the 20 bit word length data, A/D, and rate extraction. The fourth order

Runge-Kutta method was employed with a computation rate of 20 Hz.

_,_ _;- .... -11_,.__ 04O/hTh_ _=_1_- s _=_,_-o_-._-_+_ a _,_,_,,,,_ v_,._._..L_u** ei-z_or of I .... • 0. r.

The period of the oscillation is about 4 seconds. This corresponds closely to

coning rate of 100°/sec. A definitive drift on the periodic oscillations can be

seen. The amplitudes stay about the same but the maximum and minimum

values increase in time. The rate of increase is about .00008°/hr. Thus with

proper smoothing on the periodic data the long term drift will be very small.
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Table Z8. Direction-Cosine Scale Errors for 100°/Sec Coning Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits 0.1841 0.0645 0.0920

18 Bits 0.1841 0.0645 0.0920

20 Bits 0.1850 0.0645 0.0955

24 Bits 0.1850 0.0645 0.0955

28 Bits 0.1850 0.0645 0.0955

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.0645 -.058402 -0.0399545

18 Bits -0.0630 -.063011 -0.040333

Z0 Bits -0.0615 -.059938 -0.0399595

Z4 Bits -0.0615 -.05840Z -0.0368857

28 Bits -0.0615 -.058402 -0.0353488

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

i6 _its -0.03ZZ75 -0.03ZZ75 -0.03ZZ75

18 Bits -0.033812 -0.032275 -0.0Z9Z01

Z0 Bits , -0.03ZZ75 -0.0zgz01 -0.030738

Z4 Bits -0.0Z9Z01 -0.033812 -0.03ZZ75

Z8 Bits -0.0Z7664 -0.033812 -0.03ZZ75
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Table 29. Quaternion Scale Errors for 100°/Sec Coning Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATE RNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits 0. 052255 0. 049181 0. 049181

18 Bits 0. 046107 0. 043033 0. 046107

20 Bits 0.049181 0.046107 0.049187

24 Bits 0. 052255 0. 052255 0.052255

28 Bits 0.052255 0. 052255 0. 055328

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits -0. 1014347

18 Bits -0. 0876036

20 Bits -0. 0922143

24 Bits -0. 0922143

28 Bits -0. 0922143

Y

-0.1014347

-0.0906774

-0.0937512

-O. O952882

-0.0937512

Z

-0.1014347

-0.0906774

-0.0906774

-0.0922143

-0.0922143

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.063013 -0.064550 -0.064550

18 Bits -0.064550 -0.066087 -0.064550

20 Bits -u. u1_u_ -0.076845 -0.076845

24 Bits -0.079919 -0.081456 -0.079919

28 Bits -0.079919 -0.081456 -0.079919

DIRECT QUATERNION SCALE ERRORS

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

Second Order

Run g e -Kutt a

0. 02766

0. 02459

0.02459

0. 0277

0.0277

Second Order

State Transition

0.0492

0.0446

0.0446

0.0446

0.0446

Fourth Order

Runge-Kutta

0.0307

0.0307

0.0369

0.0384

0.0384
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Table 30. Direction-Cosine Scale Error for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.0245 -0.0307 -0.0261

18 Bits -0.0231 -0.0307 -0.0246

20 Bits -0.0231 -0.030? -0.0246

24 Bits -0.0231 -0.0307 -0.0246

28 Bits -0.0231 -0.0307 -0.0246

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.0415 -0.0538 -0.0246

18 Bits -0.0400 -0.0538 -0.0246

20 Bits -0.0400 -0.0538 -0.0231

24 Bits -0.0400 -0.0538 -0.0231

28 Bits -0.0400 -0.0538 -0.0231

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

_'_ _o_ -0.^_^Tu_u -0.0231 -0.0292

18 Bits -0.0307 -0.0231 -0.0292

Z0 Bits -0.0307 -0.0231 -0.0292

24 Bits -0.0307 -0.0231 -0.0277

28 Bits -0.0307 -0.0231 -0.0277
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Table 31. Quaternion Scale Errors for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.0630 -0.0615 -0.0630

18 Bits -0.0676 -0. 0676 -0.0676

Z0 Bits -0.0676 -0.0676 -0.0676

24 Bits -0.0676 -0.0676 -0.0676

28 Bits -0.0676 -0. 0676 -0.0676

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.050? -0.0492 -0.04?6

18 Bits -0.0492 -0.0492 -0.0476

20 Bits -0.0507 -0.0476 -0.0492

24 Bits -0.0507 -0.0476 -0.0476

28 Bits -0.0507 -0.0476 -0.0476

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -0.0630 -0.0615 -0.0600

18 Bits -0.0615 -0.0615 -0.0600

Z0 Bits -0.0630 -0.0600 -0.0615

24 Bits -0.0630 -0.0600 -0.0600

28 Bits -0.0630 -0.0600 -0.0600

DIRECT QUATERNION SCALE ERRORS

Second Order Second Order Fourth Order

Runge-Kutta State Transition Runge-Kutta

16 Bits -0. 0307 -0. 0231 -0.0Z9Z

18 Bits -0.0323 -0.0231 -0.0Z9Z

20 Bits -0.0323 -0.0231 -0.029Z

24 Bits -0.0323 -0.0231 -0.0Z9Z

28 Bits -0.0323 -0.0231 -0.0292
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Table 32. Direction=Cosine Scale Errors for 10°/Sec Linear Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits 0. -0.0261 -0.0261

18 Bits 0. -0.0261 -0.0261

Z0 Bits 0. -0.0277 -0.0277

24 Bits 0. -0.0231 -0.0231

28 Bits 0. -0.0231 -0.0231

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X y Z

16 Bits 0. -0.0430 -0.0430

18 Bits 0. -0.0430 -0.0430

20 Bits 0. -0.0353 -0.0353

24 Bits 0. -0.0353 -0.0353

28 Bits 0. -0.0353 -0.0353

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

i6 Bits 0. -0.0307 -0.0307

18 Bits 0. -0.0307 -0.0307

20 Bits 0. -0.0338 -0.0338

Z4 Bits 0. -0.0369 -0.0369

28 Bits 0. -0.0353 -0.0353
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Table 33. Quaternion Scale Errors for 10°/Sec Linear Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -.0630 -.0645 -.0645

18 Bits -.0630 -.0645 -.0645

20 Bits -.0584 -.0600 -.0600

24 Bits -.0630 -.0630 -.0630

28 Bits -.0615 -.0645 -.0645

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -.I122 -.I137 -.1137

18 Bits -.I122 -.1137 -.1137

20 Bits -.1030 -.1030 -.1030

24 Bits -.1091 -.1091 -.1091

28 Bits -.1091 -.1091 -.1091

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -.0722

18 Bits -.07ZZ

_U _ALD "e UUU_

24 Bits -.0615

28 Bits -.0615

Y

-. 0722

-. 0722

-. uo61

-. 0645

-. 0645

Z

-.0722

-.0722

-.066i

-.0645

-.0645

DIRECT QUATERNION SCALE ERRORS

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

Second Order

Runge-Kutta

-. 0323

-. 0323

-. 0292

-. 0323

-. 0292

Second Order

State Transition

-.0569

-.0569

-.0523

-.0553

-.0553

Fourth Order

Runge-Kutta

-.0369

-.0369

-.0338

-.029Z

-.0292
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Table 34. Direction-Cosine Scale Errors for l°/Sec Linear Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits 0. -.0261 -.0261

18 Bits 0. -.0246 -.0246

20 Bits 0. -.0246 -.0246

24 Bits 0. -.0246 -.0246

28 Bits 0. -.0246 -.0246

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits 0. -. 0292 -. 0292

18 Bits 0. -. 0261 -. 0261

20 Bits 0. -. 0261 -. 0261

24 Bits 0. -. 0261 -. 0261

28 Bits 0. -. 0261 -. 0261

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits 0. -.0Z51 -.0251

18 Bits 0. -.0251 -.0251

20 Bits 0. -.0251 -.0251

24 Bits 0. -.0251 -.0251

28 Bits 0. -.0251 -.0251
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Table 35. Quaternion Scale Errors for lU/Sec Linear Motion

SCALE ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 0615 -. 0615 -. 0615

18 Bits -. 0599 -. 0615 -. 0615

20 Bits -. 0599 -.0615 -.0615

Z4 Bits -. 0599 -.0615 -.0615

Z8 Bits -. 0599 -. 0615 -. 0615

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -.0830 -.0861 -.0861

18 Bits -.0830 -.0830 -.0830

20 Bits -.0830 -.0830 -.0830

24 Bits -.0830 -.0830 -.0830

Z8 Bits -.0830 -.0830 -.0830

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -.0676

18 Bits -.0676

Z0 Bits -.0676

Z4 Bits -.0676

28 Bits -.0676

Y

-. 0707

-. 0676

-. 0676

-. 0676

-. 0676

Z

-.0707

-.0676

-.0676

-.0676

-.0676

DIRECT QUATERNION SCALE ERRORS

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

24 Bits

Z8 Bits

Second Order

Run ge-Kutt a

-. 0307

-. 0307

-. 0307

-. 0307

-. 0307

Second Order

State Transition

-.0415

-.0415

-.0415

-.0415

-.0415

Fourth Order

Runge-Kutta

-.0338

-.0338

-.0338

-.0338

-.0338
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Table 36. Direction-Cosine Skew Errors for 100°/Sec Coning Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIREC TION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits .000048 -.00058 .00015

18 Bits .000048 -.00038 -.00014

Z0 Bits .000024 .00019 -.00003

24 Bits .000072 -.00019 -.00009

28 Bits .000048 -.00058 -.00069

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits -.00060

18 Bits -.00067

Z0 Bits -.00070

24 Bits -.00068

28 Bits -.00070

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits .1245

18 Bits .1245

20 Bits .1245

24 Bits .1245

28 Bits .1245

Y Z

-.0032 .00010

-.0031 -.00022

-.0023 -.00027

-.0031 -.00016

-.0032 -.00076

Y Z

.036 .00124

.036 .00128

.036 .00081

.035 .00114

.036 .0011Z
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Table 37. Quaternion Skew Errors for i00 /Sec Coning Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 BEts

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y

Z

Z

Z
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Table 38. Direction-Cosine Skew Errors for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

Z4 Bits

Z 8 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

24 Bits

Z8 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

z0 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y

Y

Z

Z
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Table 39. Quaternion Skew Errors for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y Z
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Table 40. Direction-Cosine Skew Errors for lO°/Sec Linear Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

Z8 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

2-8 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO
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Table 41. Quaternion Skew Errors for 10°/Sec Linear Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

Z4 Bits

Z8 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y Z
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Table 42. Direction-Cosine Skew Errors for l°/Sec Linear Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

Z8 Bits

X y Z

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

Z0 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO
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Table 43. Quaternion Skew Errors for l°/Sec Linear Motion

SKEW ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

Z4 Bits

28 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

Z4 Bits

Z8 Bits

X Y Z

ALL ZERO

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

16 Bits

18 Bits

20 Bits

24 Bits

28 Bits

X

ALL ZERO

Y Z
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Table 44. Direction-Cosine Drift Errors for 100°/Sec Coning Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 0276 .8088 .8802

18 Bits -. 0063 .2063 .2338

20 Bits -. 0033 .0425 .0600

24 Bits -. 0001 .0017 .0021

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits -. 0327

18 Bits -. 0080

20 Bits -. 0037

24 Bits -. 0002

28 Bits 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -. 0326

18 Bits -. 0079

20 Bits -. 0037

24 Bits -. 0002

28 Bits 0.

Y

.8471

.2165

.0438

.0019

0.

Y

.8464

.2164

.0439

.0017

0.

Z

.9130

•2453

.0622

.0024

0.

Z

.9131

.2453

.0618

.0024
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Table 45. Quaternion Drift Errors for 100°/See Coning Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 0271 .8091 .8800

18 Bits -. 0063 .2065 .2337

20 Bits -. 0033 .0423 .0599

24 Bits -. 0001 .0022 .0027

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y Z

16 Bits -.0327 .8464 .9128

18 Bits -.0080 .2170 .2457

20 Bits -.0036 .0439 .0619

24 Bits -.0001 .0023 .0018

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 0326 .8469 .9133

18 Bits -. 0079 .2166 .2455

20 Bits -. 0037 .0439 .0615

24 Bits -. 0001 .0017 .0017

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.
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Table 46. Direction-Cosine Drift Errors for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X y Z

16 Bits .0018 .0971 .0113

18 Bits .0003 .0252 .0028

20 Bits 0. .005Z .0007

24 Bits 0. .0002 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X y Z

16 Bits .0018 .1019 .0117

18 Bits .0004 .0268 .0029

20 Bits 0. .0056 .0007

24 Bits 0. .0002 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits .0018 .1018 .0117

18 Bits .0004 .0280 .0029

20 Bits .0 .0056 .0007

24 Bits 0. .0002 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.
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Table 47. Quaternion Drift Error for 10°/Sec Coning Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits .0018

18 Bits .0003

Z0 Bits 0.

Z4 Bits 0.

Z8 Bits 0.

Y

.0971

.0252

.O053

.0001

0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits .0018

18 Bits .0004

Z0 Bits 0.

Z4 Bits 0.

Z8 Bits 0.

Y

.1018

.0Z68

.0056

.000Z

0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits .0018

18 Bits .0004

Z0 Bits 0.

Z4 Bits 0.

Z8 Bits 0.

Y

.I017

.0267

.0056

.0001

Z

.0113

.00Z8

.0007

0.

0.

Z

.0017

.00Z9

.0007

0.

0.

Z

.0117

.0029

.0007

0.

0.
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Table 48. Direction-Cosine Drift Error for 10°/Sec Linear Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 3523 0. 0. 0. 0.

18 Bits -. 3523 0. 0. 0. 0.

20 Bits -. 0715 0. 0.

24 Bits -. 00Z3 0. 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X y Z

16 Bits -. 3707 0. 0.

18 Bits -. 3707 0. 0.

20 Bits -. 0765 0. 0.

24 Bits -. 0023 0. 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X y Z

16 Bits -. 3713 0. 0.

18 Bits -. 3713 0. 0.

20 Bits -. 0768 0. 0.

24 Bits -. 0023 0. 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.
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Table 49. Quaternion Drift Error for lO°/Sec Linear Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -. 3531

18 Bits -.3531

20 Bits -. 0726

Z4 Bits -. 0027

Z8 Bits 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits -. 3715

18 Bits -. 3715

20 Bits -. 0772

24 Bits -. 0027

28 Bits 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -. 3708

18 Bits -. 3708

20 Bits -. 0757

24 Bits -. 0015

28 Bits

Y

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Y

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Y

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Z

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Z

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Z

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
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O
Table 50. Direction-Cosine Drift Error for 1 /Sec Linear Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

DIRECTION - COSINES

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 1475 0. 0.

18 Bits -. 0074 0. 0.

Z0 Bits -. 0074 0. 0.

Z4 Bits -. 0001 0. 0.

Z8 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X

16 Bits -. 1554

18 Bits -. 0078

Z0 Bits -. 0078

24 Bits -. 0001

28 Bits 0.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X

16 Bits -. 155Z

18 Bits -. 0077

Z0 Bits -. 0077

?4 Bits -. 0001

?8 Bits 0.

Y

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Y

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

Z

O.

O.

O.

O.

O.

Z

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.
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Table 51. Quaternion Drift Error for l°/Sec Linear Motion

DRIFT ERRORS (DEG/HR)

QUATERNIONS

SECOND ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

16 Bits -. 1475 0. 0.

18 Bits -.0073 0. 0.

20 Bits -. 0073 0. 0.

Z4 Bits 0. 0. 0.

Z8 Bits 0. 0. 0.

SECOND ORDER STATE TRANSITION

X Y

16 Bits -. 1553

18 Bits -. 0078

20 Bits -. 0078

24 Bits -. 0001

Z8 Bits 0.

B

O.

O.

O.

O.

FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA

X Y Z

o

0.

0.

0.

16 Bits -. 155Z 0. 0.

18 Bits -. 0077 0. 0.

Z0 Bits -. 0077 0. 0.

Z4 Bits 0. 0. 0.

28 Bits 0. 0. 0.
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Navigation.- The attitude computations are the most sensitive element of

the overall strapdown Inertial navigation process. The attitude computations

serve as a replacement for the gimbal that are present in non-strapdown systems.

A strapdown inertial simulation program has been designed which combines

the attitude computations with the overall navigation process. The simulation

program serves as both an evaluation and design tool. Figure 54 illustrates the

processing flow of the simulation program. The major features of the program
design are

Vehicle trajectory generation

Vehicle dynamic disturbances

Component error modeling

Statisti cal e rro r analysi s

The whole trajectory generation design will allow the evaluation of strap-
down navigation systems on a global basis. The feature will allow the evaluation

of navigation performance for predetermined scenarios where geographic points
of destination are important.

The incorporation of vehicle dynamic aisturbances will allow for a realistic

assessment of these effects upon overall navigation accuracy. The design incor-
porates coning motions and pitch and roll variations.

The component error modeling will allow the evaluation of specified
strapdown hardware configurations. The parameters associated with the com-

ponent errors can be modified so that a specific design can be configured to

optimally operate in a given environment. The component errors that are
modeled are

Gyro errors

Analog to Digital errors

Rate extraction

Computation word length

Integration errors

Truncation errors.

The statistical error analysis entails the computation of the difference

between computed navigation outputs and the true navigation positions. The

tru:e navigation position is derived directly from the trajectory computations.

The computed navigation outputs are desired from the error corrupted

system outputs, Thus a direct measurement of performance can be obtained.
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Alignment

A generalized covariance analysis simulation computer program has

been developed to evaluate both Kalman derived and predetermined fixed gains

for leveling and gyrocompassing modes of operation. A system covariance

matrix representing 18 error sources is propagated and filtered so that

the overall system performance can be determined.

A set of 1Z test cases were executed which provide a parametric

prolife of system operation. Various disturbance amplitudes, frequencies,
and time constants were evaluated with respect to a nominal system and

environmental configuration.

An illustration of the alignment simulation processing is presented in

Figure 55. The program operates by card input data that describes the

environment and the mode of operation. Intermediate results are printed at

selected time intervals and summary plots for attitude and azimuth errors

are computed at the end of each simulation run.

SIMULATION
INITIALITZATION

INPUT
DATA

INITIALIZE
CURRENT
RUN

INCREMENT
TIME

FILTER J

KALMAN OR FIXED
GAIN COVARIANCE
PROPAGATE

PRINT

INTERMEDIATE
DATA

Figure 55.

PLOT

SUMMARY
DATA

T89850

Alignment Simulation Flow
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The system parameters were previously defined in Section V. The

initial conditions for the system parameters for the nominal system and

environmental configuration are:

= earth rate (deg/hr) .

= 15.07
2

g = gravitational acceleration (ft/sec)

= 32.

true north heading angle (deg) .

o?

Initial System Errors

_e =

_u =

6W x =

6O)y =

6_z =

(_ax =

6ay =

(_a z =

fe / =

fn =

fu =

n 1 =

n z =

n 3 =

n 4 =

n 5 =

n 6 =

•001 (rad)

• 001 (rad)

• 01 (rad)

5 x 10 -8 (rad/sec)

5 x 10 -8 (rad/sec)

5 x 10 -8 (rad/sec)

•003Z (ftlsec 2) (_10"4g)

•003Z (ft/sec 2) (_-10"4g)

•0032 (ft/sec 2) (=10"4g)

0032 (ft/sec 2) (=I0 "4• g)

•0032 (ft/sec 2) (=10"4g)

•0032 (ft/sec 2) (_10"4g)

•003Z (ft/sec 2) (_10"4g)

• 0032 (ft/sec 2) (_10"4g)

• 0032 (ft/sec 2) (=10"4g)

0032 (ft/sec 2) (=I0 "4• g)

5 x 10 -5 (rad/sec)

5 x 10 -5 (rad/sec)
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State Distrubances

W00 x = 5 x 10 -8 (rad/sec)

Wcoy = 5 x 10 -8 (rad/sec)

Woo z = 5 x 10 -8 (ft/sec 2)

Wax = .0032 (ft/sec 2)

Way = .0032 (ft/sec2)

Waz = .0032 (ft/sec 2)

Wnl = .0032 (ft/sec2)

Wn2 = .0032 (ft/sec2)

Wn3 = .0032 (ft/secZ)

Wn4 = . 0032 (ft/se c 2)

Wn5 = 5 x 10 -5 (rad/sec)

Wn6 = 5 x 10 -5 (rad/sec)

(Scaled down by the

Correlation Time)

State Error Inverse Correlation Time

= .1

= .1

- .1

= .1

= •l

= •1

= .1

Ct_0 x

0tax

Say

O/az

%1

_n2

_n3

_n4

%5

%6

-1
(sec)

-1
(sec)

(sec) -I

-I
(sec)

-1
(sec)

-1
(sec)

-i
(sec)

-I
•1 (sec)

-I
• 1 (sec)

•I (sec) -I

•1 (sec) -1

-1
•I (sec)

Time Parameters

TSTOP =

t =

1 (sec)

Total Simulation Time (15 min)

present time (TF) minus initial time (TO)
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Observation Errors

Vae = .0032 (ft/sec z)

Van = .0032 (ft/sec 2)

V_e = 4.85 x 10 -8 (rad/sec

Vfe = .00032 (ft/sec z)

Vfn = .00032 (ft/sec 2)

Vfu = .00032 (ft/sec z)

(=10-4g)

(=10-4g)

) (_. 01°/hr)

(= 10-Sg)

(=1O-5g)

(_.10"5g)

Fixed Gains

K x = 1 / (rLg)

Ky = - 1 /(zLg)

K z = 0

Kfn = 1

Kfe = Variable

Kfu =

State Disturbance Period

OOdax = 60. (sec)

Wday = 60. (sec)

¢Odoox = 60. (sec)

Several: variations of the nominal system and environmental configuration
were run. A total of 12 cases were evaluated.

CASE 1

CASE 2

CASE 3

CASE 4

CASE 5

Nominal System and Environmental Model

10-3g disturbance amplitudes test

10-2g disturbance amplitude test

10-3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10-3 rate amplitude

0.1 rad/sec disturbance frequency
1 rain disturbance time constant

10-3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -4 rate amplitude

0.1 rad/sec disturbance frequency
1 min disturbance time constant
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CASE 6

CASE 7

CASE 8

CASE 9

CASE 10

CASE 11

CASE 12

lO-3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -3 rate amplitude

I. 0 rad/sec disturbance frequency

1 rain disturbance time constant

lO-3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -3 rate amplitude

• Ol rad/sec disturbance frequency

1 rain disturbance time constant

10"3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -3 rate amplitude

• 1 rad/sec disturbance frequency

10 rain disturbance time constant

lO-3g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -3 rate amplitude

• 1 rad/sec disturbance frequency

• 1 rain disturbance time constant

10-2g disturbance amplitude

5 x 10 -3 rate amplitude

. 1 rad/sec disturbance frequency

1 rain disturbance time constant

Same as CASE 4 except

•25g disturbance amplitude

17.5 Hertz disturbance frequency

Fixed gain processing of CASE 13

A parametric analysis can be performed by comparing various cases which

have been run. Cases 1, 2, and 3 may be used to examine the effects of dis-

turbance acceleration amplitudes. Variations in east, north, and azimuth

alignment for these cases are shown in Figures 56A, 56B, and 56C, respectively

Figures 57A, 57B, and 57C similarly show the effects of disturbance frequency

on alignment, as derived from cases 4, 6, and 7. The effects of varying the

disturbance noise time constant are derived from cases 4, 8, and 9 and shown

in Figures 58A, 58B, and 58C. All Of the curves of Figures 56, 57, and 58 a_e

for Kalman filtered alignment• Finally, Figures 60A, 60B, and 60C show the

insensitivity fo alignment to variation in rate disturbance amplitudes, The Kalman

filter essentially ignores the rate information which is available (_u in Section V)
and uses only acceleration - derived data.
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C ompens ation Simulation

Introduction - A two degree-of-freedom dry-tuned gyro compensation algor-

ithm has been developed to account for repeatable instrument errors. The mag-

nitude of the errors vary as a function of changing vehicle dynamics.

Discussion - A computer simulation program has been developed to evaluate

the compensation algorithm for varying vehicle dynamics. The overall processing

flowis illustrated in Figure 61. Two stages of compensation are performed.

The first is partial compensation is where the computed angular increment

CxYc(i) = #xc(i) + i CYC(i)

is determined by

CXYC(i)

HJti_ 1 TXy (t) dt -_--_ CXYC(i-l) - CXYC(i-Z) + 6XYC(i-3)

÷ TH ZFC - ¢ZFC XYC(-I) - i-Z

" r---'_ Z (i-l) - CZ (i-Z) XYC (i-l) - CXYC(i-Z)

where

CZFC =

_z =

computed angular increment about the spin axis

measured phase angle of spin axis pickoff system

ti- 1 _Gz

dt

Txy = T X+ i T y= XY - gyro torque

i =%/_-

H = C

C

mechanical synchronous speed of the rotor with respect to the
instrument cases

polar moment of inertia of the gyro rotor
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A = Transverse moment of inertia of the gyro rotor

r = t. -t.
i z-I

The corresponding compensated angular input with respect to the instrument

case is given by

i I) - #Z %XY (i-zCXYFC (i) = ¢XYC (i) --_ #ZFC (i- FC (i-Z) 8xy(i-l)-

where

- ]- y(i-l)- exy(i-Z)

BEy = + i

= measured gyro pickoff angle

The processing flow is illustrated in Figure 62. The compensated angular

input should approach the true angular input when all the systematic instrument

errors are accounted for such that

#XYFC -- CXY

and

_XZFC -- Cxz
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Hardware Tests

Introduction. - The purpose of the hardware tests was to determine 1) The

rectification characteristics of angular inputs, applied about the spin axis and

one of the input axis, throughout the frequency range of the gyro servo loop,

and Z) the sensitivity to translational inputs through the frequency range of 15-95

Hz. In addition, the characteristics of the servo loop were measured for com-

ponent modeling purposes.

Gyro/Servo Frequency.Response Characteristics. - The servo loop char-

acteristics shown in Figure 63 werebbtained by mounting a gyro to the angular

shaker with the gyro spin axis horizontal and one of the input axes parallel to
the shaker axis. An accelerometer was mounted to the shaker in such a manner

as to read tangential acceleration. The accelerometer output was then measured

with a wave analyzer and was also displayed on an oscilloscope, along with the

pickoff signals, to determine the servoloop parameters G , G_, _c' and
as defined in[10]. Peak angular rate was determined and Cain_ained dconstant

throughout the tests in two ways. For frequencies of 10 Hz or less, the gyro

torquing current was used as a direct measure of rate. For frequencies above

10 Hz, the accelerometer output was used and rate was determined from the

r elationship

8" a T- where
w- Rw

8 = angular rate

"8"= angular acceleration

a = tangential acceleration

R T = radius of accelerometer from shaker axis

co = frequency of shake

The angular displacements of the rotor to case were measured at the pickoff

demodulator output with a wave analyzer. Phase shift between torquing current

and rotor displacement relative to the rate input were measured with the oscil-

loscope.

The results of these tests were in close agreement with the theoretically

derived results. These parameters have subsequently seen incorporated into the
simulation model.

Low Frequency Rectification. - The rectification coefficients shown in

Figure 64oWere obtained by mounting the gyro with its spin axis and one input
axis at 45 to the shaker axis. The other gyro input axis was perpendicular to the
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shaker axis and thus was not subjected to any rate. Angular rate was measured

and maintained constant at 4°/sec during this test by monitoring the gyro torquer

current. The rectification coefficients obtained apply to the operating condition

when the gyro SlSin motor is excited sinusoidally with 3_, 35V RMS line/line

power.

The relationship between motor hunting frequency, time constant and

excitation voltage is shown in Figure 65. These motor characteristics were

measured just prior to performing the low frequency tests.

High Frequency Rectification. - The high frequency rectification tests

were performed with the gyro in the same orientation as used for the low

frequency tests. The input rate at the shaker was maintained at 5.65°/sec peak
(4°/sec about the gyro axes) throughout the test.

The results of these tests showed the same general relationship between

rectification error and shake frequency as that predicted analytically in [10]

and simulated as described elsewhere in this report. The measured magnitude

of this rectification error was significantly higher than that predicted theoretically,
however.

As a result of this apparent discrepancy the tests were repeated. It was

then observed that a rectification term exists which is independent of the mbtion

of the gyro about its spin axis but dependent upon the magnitude of the torquer
currents at the various frequencies. After further examination of this effect

it was determined that essentially all of this rectification was the result of a

non-linear output instrumentation circuit used to measure the average current.

The fact that almost no measureble rectification exists for a well instru-

mented test setup using large values of torquer current in each axis with a

variable phase relationshil_ has verified that no rectification terms beyond those

analyzed and listed in [10] exist in the gyro design and that the theoretically
derived results and simulation models are valid.

Sensitivity to Translational Inputs. - The instrument was mounted on a

translational shaker and subjected to vibration along the spin axis as well as

perpendicular to spin axis. The input was . 15g's RMS through the frequency

range of 15-95 Hz. Gyro drift rate was monitored during each test yielding

the data shown in Figures 66 and 67. These results demonstrate that no sig-
nificant sensitivity to translation vibrations, such as those which would be

produced by vehicle rotor motions, are present in the instrument.
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Figure 67. Translational Shake Normal to Spin Axis
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VII. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The primary goal of this study was to examine the applicability of two-

degree-of-freedom dry tuned-gimbal instruments to strapdown navigation.

This applicability is judged primarily by three performance factors: cost,

reliability, and accuracy. Accuracy, once the basic sensors are specified,

is largely dependent upon the software mechanization and the hardware/software

interface. Thus accuracy may, to a large extent, be considered separately

from cost and reliability.

The major emphasis of the first half of the study, beyond the specification

of the study goals, was in the areas of cost and reliability. The most important

results of this portion of the study are summarized by the cost-reliability curve

derived in Section IV and repeated here for convenience as Figure 68.

A conventional strapdown mechanization was first examined using various

levels of redundancy. The worst-case and best-case cost vs reliability curves

for such a system are shown on the right in Figure 66. In a non-redundant con-

figuration, indicated by the uppermost points on the curves, the system cost is

somewhat less than the $50K which was established as a goal. The correspond-

ing failure probability, however, far exceeds the goal of 10 -6 per half hour.

As various levels of redundancy are incorporated the reliability improves and

the cost increases. The reliability goal is not achieved until the system cost

has increased to approximately $85K.

The apparent inability of the conventional strapdown mechanization to sim-

ultaneously meet both the cost and reliability goals led to an investigation of

possible alternative system configurations. The portion of the conventional

system which was found most amenable to modification was the analog electronics

package which contains the gyro and accelerometer caging loops and other asso-

ciated sensor instrument control functions. This package represents a substantial

portion of system cost and also contributes significantly to the system failure

probability. Although historically these instrument control functions have been

performed in analog electronics, both in strapdown and gimbal systems, there is

no fundamental reason why they cannot be mechanized in a digital processor.

This is particularly true when the multiplexed direct analog-to-digital converter

described in Section Vis used, since it obviates the necessity for separate con-

verters for each signal. The transfer of the sensor control functions to the digital

processor was made the basis of the "All-Digital" alternative to the conventional
me chaniz ation.

Another area of potential cost saving and reliability improvement centers
around the measurement of acceleration. The conventional mechanization includes

separate accelerometers for this function with the attendant cost and reliability
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penalties. The use of pendulous gyros to replace the accelerometers is feasible but,

since one additional gyro axis must be added to the system for each accelerometer

removed, the cost-reliability improvement does not appear to be significant. The

spin-coupled gyro accelerometer (SCAG) described in Section IV, however, provides

two axes of rate and two axes of acceleration information simultaneously. The SCAG

is mechanically essentially the same instrument as the conventional dry tuned-

gimbal byroscope, so the measurement of acceleration is obtained "free" in terms

of cost and reliability at the instrument level (control functions are still required, of

course). Hence utilization of the SCAG instrument appears to be another beneficial

departure from the conventional strapdown design in terms of meeting the perform-

ance goals of the study.

A second baseline system was configured for the study, consisting of the

All-Digital approach in conjunction with the SCAG instrument with full parallel

triple redundancy. As indicated in Figure 68, this configuration appears to meet

both the cost and reliability goals of the study.

A comprehensive system error analysis was conducted in order to evaluate

the effects of sensor, computational, and approximation errors. Both analytical

and simulation results were utilized for this analysis. It was concluded that the

overall system accuracy was far in excess of the required 3 nautical miles per hour.

A detailed mechanization analysis was performed in order to obtain an appro-

priate set of equations to solve the strapdown navigation problem. Alternative

mechanizations and algorithms were traded off in order £o arrive at a set of

equations which appears optimal for the VTOL application.

A detailed analysis of servo compensation requirements for the TDF strapdown

gyro was performed. Although this was done for a conventional analog design it

may be used as the basis for the all-digial approach as well.

It was concluded that alignment can be accomplished to the required

accuracy within the 10 minute goal which had been established. The use of fixed-

gain alignment filtering rather than Kalman filtering, appears to yield satisfactory

results while minimizing the computational burden.

The hardware tests which have been conducted have demonstrated general

agreement with analytically-derived results, but showed some variation in detail.

The results of these tests was used to modify the simulation models in order to

to make them as realistic as practical.

A cost of ownership analysis was performed. This analysis concluded that

life cycle costs for a strapdown inertial navigator using the TDF dry tuned gyro are

significantly lower than those accrued by its gimbaled counterpart which was used

as a reference baseline for comparison. The low cost of ownership is one of the key
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advantages of the dry gyro strapdown system over other inertial systems either

strapdown or gimbal.

An estimate of the overall computational requirements was performed. It

was concluded that a non-redundant system would require between Z000 and 2500

words of memory. Thus even allowing for auxiliary computations, such as flight

control functions, a 4K memory would be sufficient. The incorporation of redun-

dancy of an T sort would apparently require more than 4K of memory for a con-

servative (i. e. low risk) design. Full fail-op/fail-op capability would be easily

accommodated by an 8K memory. The computer speed afforded by the TDY-43

computer and high-speed versions of the TDY-5Z assures that computer timing

is not a problem for the selected 30 Hz computational frequency.

Although flight control mechanizations have not been specifically analyzed

during the study, an important feature of strapdown inertial systems is the ability

to provide highly accurate attitude information as well as body axis components of

angular rate and linear acceleration for use in flight control computations.

(Gimbaled systems provide attitude information which is limited in accuracy by

the gimbal readout devices-synchros or resolvers-and do not provide the required

angular rate components or body axis accelerations. )

Risk Considerations - The risk associated with the use of conventional
, I • I i ,. 1 1- I ,

sensors - the TDF dry cunea-glmsa, gyro and conventional ilnear accelerome_ers-

is small. These instruments have been extensively tested and are currently being

used in a number of applications. The use of pendulous TDF gyros to provide

acceleration and angular rate information has also been demonstrated in one

systems application by the contractor, but this approach must be considered to

be somewhat riskier than the conventional approach. The SCAG instrument has

not yet been developed and thus probably represents an unacceptably high risk

for the current application.

The TDY-43 computer has virtually no risk associated with it as it has been

in production for some time and is in use in a variety of applications. The TDY-5Z

series of computers represents moderate risk as it represents current state-of-the-

art. It has been concluded, however, that the TDY-52 is appropriate for use in

the current application, however, and that the risk is more than outweighed by

the cost advantages and design flexibility which it affords.

A third major risk consideration involves the "all-digital" concept. It

appears from the results of this study that this approach is very desirable from

the cost/reliability standpoint. It does, however, have associated with it a mod-

erate risk factor. It is recommended that the viability of this concept be studied

further and demonstrated prior to its inclusion in a system design.
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Summary - It is the conclusion of this study that a redundant strapdown

inertial navigation system employing the two-degree-of freedom dry tuned-gimbal

gyroscope is an extremely attractive solution to the VTOL navigation problem

which has been considered. Full fail-op/fail-op capability can be provided using

the "all-digital" approach with conventional sensors for 50 to 60 thousand dollars

in quantity. Such a system exceeds the reliability goal of 10 -6 failure rate per

half hour at a cost which is only slightly in excess of the goal of 50 thousand dollars

per system. The cost and reliability goals can be met simultaneously by employ-
ing the SCAG instrument, but there is a substantial risk associated with such a

c6nfiguration since that sensor has not yet been fully developed.

The third major performance parameter which was considered was accuracy.

The study has concluded that the strapdown system is capable of accuracy well in

excess of the 3 nautical mile per hour goal. This higher accuracy is attained with-

out substantial effect on either cost of reliability.
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A1 - FAILURE RATE ANALYSIS FOR

THE INS POWER SUPPLY

Z85



SUMMARY

The operating failure rate for an INS power supply is 5. 177 failures

per 106 hours while the non-operating failure rate for the INS power supply is

1.091 failures per 106 hours. The failure rates are the same for both a

two and three gyro INS.

The failure rates presented in the following tables and used for the

individual components are those in Table II - 1 (Preferred failure rates for

electronic piece parts) of the "Handbook of Piece Part Failure Rates," June

22, 1970, Martin Marietta, document.
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ANALYSIS

FAILURE RATES OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS OF INS POWER SUPPLY

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

Circuit

DC to DC Converter

+30 Volt DC Regulator

-30 Volt DC Regulator

+ Spin Supply Regulator

- Spin Supply Regulator

HI/LO Spin Switch

+15 Volt DC Precision Regulator

-15 Volt DC Precision Regulator

+5 Volt DC Regulator

Pickoff Excitation Filter & Power Amp.

Failure Rate (Failures/106hrs)

Operating Non-Operating

0. 390 0. 0370

0. 448 0. 079Z

0. 448 0. 079Z

0. 412 0. 0702

0. 412 0. 070Z

0. 122 0. 0370

0. 390 0. 087

0. 403 0. 088

0. Z84 0. 0502

0. 458 0. 068Z

Precision AC to DC Converter & Multiplier 0. 180

Phase Splitter & Countdown 0. Zl0

Digital Countdown & Logic Reset 0. 141

Spin Motor Power Switch (3 each) 0. 879

0. 081Z

0. 1400

0.0836

0. IZ0

Total 5. 177 1. 091
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FAILURE ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS OF INS POWER SUPPLY

DC to DC CONVERTER

COMPONENT QTY

PAR T FAILUR_ RATE

(Failures/10 v Hrs)

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failures/10 6 Hrs)

Oper ating Non- Oper ating Oper atin s

Transistor (Power) Z 0.10 0.01 0.200

Diode (Power) 8 .006 .001 .048

Resistor, W. W. (Power) 4 0. 003 0. 001 0. 012

Capacitor, Tantalum 4 0.0Z0 0. 001 0. 080

Transformer 1 0. 050 0.001 0. 050

Non- oper ating

0. 020

• 008

0. 004

0. 004

0. 001

Totals 0. 390 0. 037

II +30 VOLT DC REGULATOR

COMPONENT QTY

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failure s / I06 Hr s)

Operating Non- Operating

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failures/106Hrs)

Operating Non-Operating

Transistor (Power) 2

.NPN
Transistor (small signal) 3

Diode (Power) 1

Diode (General) 1

Diode (Ref. Zener) 3

Resistors 14

Capacitors (Ceramic) 1

Capacitor s (Tantalum) 1

Microcircuit, Linear 1

Choke 1

0. I00 0. 010 0. 200 0. 020

0. 010 0. 002 0. 030 0. 006

• 006 .001 .006 .001

0. 006 0. 001 0. 006 0. 001

0. 020 0. 005 0. 060 0. 015

0.003 0.001 0.042 0.014

O. 004 O. 0002 O. 004 O. 0002

O. 020 O. 001 O. 020 O. OO1

0. 030 0. 020 0. 030 0. 020

0. 050 0. 001 0. 050 0. 001

Totals 0. 448 0. 0792
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III -30 VOLT DC REGULATOR

(Same as +30 Volt DC Regulator)

Totals

(Failures /106Hrs)

Operating Non- Operating

0. 448 0. 079Z

IV + SPIN SUPPLY REGULATOR

C OMPONENTS

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failures/I 06 Hrs)QTY

Operating

Transistor (Power) 2

Transistor (small signal) Z

O. I00

0.010

Diode (Power) 1 .006

Diode (Ref. Zener) Z 0.020

Diode (General) 1 0. 006

Resistors IZ 0. 003

Capacitor, Ceramic 1 0.004

Capacitor, Tantalum 1 0. 020

Adicrocircuit, Linear 1 0. 030

Choke 1 0. 050

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

, (Failures/106 Hrs)

Non- Operating Operating Non- Operating

O. 010 O. 200 O. 0Z0

O. 002 O. 020 O. 004

•OO1 .006 .001

0. 005 0. 040 0. 010

0. 001 0. 006 0. 001

0. 001 0. 036 0.01Z

0. 0002 0. 004 0. 000Z

0. 001 0. 020 0. 001

O. 020 O. 030 O. OZO

O. 001 O. 050 O. 001

Totals 0. 412 0. 0702

V - SPIN SUPPLY REGULATOR

(Same as + Spin Supply Regulator)

Totals

6
(Failure Rate/10 Hrs)

Operating Non- Operating

0.41Z 0. 0702
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VI HI/LO SPIN SWITCH

COMPONENT QTY

PART FAILOR/£

(Failure s / 106 Hr s )

RA'f/£ -- 'fOTAL FAILUR]_ RATIO.

(Failures / 106 Hrs)

Operating Non- Operatin$ Operating Non- Operatin_

0. 010 0. 002

0. 040 0. 004

0. 018 0. 003

0. 024 0. 008

0. O30 0.0Z0

Transistor (NPN, Si) 1 0.010 0.002

Transistor (PNP, Si) 2 0.020 0.002

Diode (General) 3 0. 006 0. 001

Resistor 8 0. 003 0. 001

Microcircuit, Digital 1 0.030 0. 020

Totals 0. 122 0. 037

VII +15 VOLT DC PRECISION REGULATOR

COMPONENT QTY
PART FAILUR E RATE

(Failures/10 Hrs)

Operating

Transistor (Power) 1 0. 100

Transistor (NPN, Si) 2 0. 010

Transistor (PNP, Si) 1 0.020

Diode (Power) 1 . 006

Diode (Ref. Zener) 2 0.020

Diode (General) 1 0. 006

Resistor 16 0..003

Capacitor (Ceramic 5 0. 004

Capacitor (Tantalum) 1 0. 020

Microcircuit, Linear 2 0. 030

Choke 1 0. 050

TOTAL FAIL_RE RATE
(Failures/10 Hrs)

Non- Operating Operating Non- Operatin_

0.010 0. 100 0.010

0. 002 0. 020 0. 004

0. 002 0. 020 0. 002

• 001 .006 .001

0. 005 0. 040 0. 010

0. 001 0. 006 0. 001

0. 001 0. 048 0. 016

0. 0002 0. 020 0. 001

0. 001 0. 020 O. 001

O. 020 O. 060 O. 040

O. OO1 O. 050 O. 001

Totals 0. 390 0. 087
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VIII -15 VOLT DC PRECISION REGULATOR

COMPONENT QTY

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failures / 106Hr s)

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

6
(Failures / i0 Hrs)

Operatin_

Transistor (Power 1 0. 100

Transistor (NPN, Si) 1 0.010

Transistor (PNP, Si) Z 0.0Z0

Diode (Power) 1 .006

Diode (Ref. Zener) Z 0.0Z0

Diode (General) 1 0. 006

Resistor 17 0. 003

Capacitor (Ceramic) 5 0. 004

Capacitor (Tantalum) 1 0. 020

k4icrocircuit, Linear Z 0. 030

Choke 1 0. 050

Non-Operating Operatin_ Non-Operating

0. 010 0. 100 0. 010

0.00Z 0. 010 0.00Z

0. 002 0. 040 0. 004

.001 .006 .001

0.005 0.040 0.010

0.001 0.006 0.001

0.001 0.051 0.017

0.0002 0.020 0.001

0.001 0.020 0.001

0.0Z0 0.060 0.040

0.001 0.050 0.001

Totals 0. 403 0. 088

IX +5 VOLT DC REGULATOR

C OMPONENT Q TY

Transistor (Power) 1

Transistor (PNP, Si) 1

Transistor (NPN, Si) 1

Diode (Power) 1

Diode (Ref. Zener) 1

Resistor 8

Capacitor (Ceramic) 1

Capacitor (Tantalum) 1

Microcircuit, Linear I

Choke 1

PART FAILURE RATE TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failure s / 106Hr s) (Failure s/106Hr s)

Operating Non-Operating Operatin_ Non-Operating

0. I00 0.010 0. I00 0.010

0.020 O. OOZ 0.020 O. OOZ

0.010 0.002 0.010 O. OOZ

.006 .001 .006 .007

0.020 0.005 0.020 0.005

0.003 0.001 0.024 0.008

0.004 0.000Z 0.004 0.0002

0.020 0.001 O. OZO 0.001

0.030 0.0Z0 0.030 0.020

0.050 0.001 0.050 0.001
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X PICKOFF EXCITATION FILTER & POWER AMP

C OMPONENT QTY

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failures/I06 Hrs)

Operating Non-Operating

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failured 106 Hrs)

Operating Non- Operating

Transistor (Power) 2 0. 100 0. 010

Transistor (PNP, Si) 2 0.020 0.002

Transistor (NPN, Si) 2 0.010 0.002

Diode (General) 2 0. 006 0. 001

Resistor 14 0. 003 0. 001

Capacitor (Ceramic) 6 0. 004 0. 0002

Capacitor (Tantalum) 2 0. 020 0. 001

Inductor 1 0. 050 0. 001

Microcircuit, Linear i 0. 030 0. 020

0. 200 0. 020

0. 040 0. 004

0. 020 0. 004

0. 012 0. 002

0. 042 0. 014

0. 024 0. 0012

0. 040 0. 002

0. 050 0. 001

0. 030 0. 020

Totals 0.458 0.0682

Xl PRECISION AC TO DC CONVERTER & MULTIPLIER

C OMPONENT QTY

Diode (General 2

Resistor 18

Capacitor (Ceramic) 6

Microcircuits, Linear 3

PART FAILURE RATE TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failures / 106 Hrs) (Failures/106Hrs)

Operating Non-Operating Operating Non-Operatin_

O. 006 O. 001 O. 012 O. 002

O. 003 O. 001 O. 054 O. 018

O. 004 O. 0002 O. 024 O. 0012

O. 030 O. 020 O. 090 O. 060

Totals 0. 180 0.0812
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XII PHASE SPLITTER AND COUNTDOWN

C OMPONENT Q TY.

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failure s / 106Hr s)

Operating Non-Operating

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failure s / 106Hr s)

Operating Non- Operating

Microcircuit, Digital 7 0. 030 0. 020 0.210 0.140

XIII DIGITAL COUNTDOWN & LOGIC RESET

Totals 0. Z10 0. 140

C OMPONENT QTY.

Microcircuit (Digital)

Resistor

Capacitor {Ceramic)

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failures/106Hr s)

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failures/106Hrs)

Operating Non-Operating Operating Non-Operating

4 0.030 0.020 0.120 0.080

3 0.003 0.001 0.009 0.003

3 0.004 0.0002 0.012 0.0006

Totals 0. 141 0.0836

XIV SPIN MOTOR POWER SWITCH (3 EACH)

COMPONENT Q TY

PART FAILURE RATE

(Failures/106Hrs)

Ope rating

Transistor (Power) 2 0. 100

Transistor (NPN, Si) 4 0. 010

Transistor (PNP, Si) 1 0. 020

Diode (Power) 1 . 006

Resistor 9 0. 003

TOTAL FAILURE RATE

(Failure s/106Hr s )

Non-Operatin_ Operating Non-Operating

0.010 0.200 0.020

0.002 0.040 0.008

0.002 0.020 0.002

.001 .006 .001

0.001 0.027 0.009

For All 3:

Totals 0.293

TOTALS 0.879

0.0400

0.120
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AZ - FAILURE ANALYSIS FOR THE

ISOLATION AMPLIFIERS AND CAGING CIRCUITS
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IN TR ODUC TION

The block diagram for the isoamp and caging circuit is shown in Figure 1. The

schematics for the block are in l_igures 2 through 5.

The isoamp is an impedance matching device between the gyro pickoff output

and the caging circuit input. The caging circuit output provides the current for

the gyro torquer coils.

SUMMARY

The operating failure rate for the isoamps and caging circuits for both axis

of a single gyro is 2.2.550 failures per million hours. The operating failure

rate for these circuits for a two gyro INS is 4. 5100 failures per million hours

and 6. 7650 failures per million hours for a three gyro INS. The non-operating

failure rate for the isoamps and caging circuit for both axes of a single gyro

is 0.5708 failures per million hours. The non-operating failure rate for these

circuits for a two gyro INS is 1. 1416 failures per million hours and 1.712.4

failures per million hours for a three gyro INS.

The results of the failure analysis are contained in the following tables.
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ANALYSIS

Failure Rates for the Caging Circuit and Isoamps for Each Gyro:

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

Block

Isoamps

AC Amp and Demod

Filter

Direct Axis Compensation

Cross Axis Compensation

Integrator and DC Amp

Power Amp

Total Per Gyro

Total 2 Gyros

Total 3 Gyros

6
Failure Rate (failures/10 hrs)

Operating Non-Operating

0.206 0.0592

0.181 0.0828

0.146 0.0528

0.264 0.1008

0.234 0.0976

0.124 0.0500

1.100 0.1276

2.2550 0.5708

4.5100 1.1416

6.7650 1.7124

Failure Analysis of the Ca_in[_ Circuits and Isoamps for the ARU:

I. Is.amp (2 each)

C OMPONENT

Op. Amp

Resistors

Capacitor, Tantalum

Capacitor, Ceramic

Qty

1

7

2

3

Part Failure Rate Total Failure Rate

(failures/lO 6 hrs) (failures/lO 6 hrs)

Oper Non Oper Oper Non Oper

O. O30

O. 003

O. 020

O. 004

0.020

0.001

0.001

0.0002

0.030

0.021

0.040

0.012

0.020

0.007

0.002

0.0006

TOTAL

TOTAL (2 ea)

0.103

0.206

0.0296

0.0592
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II. AC Amp and Demod

C OMPONENT

Op Amp
Resistor

Capacitor, Ceramic

MOS, Analog Switch

Qty

2

I0

14

1

Part Failure Rate

(failures/10 6 hrs)

Total Failure Rate

(failures / 10 6 hrs)

Oper Non Oper Oper

O. 020

O. 001

O. 0002

O. 030

O. 030

O. 003

O. 004

0.035

O. O6O

O. 030
0.056

O. 035

0. 181TOTAL

Non Oper

O. 040

0.010

O. 0028

O. 030

0.0828

III. Filter (2 each)

C OMPONENT

Op Amp
Resistor

Capacitor,

Capacitor,

Polystyrene
Ceramic

Qty

1

5

3

4

Part Failure Rate Total Failure Rate

(failures/10 6 hrs) (failures/10 6 hrs)

Oper Non Oper Oper Non Oper

0.030

0.003

0.004

0.004

0.020

0.001

0.0002

0.0002

TOTAL

TOTAL (2 ea)

0.030

0.015

0.012

0.016

0.073

0.020

0.005

0.0006

0..0008

0.0264

0.146 0.0528
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IV. Direct Axis Compensation (2 each)

/

C OMPONENT Qty

Op Amp 2
Resistor 8

Capacitor, Ceramic 12

Part Failure Rate

(failures / 106 hrs)

Oper

O. 030

O. 003

O. 004

Non Oper

0. 020

0. 001

0. 0002

TOTAL

TOTAL (2 ea)

Total Failure Rate

(failures/106 hrs)

Oper

0. 060

0. 024

0. 048

0. 132

O. 264

Non Oper

O. 040

0.008

O. 0024

O. 0504

O. 1008

V. Cross Axis Compensation (2 each)

C OMPONENT

Op Amp 2
Resistor 7

Capacitor, Ceramic 9

Qty

Part Failure Rate

(failures/10 6 hrs)

Oper

O. 030

o.oo3
0. 004

TOTAL

TOTAL (2 ea)

Total Failure Rate

(failures / 106 hrs)

Non Oper Oper Non Oper

0. 020

0. 001

0. 0002

O. 060

0.021

0.036

0.117

O, 234

0.040

0.007

0.0018

0.0488

O, 0976
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VI. Integrator and DC Amp (2 each)

C OMPONENT Qty

Op Amp 1
Resistor 4

Capacitor, Ceramic 4

Capacitor, Polystyrene 1

Part Failure Rate Total Failure Rate

(failures/106 hrs) (failures/106 hrs)

(>per Non (>per (>per Non Oper

0. 030

0.003

0.004

0. 004

0.020

0.001

0.0002

0.0002

0.030

0.012

0.016

0.004

0.0Z0

0.004

0.0008

0,000Z

TOTAL

TOTAL(2 ea)

O. 06Z O. OZ5

0. 124 0. 050

VII. Power Amp (Z each)

C OMPONENT

Transistor (Power)

Transistor (Small Signal)

Diode (Med. Power}

Resistor

Capacitor, Tantalum

Capacitor, Ceramic

Oty

4

Z

Z

14

Z

9

Part Failure Rate

(failures / 106 hrs)

Oper

0. 100

0.010

0. 006

0. 003

0. 020

0. 004

Non Oper

0.010

O. 00Z

O. 0O4

O. 001

O. 001

0.0007

TOTAL

TOTAL (Z ea)

Total Failure Rate

(failures/106 hrs}

O_er

0. 400

0. 020

0.01Z

0.04Z

0. 040

0. 036

0. 550

Non Oper

O. 040

O. 004

O. 002

0.014

O. 002

0.0018

.0638

1. 100 0.1Z76
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Figure 1. Caging CircuLt Block Diagram for each Strapdown Gyro
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Part Population for Failure Rate Analysis Each Gyro:

Isoamp (2 each)

Component

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Variable

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Tantalum

Capacitor, Ceramic

1

2

5

2

3

i, 2 AC Amp and Demod (total)

Component

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Ceramic

MOS, Analog Switch

2

10

14

1

, 4 Filter (2 each)

Component

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Carbon

Resistor, Wit ewound

Capacitor, Polystyrene

Capacitor, Ceramic

l

2

3

3

4

, 8 Direct Axis Compensation (2 each)

C omponent

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Ceramic

2

8

12
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6_ 7 Cross Axis Compensation (2 each)

Component

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Ceramic

Q_m
2

7

9

P 1 1 Integrator and DC Amp (2 each)

Component

Operational Amplifier

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Ceramic

Capacitor, Polystyrene

1

4

4

1

10, 1Z Power Amp (2 each)

Component

Transistor (power)

Transistor (medium power)

Transistor (small signal)

Diode, Medium Power

Resistor, Carbon

Capacitor, Tantalum

Capacitor, Ceramic

2

2

2

2

14

2

9
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A3 - FAILURE RATE FOR A/D CONVERTER AND

SCALE FACTOR TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

309



I. SUMMARY

The failure rate for the A/D converter and temperature compensation is:

Failure Rate = 9. 757 failures/106 hours total

= 3. 252 failures/106 hours per channel

II. GENER AL DESCRIPTION

The A/D converter and temperature compensation is described for the

purpose of failure rate analysis by its parts list. The parts list for the three

channel (two gyro) version is in the following pages. As there is one A/D

and temperature compensation circuit per axis, the number of parts and the

failure rate can be multiplied by two for the six channel (three gyro-redundant

axes) configuration.
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PAR TS LIST

A/D CONVERTER AND TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION

(THREE AXIS VERSION)

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

R e si stor,

Resistor,

Resistor,

C omposition

Composition

Composition

Wire Wound

Wire Wound

Wire Wound

Metal Film

Metal Film

Metal Film

Precision

Precision

Precision

Capacitor, Ceramic

Capacitor, Ceramic

Capacitor,

Capacitor,

Capacitor,

Teflon

Polyc arb onat e

Solid Tantalum

Diode, Reference

Diode, Low Leakage

Diode, General Purpose

Diode, Fast

Diode, Fast

Transistor, NPN

Transistor, PNP

Transistor, PNP

Transistor, NPN

Transistor, PNP

Amplifier, I.C.

1/4 watt 5%

1/2 watt 5%

1 watt 5%

2 watt

5 watt

i0 watt

I/8 watt i%

1/4 watt 1%

1/2 watt 1%

1/8 watt.Ol%

1/4watt .01%

I/2 watt .01%

200 pf - . 01 _fd

• 01 - .01 _fd

Z _fd

• 022 gfd 100V

15 _f 20V

i N4579A

IN3595

IN5252

lN4148

iN5417

2NBZZZA

2N2907A

ZN5153

2N5154

ZNZ946A

LMI01A

SV92RCR

SV92RCR

SV9ZRCR

SV92R WR

SV92R WR

SV92R WIR

SV92RN

SV92RN

SV92RN

SV92RBR

SB9ZRBR

SV9ZRBR

sVg0DM29014

sVg0DMZg014

sVg0DI

SV90DI

sVg0DM39003

SVI N4565A

SVIN3595

SVIN5252

SVI N4148

SVIN5417

SVZNZZZZA

SVZNZ907A

SV2 N5153

SV2 N5154

SVZNZ946A

SV99DI01A

240

35

33

6

4

3

18

3

6

8

8

9

35

30

3

28

30

I

4

5

75

24

94

58

8

9

I0

14
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(.on_parator, I.C.

Flip Flop, I.C.

Flip Flop, I.C.

2 Input Nand Gate, I.C.

3 Input Nand Gate, I.C.

8 Input Nand Gate, I.C.

710

SN54L73T

SN5473S

SN54L00T

SN54LIOT

SN54L30T

SV99D710

SV99D54

SV99D54

SV99D54

SV99D54

SV99D54

6

34

3

22

18

6

Magnetic Modulator {Special)

5KC Inverter Transformer (Special)

3

1
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III. FAILURE RATE ANALYSIS

The magnetic modulator is a special device that consists of six coils wound on

two permaloy 80 cores. In the failure rate analysis, the failure rate for the

magnetic modulator will be that of six coils. The failure rate per coil is

0.03 failures/106 hrs.

The failure rates are:

Part

Resistors

Qty

373

Capacitor, Tantalum 30

Capacitor, Other 96

Part Failure

Rate

(FR/106 hrs)

•003

• 020

Total Failure

Rate

6
(FR/10 hrs)

O. 384• 004

Diode 109 .006 O. 654

Transistor, Low Power 162 .010 1.620

Transistor, Power . 100 1.700

Integrated Circuits • 030

•050

•180

TOTAL

Transformer

Magnetic Modulator

17

103 3.O9O

O. 050

O. 540

9. 757
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The failure rate for the A/D converter and temperature compensation is"

Failure Rate = 9. 757 failure/106 hours total

= 3. 252 failures/106 hours per channel
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A4 - PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

FOR TELEDYNE'S STRAPDOWN GYRO
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SUMMARY

D _ T T"P'VA4. 1 - P_,,_BABI_. _ OF FAILURE FOR _ H_ ,_,_r._,_,_._

IN TELEDYNE'S STRAPDOWN GYRO

Table 1 below lists the sources of failure, the failure rates, and the total

failure rates for Teledyne's Strapdown Gyro.

Table 1. Table of Failure Rates for Strapdown Gryo

Source of Failure

Coils

Bearings

Section of Report

Where Considered

A

B

Operating

Failure Rate

(10-6/Hr)

0.450

0.30

Mechanical Parts

Cement Joints

i

Total

C

D

0. 233

0. 002

• 985

The failure rates are based on handbook values where applicable, test data, and

certain assumptions. In all cases the assumptions tend to be conservative and

worst case. The rule of thumb has been to assume the one sigma value of a

parameter to be equal to or greater than the worst observed value.

The coil and hermetic connector failure rates are based on handbook values•

The bearing failure rates are derived from emperical equations using worst

case conditions and are higher than comparable handbook values. The flexure

and cement failure rates are based on failure tests performed in the laboratory.

It is estimated that the failure rates for a flexure suspended, dry gyro is at least

a factor of three better than a floated gyro. This is because there are no bias

shifts due to flex lead spring rate changes in a dry gyro, and no fluid associated

problems such as bubbles and corrosion. Also the sensitivity to bearing anomolies

in a flexure suspended gyro is much less than in a floated gyro.
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I. INTR ODUC TION

The purpose of this section is to establish the failure rates for the gyro

coils in the Teledyne strapdown gyro. For the purpose of establishing

a failure rate from existing literature, a study of the characteristics of

the gyro coils is made and the gyro coils are compared to coils listed

in available literature.

Z. SUMI_ARY

The failure rates for the gyro coils are shown below in Table 1.

Coil
, ==

Torquer

Pickoff

Motor

TOTAL

No of

Coils

4

15

Failure Rate

Per Coil

(10 6 hrs)

.03 ¸

.O3

.03

Total Failure

Rate.

(106 hrs)

. IZ0

•Z40

.090

.450

Table 1

The failure rates for the gyro coils are derived in paragraph 3 of this

section•

The following assumptions are made:

]
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ASSUMPTIONS

A) The types of failures associated with gyro coils are opens

and shorts.

B) All of the gyro coils fail into the broad category of motor

winding coils.

, DESCRIPTION AND FAILURE ANALYSIS FOR EACH OF THE

THREE TYPES OF COILS

A. General Description

Coil

Type

To rque r

Coil

P.O.

Coil

Mo to r

No of

Coils

4

4

(pri)

4

(sec)

3

No of

Turns

(ea)

Z09

280-

281

400-

401

560

Wire

Size

30

AWG

40

AWG

40

AWG

31

AWG

Resistance

(ea)

8- i0_

I I - 12_2

Insulation

Type

MIL-W-

583

Class 155

MIL-W-

583

Class 155

MIL- W-

583

Class ]55

Temp

Rating

155°C

155°C

155°C

Max

Current

Subject

4.8 amps

1.0 ma

rms

O. 6 amps

rms
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B. Failure Analysis - The types of failures associated with gyro

coils will be broken down into the classifications of "opens" and "shorts".

The types of coils used in the gyro all fall into the broad category of moto.r

winding coils. The mean generic failure rate for the gyro coils is as follows:

COILS MOTOR WINDING

Sho r t

Open

TOTAL

Mean Generic

Failure Rate

(FR/106 hrs)

0. 021

0. 009

.0. 030

The gyro coils failure rates are:

Coil Type

Torquer

Pick- Off

Mo to r

No of

Coils

4

8

3

F.R. for Open

(FR/10 6 hrs)

0. 036

0. 072

0.027

F.R. fourShor
(FR/10Vhrs)

0. 084

0. 168

0. 063

Total Failure

Rat_
(FR/I0 v hrs)

0. 120

0. 240

O. 090 "

Temperature - The maximum temperature in any of the gyro coils

will be at the torquer coils, The highest temperature of the torquer

coils will be 180°F. The lowest temperature on all coils will be

0OF.
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A4.2 - PROBABILITY OF FAILURE FOR THE BALL BEARINGS IN THE TELEDYNE

STRA PDOWN GYRO

INTRODUCTION

This section analyzes the gyro bearing and derives a failure rate.

All aspects of bearing life are examined, including the environmental considera-

tions that apply to the mission.

SU MMAR Y

The bearing failure rate is 0.3 failures/106 hours and was determined on the

following basis:

I. The attached analysis yields a design fatigue life of 235,000 hours,

or, . 145 failures/106 hours/bearing when a total operating time of

2,0.00 hours is assumed. This failure rate is a "worst case" number

and is supported by the following data taken from Reference 5,

s pe c ifically:

A. Bearing Generic Failure Rate = . 011 failures/106 hours

II.

B. Bearing Hi-Re[ Failure Rate for Motor Driven Switches =

• 11 failures/10 6 hours

The bearing failure rate of 0. 3 failures/10 6 hours was arrived at

after careful consideration of the effects of the following on design

fatigue life.

At Oil degradation as a function of viscosity, volatility,

oxidation, chemical compatibility, heat compatibility,

lubricity, and wettability.
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i B. Ball retainer degradation

Co

Do

Load capability

Bearing installation

III. The instrument design is unique in that its performance is not

affected by such typical bearing problems like "torque jogs"

(oil migration in the bearings), axial instability of the of the

retainer, or minor changes in preload, all of which are very

significant problems for typical "floated " gyro designs.

DESCRIPTION OF BEARING

The'bearing design is described in the attached design control drawing

8005434, and consists basically of a modified deep grooved, angular contact

R-4 bearing, with a separable inner ring. Bearing tolerances are ABEC

7P with tightened tolerances on ball geometry, and an additional "radial

runout" requirement (measured as a ftnctional bearing assernbly) which

minimizes bearing generated vibration and promotes life.
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I. STRAPDOWN GYRO BALL BEARING FAILURE ANALYSIS

The following analysis is based on the following assumptions:

A_

B.

Co

A pair of bearings, described in Teledyne Drawing 8005434*2

will be assembled with an axial preload of 2.5 + . 1 pounda.

The bearings will operate ina sealed, clean environment

consisting of dry air at a pressure of 6.5 to 8.5 mm Hg

absolute over the temperature range of 0°F to 180°F.

The non-operating enviror_ment will consist of a sealed clean

atmosphere of dry air at a pressure of 6.0 to 10.5 mm Hg

absolute over the temperature range of -35°F to 285°F,

II. POTENTIAL SOURCES OF BEARING FAILURE

A. Fatigue Life of Bearing Rings and Balls - The "Design

Fatigue Life", as defined by the Barden Corporation (Reference 1), is the

number of hours abearing will operate, at a given speed and load, before

the first evidence of spalling or flaking of raceways or balls becomes

apparent. It is considered to be the life which will be exceeded by 90% of

a group of identical bearings operating under identical speed/load conditions,

"Mean Fatigue Life" is approximately five times the "Design Fatigue Life",

For purposes of this analysis, the worst case, or "Design Fatigue Life" will

be considered.

Since the rotating shaft and sensitive element of the gyro is very well

balanced dynamically (less than 1.0 mg - cm), the spin frequency vibration

to the bearings is so small that their will be no effect on design fatigue life,
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Then for the design configuration shown,

will be as follows:

the radial loading of the bearings

BEARING BEARING
#1 //2

-,-//,

"I_----- 1,12 "'-'_

A

]

Ey
t
g

...--.45----_.

B T73037

F I

F 2

R 1

R 2

Radial force due to non-girnballed rotating parts - $6 gins.

Radial force due to gimballed rotor - 261 grns.

Force exerted by bearing #I

t

Force exerted by beqring #2

= 0 = 261 (.45) - R 1 (I. 12)

".R 1 = 104.7 grns = .231 pounds

• .'R 2 = 104.7 + 56 + 261 -- 422 gins = • 93 pounds

Since bearing #2 is exposed to the larger load, it will be used for "the

analysis.
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Then in accordance with Reference I, the design fatigue lifewillbe

where

and

r

where

L D =

C S =

R h =

IR =
S

X =

T

Y

T

ZD 2

Design fatigue life in hours

Dynamic radial load rating

Radial load (case fixed)

Radial load (dynamic unbalance)

From chart A for 22 ° brg.

Thrust load (preload + rotor wt. )

T
From chart B for - 45.8

ZD 2

3.22
- 45.8

•0703

29 pounds

.93 pounds

0

.42

3.22 pounds

1.04

Evaluating,

L D = 500

3

.42 (.93 + 0) + 1.04 (3.22)

L D = 235, 000 hours (worst case design fatigue life)

Note: Mean Design Life (as explained earlier) - 5 (235,000) = 1, 175,000 hrs.

Then the failure rate can be calculated as follows. Using the calculated

values for the 90% probable fatigue life and the 50% probable fatigue life,

the one sigma value can be calculated - assuming a normal distribution

L M - Lg0

La = I. 3
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Where

• L M
,.

g

Mean fatigue life (50%)

1. 175 x 106 hours

90% prob. fatigue life

2.35 x lO 5 hours

L o One sigma value of fatigue life distribution

7.25 x 105 hours

Using these values of L M and L o the probability of bearing failure in the

first 2000 hours of operation can be calculated taking the integral of the

fatigue life distribution between zero and 2000 as follows:

t PM)]P(2000) 1 2000 p . 2

For convenience in evaluating this integral substitute the following

P " PM

Po

dP
du = ---

and the new limits become

P
u M

lower =
Po

= - 1.62

U
upper

o

-- m

P
M+_

Po P-

I. 62 +. 00275



This integral is easily evaluated from Table 26. 1 of Reference 4 by extrapolating

between 1.62 and 1.64 which gives

P(2000) = 2. 9 x 10 -4

The probability between these limits is approximately linear so a failure

rate for the first 2,000 hours of bearing operating can be established by

dividing P (2,000) by 2,000 hours

P(2000)
FR = Z000

• 145 x 10 -6 failures/hour

Note: This number is a worst case consideration and assumes all operation

in a 1 g field.

B. Oil Degradation - The following discussion is based on data

supplied by E.I. DuPont (Reference 2) and heat comparability tests performed

at Teledyne Systems (Reference 3).

The bearing oil used is E.I. DuPont's '_rytox 143 AC Fluorinated Oil".

It was selected after careful examination of the following major oil properties,

all of which directly contribute to oil life.

I, Heat Compatibility - Krytox 143 AC is suitable for

use with the 52100 steel, used in the bearing, at
o

temperatures up to 550 F. This has been substantiated,

in part, by heat compatibility tests run at Teledyne

Systems (Reference 3) in which exposure for in excess
O

of 400 hours at 325 F showed no detectable change in

oil characteristics.
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o Lubricity, Wettability - "Four-Ball Wear Tests" have

demonstrated superior load carrying ability and lubricity

of Krytox 143 AC oil when compared to various other

oils (Reference 2, pages 4 - 7). In addition, the low

surface tension of the oil pronlotes wetting of t_e surface

and aids its lubricating properties. The oil is not as

susceptible to rr_igration as silicone oils and once applied

to a surface, resist removal, as they are relatively

insoluble in most solvents (Reference 2, page 12).

o

t"

Oxidation, Cherr_ical Inertness - Krytox oils are not

subject to oxidation below their thermal decomposition

temperatures, which" has been found to be above 670°F.

The oil is essentially chemically inert at temperatures

below 550"F (Reference 2, page 3).

o

Viscosity, Volatility - The viscosity of Krytox 143 AC

oil is approximately 50% higher (26 centistokes at

210°F) than Kendall KG-80 oil (15.7 centistokes at

210eF) which, to date, is an accepted gyro spin bearing

oil used in inertial quality gyros. This increase in

viscosity results in increased load carrying ability,

resulting in less wear rate and subsequent increase

in life of the bearing. Change in viscosity with temper-

ature is comparable to that of Kendall KG-80 oil.

The volatility of Krytox 143 AC is also less than Kendall

KG-80 oil. Since the gyro is evacuated and sealed with

an absolute pressure of I0 rnrn Hg at 250°F, the resulting

pressure variation as a function of terr_perature change,

will be as listed below:
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Temperature (°F)

Atmospheric

pressure seen by

bearings

(turn Hg absolute)

Non-Operating "

-.35 285

6.0 I0.5

Operating

0 140

6.5 "8.5

The vapor pressure characteristics of the oils discussed

are:

Oil

Krytox 143 AC

Kendall KG- 80

*Vapor Pressure @ 400°F

(ram Hg. absolute)
I I

0.3

- 0.6

s¢Data on vapor pressure of Krytox 143 AC at

temperatures less than 400°F was not available.

Examination of the above tabular data shows that the vapor

pressure of Krytox 143 AC oil is far below the pressures

seen by the bearings at comparable temperatures.

A lack of vapor pressure data at lower temperatures

prevents a direct comparison of pressures, but if the

instrument were to be heated to 400oF, the pressure

seen by the bearing oii would be 12.7 turn Hg absolute

compared to a vapor pressure of only 0.3 turn Hg for

Krytox 143 AC.
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C. Ball Re_ainer Degradation - The material of the ball retainer
o

is linen base phenolic. Tests run at Teledyne Systems (Reference 3)

revealed that the retainers discolored when exposed to 300°F for 400 hours,

but no physical degradation was observcd visually and no physical distortion
Q

was detectable. Bearings with these retainers are presently operating in

an instrument after having been exposed to 300 - 325°F for in excess of 400

hours. Discussions with the Barden Corporation concerning the optimum

retainer material for the current application resulted in the conclusion and

recommendation, by Barden, that phenolic retainers should be used as

they appear to be the best overall material for the application.

D. Load Capability - Conversations with the Barden Corporation

(H. Williams) },ave established that the dynamic radial load capability of the

bearing is in excess of I12 pounds (see "attached" statement from Barden

Corporation, Reference 6) and that no bearing damage will be incurred

in the form of changes in vibration or life expectancy as a result of the

shock loading requirements of the current application.

E. Bearing Installation - Since life and bearing performance

are very dependent on preload and alignment, considerable care is exercised,

during installation, to assure that the proper preload and alignment are

achieved.

The bearings are installed in the case assembly with the use of a high

temperature epoxy adhesive. Preload is achieved by loading the inner

rings axially with a known "dead weight" force and simultaneously curing

the adhesive. The assembly is cured with the outer rings rotating slowly

to allow proper ball distribution, and aid in achieving alignment. Alignment

is achieved through the use of precision parts and tooling to achieve face

runout relative to spin axis of. 0002maximum for any one ring. Curing is

done at a temperature which assures thermal stabilization of all parts

prior to cement hardening to assure correct preload after cure. A post
o
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cure minimizes any potential possibility of creep with time/temperature'

which would tend to change preload. Further, all bearing inner ring joints

are subjected to proof loads in excess of those seen during the mission,

to assure the structural integrity of the bearing installation.
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A4.3 - PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF THE MECHANICAL PARTS IN

TELEDYNE'S STRAPDOWN GYRO

INTRO DU C TION

The purpose of this report is to obtain a failure rate or probability of failure

of the mechanical parts in the gyro. The results of this report will be used to help

establish a failure rate for the gyro.

SU MMAR Y

The significant failure rates for the mechanical elements in the gyro are

summarized in the following table:

i

Number of

Elements

Element Description

Gyro Flexure

Gimbal Pin Joint

Per Gyro

IZ

12

Failure Rate

of a Single

Element

(failure s/hr)

-6
•021 x I0

• 007 x 10 -6

TOTAL

Total Failure

Rate

(failures/hr)

-6
• 175 x 10

• 058 x l0 -6

•233 x 10 -6

The flexure failure rate is based on flexure buckling as measured in tests,

assuming a normal distribution to calculate the probability of failure at

low stress levels• The gimbal pin joint is based on calculated stress using

worst case approximations, and also assumes a normal distribution.

The maximum load is assumed to be 120 g's.

None of the other gyro stresses are large enough to warrant calculating

a failure probability•
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Section 1 contains the description and failure analysis of the gyro flexure.

Section 2 contains the description and failure analysis of the girnbal pin

joint.
Q

l.O DESCRIPTION AND PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF THE GYRO

F LEXUR ES

• i,_

The 12 flexures used in this gyro are each made of two crossed hinges as

shown schematically in Figure 1 below.

U

Z
Figure 1 T7303 !

Each flexure is an integral part - that is, it is made from one piece of metal

with no bond joints to connect the hinges to the body of the flexure. The

metal used is high strength maraging steel - specifically, VasoMax 300

CV/vl. This material is solution annealed at 1500°F and aged at 900°F

to obtain an ultimate tensile strength of 295 K psi, a yield of 285 K psi,

and a proportional limit of 270 K psi.
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Analysis indicates that the maximum load stress is induced in the flexure

from radial g loads on the gyro; this stress is 570 psi/g. This would be

a stress of 68 Kpsi for the 120 g landing shock (see reference 2). This is

approximately 25% of the proprotional limit of 270 K psi.
o

Analysis also indicates that buckling from axial loading may be the weakest

failure mode, and testing has proved this to be the case. The one flexure

tested failed in buckling at 46 pounds. This is equivalent to 500 g's when

assembled in the gyro. The sample of one is insufficient test data to

establish a mean and one sigma value for the failure load. However,

because of the consistency of metals and the tight dimensional control on

the part, it is felt that a failure load of 40 lbs is a conservative estimate

for the mean and 8 Ibs as the one sigma value. Assuming a normal distribution,

the probability of failure between O and 120 gVs (or O and II Ibs for a single

flexure) is calculated by taking the integral of the normal distribution

function between 0 and II Ibs.

2

p 0z0 g) - ] f, II • - (r- rM) drFo_ Foz

where
F M = mean failure load

= 40 Ibs.

Fo = one sigma value

= 8 Ibs.

For convenience in evaluating this integral,

U

du =
dF
m

make the following substitution:
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The limits become:

U =

lower

F M
u - _ 5

Fo

11 - F M
u = - " = - 3. 625

upper Fo

This integral is easily evaluated using Table 26. I of reference i , and the

probability of failure of a single flexure at g levels of 120 and less is

P (120 g) = 1.45 x 10 "4

and the failure rate is

FR = p (lZO g)9968

.0146 x lO'6/hr

The total failure rate for the 12 flexures is

F R (lZ)
-6

= .175 x 10 /hr
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2.0 DESCRIPTION AND PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF THE GIMBAL
i

piN JOINT

The gimbals are each made in two halves that are connected by .D46 inch

diameter pins. The pin joint is shown schematically in Figure 2 below.

,

/

.01 I

WORST

CASE

TITANIUM RING (Ti-SAI-2.5 Sn)

_CEMENT

.046 IN. 416 CRES PIN

MAX. STRESS REGION

T73030

For a worst case approximation assume that one side of the ring adjacent

to the hole carries the entire load from that pin (. 092 lb. ). The stress

is then

S

.092

.010 x. 190

= 48 psi/g

The maximum g load will be for the landing shock which will be 120 g's

transmitted to the gyro. The corresponding maximum stress will be

8
max

5.750k psi @ 120 g

The tensile strength of the Ti-5AL-2. S SN gimbal alloy is 125 K psi; if

I00 K psi is assumed as the mean value and 25 K psi as the one sigma
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value with normal distribution,

is

the the probability of failure at 5.75 K psi

P (5.75) -
s.?s (s- sM)z

e- dS
Z

So

where SM = mean failure stress

= I00 K psi

S a = 25 K psi

For the convenience of evaluating this integral make the following

substitutions

U "

du =

S- S M

Sa

dS

So

The limits become

lower

S M
n

Sa

= - 4.0

U

upper

5.75 - S M
Z+

So

-4.0 + .Z3

This is evaluated from Table Z6. 1 of reference 1 to be

-5
P (5.75) = 4.8 x I0
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This probability of failure gives a failure rate for each of the 12 gimbal

pin joints of

p (s.7s)
F R (11 -- 9968

-- .0048 x lO'6/hr

The failure rate for any one of the 12 pin joints is

F R (12)
-6/h= .058 x 10 r

t EFER ENCES

M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical

Functions, National Bureau of Standards, 1954
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A4.4 - PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF THE EPOXY CEMENT JOINTS &

BRAZED JOINTS IN TELEDYNE'S STRAPDOWN GYRO

INTRODUCTION

There are many papers on many aspects of the epoxy cements, which include

papers on tensile strengths, shear strengths, stress distributions under

various loads, joint configurations, high and low temperature characteristics,

etc. However, a literature search did not produce any papers which considered

applicable failure probabilities at low stress levels. It is necessary to have

such probabilities to generate a failure rate for the strapdown gyro.

The purpose of this report, then is to establish probabilities of failure

of the epoxy cement joints in Teledyne's strapdown gyro as a function of stress.

SU MMAR Y

The probability of failure of any one of the many cement joints in the IMU

gyro is less than Z x 10 "5. This produces a failure rate of less than 2 x 10-9/hr

when divided by a 10,000 hr mission time. This number is very conservative.

This failure rate value takes into account maximum load stresses and temperature

effects. The failure probability for the epoxy joints is obtained by assuming a

normal distribution of the failure stress and taking failure test data and extra-

polating to the lower stress levels that the gyro cement joints experience in

the mission environment.
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It is also concluded that any long term creep between parts joined by

epoxy cement is less than one microinch provided the following

conditions are met:

AJ The cement used is Ablestk 185-3 or the equivalent.

B. The cure and post cure temperatures and times are correct.

Co The maximum service temperature is at least 20°F lower

than the post cure temperature.

D. The maximum service stress is I. 0 K psi or less.

Tests were performed on each of the three types of epoxy joints in the gyro

so that failure stress levels would be available.

Table 1 presents the calculated failure probabilities for each of the three

types of test joint - aluminum to aluminum lap-shear, cres pin to

titanium hole, and titanium to titanium lap-shear.

Table Z summarizes the failure tests.

Figure 1 is a graph of failure probability versus stress for the titanium to

titanium lap-shear at low stress levels.

Part 2 is a brief explanation of the normal distribution equations, so the
i

tabulated values listed in Table Z can be easily authenticated from a handbook.

Part 3 is a discussion justifying the normal distribution assumption.

Part 4 is a brief discussion of the temperature effects on the cement joints,

which concludes that the temperature profile seen by the gyro during the mission

will not significantly affect the failure probabilities.
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Table. 1. Probability of Failure From Stre'ss

of Epoxy Cement Joints

Lap- 416 Pin Lap-

Shear In Hole Shear

_AL to A L of Ti Ti to Ti

Mean Failure Stress-PSI

Tested Value

Mean Deviation - PSI

Tested Value

3150 3570 2760

35 0 160 380 "

S -S

m o P(So )
S o -

Mean Tested .500

Value

1 0. .159

Calculated

20"

Calculated

30"

Calculated

40"

Calculated

50"

Calculated

60" •

Calculated

70" ¸

Calculated

-I
.23 x 15

.135x 15 -2

.317x 15 -4

S" S S
0 0 0

3150 3570 2760

2800 3410 2380

2450 3250 2000

2100 3090 1620

1750 2930 1240

.287x 10 -6 1400 2770 860

. l0 x 10 -8

.128x 10"11

P(So), Sm, S and SO

1050 2610 480

700 2450 100

are defined in Section 4.
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Table _. Summary of Epoxy Cement Joint-
Failure Tests

Description
of

Te sts

Cement

Type

Post- Mean

Cure Cure Failure

Temp Temp Stre s s

-Mean

Deviation

Lap-Shear
Aluminum to

Aluminum

416 Cres Pin

in Hole of

Titanium

Lap -Shear
Titanium to

Titanium

er_
!

t_
CO

W

F-4

<

165°F 325°F 3128 348

2 Hr s 4 Hr s PSI PSI

165°F 325°F 3570 160

2 Hr s 4 Hr s PSI PSI

165°F 325°F 2765 382

2 Hrs 4 Hrs PSI PSI
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10-4

10-5
8

6

2

_ 4

!,
6

4

2

10"88

.6

" 4

2

10 -9

m

m

BASED ON TESTSAT TELEDYNE'S GYRO ASSY LAB
JAN. '71 ASSUMING A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION.
CEMENT: ABLESTICK 185-3
SPECIMEN: LAP-SHEAR TITANIUM TO TITANIUM
CURED: 2 HOURS AT 165 DEG. F
POST CURED: 4 HOURS AT 325 DEG. F

5_ I_0 1500

STRESS- PSI

T89838

Probability of Failure vs. Stress Level for Elboxy Cement Joints
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Z. CALCULATING PROBABILITIES OF FAILURE ASSUMING A

NOR MAL DISTRIBUTION

If a Gaussian or normal distribution is assumed for the failure stress
t

then a probability of failure can be calculated for low stress levels

based on test data at high stress levels. This is a practical means of

obtaining failure probabilities for low stress levels.

If the failure stress does have a normal distribution then the following

applies :

The normal distribution or density function of S (stress) is:

!
P (s) = _ -

So 2 -2"

Where S is the mean failure stress and is defined by
m

m f'S ,S, S

and Sais the mean deviation stress and is defined by:

' I-( )So = S- S 2m p (S) dS

and 1 = p (S) dS

p(S) AS is the probability of failure of a cement joint at a stress level

throughout the range S± I/2 AS.
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The normal distribution function is

P(s0)= /So p (s) dS

P(So) is the probability of failure of a cement joint with a stress level of

SO or less.

For purposes of calculating P(SO) normalize S by letting

Sin S0-
X == -

S¢

Then the values, of P_Sn_ are conveniently looked up in handbook tables.

-/

Table l presents the probabilities of failure of three types of cement joints.

The values of S and S¢ used for calculating these probabilities are the
m

results of failure tests which are summarized in Table 2. The probabilities

in Table l were taken from Tables 26. I and 26.2 of Reference I.

e JUSTIFICATION OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION ASSUMPTION

The stress level at which any given epoxy cement joint fails is determined

by many factors. Some of these factors are only partially controllable,

such as wetability of bonding surface, cement honogeneity, minor surface

irregularities, local variations of cement thickness, etc.

If it is assumed that many of these factors which determine the cement

failure stress vary in a random manner, then by applying the central

limit theorem(see Reference 2) it can be proved that the failure stress

level has a normal distribution for any given set of circumstances (such

as joint configuration).
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Each of the factors which determine the failure stress has its own

distribution curve. Most of these curves tend to be a normal distribution

but many of then are truncated to zero below some minimum level by the

many systematic steps involved in producing a cement joint.

Some of these systematic steps are:

Ao Processes used during the cementing operation to guarantee

minimum levels of surface wetability.

So Acceptance tests to guarantee minimum levels of cement

homogeneity.

Co Inspection and tests of cement joints after curing.

#,

The net effect of these systematic steps then is to cause the distribution

curve of the cement joint failure stress to depart from a normal

distribution curve by having a lower probability of failure at the lower

stress levels and to be truncated to zero probability at some stress level.

Thus, the assumption of a normal distribution for the cement joint failure

stress is a worst case or pessimistic approximation.

.
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

There are three kinds of temperature effects to be considered as having

some effect on the probability of failure of cement joints - (A) differential

expansion from temperature gradients causing stresses in the cement

joints; (B) differential expansion from a mismatch of a's (the coefficients

of expansion) of the materials that are joined by cement, and (C) the nominal

temperature changing the strcngth of the cement. These three points are

discussed below.
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a. In order to minimize temperature gradients a detailed heat transfer

model of this gyro (shown in Section X of this report) was utilized

so that various design choices could be evaluated for their effect on

temperature gradients. The primary source of temperature

gradients in the gyro is the torquer coil, and the torquer c_il

housing has been designed with a large heat capacity and low

thermal resistance to the outside. The large heat capacity reduces

temperature gradients from short term high rates, and the low

resistance reduces temperature gradients from steady state rates.

The cement joints that experience high load stresses (flexure joints

and girnbal pin joints) are in very low heat flow paths, and as a

result the temperature gradients experienced by these joints are

very low and will be of little consequence to the failure probability.

The stresses induced by the mismatch of a's (the coefficients of

expansfon) is reduced by matching _ts as well as possible. The
-6

design for this gyro matches a's to below 0. Z x I0 /°F in every

joint.

The cement joints that experience high load stresses (flexure joints

and gimbal pins) have their coefficients of expansion perfectly

matched by handbook values. Thus, their actual mismatch will be

within 0. I x lO'6/°F and any resulting differential expansion will

have little effect on the probability of failure of these joints.

Co It was originally intended to include the nominal temperature effect

on cement strength in the failure model of the cement joint by

making the failure probability a joint density function of stress and

temperature. However, study shows that because of the slight

effects at temperatures up to 300°F and thc low operating temperature

of the gyro (150°F), it is not necessary to include temperature in

the failure m odel.
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The AbleStick 185-3 cement that is used in this gyro is post cured

at 325°F and has a lap-shear strength of 2800 psi or better at room

temperature. Between 0°F and E00°F there is only a few percent

change in this 2800 psi strength. At 300°F this strength drops to

2400 psi, but there is no measurable long term creep at this

temperature and stress levels of I, 000 psi (see Reference 3).

1_eliminary analysis indicates that the temperature extremes

that will be seen by the gyro are 0°F to 180°F, and that the gyro

temperature at the time of landing (the highest shock load) will

be about I50°F.

.

The conclusion is that the temperatures to be experienced by the

g'/ro mission should have' no significant effect on the probability of

failure of the cement joints.

R EFER ENC ES

IO Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical

Functions, National Bureau of Standards, 1964

o M. Cramer, The Elements of Probability Theory, John Wiley

and Sons, New York, 1955
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A5 - CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE A/D CONVERTER
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An error model for the ADC is presented in Figure AD-1Z. Based on this

model, equations for the total output error are derived as a general case.

Each circuit is then analyzed in detail for its various contributions to the

general error.

The output due to E l = E 3

_E3 =_EI SV0 +b0 +S0 +bl +SI +El Syl +bZ +Sz +El SyZ

+b 3 + S3 + E l SY 3 +E 1

_E 3 = _[E I (Sy0 Syl Syz Sy3) + (b0.

N 1

Output due to E z = E 4

= (s , s _ s _) +(50+b I
_E 4 _.[E z y, y_- 70

N z

The average output

_[E 3 + (-E4)]/Z = _[E 1 (N I) + L + E l

For the gyro inputs: E l = -E 2

_[E 3 + E4]/2 = _[EI(N I) + (L) + E l + E l (N z)

= _[E i (N I) +E l (N z) + ZEI]/2

= _[E 1 (NIN z) +ZEI]/Z

= _[E 1 (NINz)]/Z + _2EI/Z

= _E 1 (NINz)/z + _E 1
E

Total Output Error

+b I +b z +b 3 + SO + S1 + Sz + S3) +E l]

+ bz + b 3 + SO + S1

L

L

+ sz + s3) + E z]

- E z (N z) + (L) - EZ]I2

. (L) + EI]I2

(i)
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The total output then consists of the desired output, E 1 , and the error

term E 1 (N 1 I%Iz)/Z. The error term is made up of bias errors and scale

factor errors which can not be removed by calibration. Also, variations

of these errors due to temperature and aging after calibration. The errors

will be derived for each section of the analog to digital converter system and

then combined using the root-sum-square (RSS) method. This is an applicable

method since the number of random error terms is large enough to be amen-

able to statical processes.

Input Multiplexer Error Analysis - The circuit consists of 8 multiplex

switches, source resistors, and a buffer amplifier. Each switch is

actually two switches paralleled to reduce the "on" resistance. The input

signals come in through different switches of the same switch package. A

common amplifier is used for signal buffering.

The multiplexer error is from three major sources and they are switch

and input resistance difference between inputs, switch leakage current, and

amplifier bias current.

An error model is shown below:

+E C

m
m

-E C

RSW1

E'
RS1

RS2

RSW2

nl L

E
0

T89950

W_ere:
RSI

RSZ

RSWI

RSWZ

ni L

= Source Resistance 1

= Source Resistance Z

= Switch "on" Resistance 1

= Switch "on" Resistance Z

= nx the individual switch leakage (n = 16)
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Ae

Be

Ib = Buffer Amplifier Bias Current

C = Total Loading Capacitance

E' = Actual Input Voltage to Buffer

Bias Errors

1. Initial Bias; E' = (I b +nI L ) (R + RSW)

2. Differential Bias; AV = ÷ E - E '
1 1

!

Av z =-E- (-E z )

! ! ! !

_vB- avl+av z-+E-E l -E+E z =E z -E 1

AVB= (Rsz + RSW Z) (% + niL ) - (RsI + RSWl)( % + niL )

AV B = (% + nlL ) ](Rsz - RS1) + (Rsw z - RSW1)]

Temperature Variation and Channel Variation

_VBT = (AI) (R) + (I) (AR) + (I) (_Rsw)

o

aVBT =(A% + _nlL)[(Rs2 - RSI ) + (Rsw?. - RSWl) ]

+(% + niL ) [%(Rsz - RSI) + _(Rsw 2 - RSWI)]

+(½ + nl L) [nasw]

Scale Factor Errors

1. Absolute; V S = (% + nlL)[Rsw A - RSWB]

Where:Rsw A = Switch Resistance @ input voltage A

RSW B = Switch Resistance @ input voltage B

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Zo

vs s

Where:

RSW1A

Symmetry;

= (I b + ni L ) [(Rsw1A - RSWZA} - (Rsw1B - RSWZB }]

= Switch Resistance 1 @ input voltage A

RSW1B = Switch Resistance 1 @ input voltage B

R = Switch Resistance 2 @ input voltage A
SW2A

RSWZB = Switch Resistance 2 @ input voltage B

(5)

C. Settling Time Error

-T/T -T/(R S + RSW) CV =Ee =Ee
T

D. Cross-Talk Error

Where:

V
C

Z
C

E (Rs1 - RS2) (Rsw I -RSW2)

Z
C

1

Z _ F n CSD

nCsD = n x MUX switch source to drain capacitance (n = 1)

f = Frequency of cross-talk voltage E.

Vc = E (Zy f nCsD) (RsI - RS2) ( RSW 1 - RSW 2)

(6)

(7)
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Parameters for Input Multiplexer

1. Source Resistance (Rs) = 5K _ nominal

Z. Source Resistance Variation = _'0.2% end of life = 10

3. Switch Resistance (Rsw) = 400 _ max/2S = 200
w

4. Switch Resistance Variation = 40 _ max/2S = 20 _ (within one
16 channel device) w

_RoN

PACKAGE.TO
PACKAGE

i

ARON
1 PACKAGE

400_

20 _ _ _ r

.4O _ J

2oon

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ! 0 -I-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

(+V) IN PUT VOLTAGE (-V)

Figure AD-13. Switch Resistance Vs Input Voltage

Switch Resistance Symmetry = 60 _ max/2S = 30
W •

_" 60

50

30
¢ 20 / \

G o /
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

V A, V B (VOLTS)

T89952

Figure AD-14. Switch Resistance Symmetry
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o

7.

8.

9.

Switch Linearity Variation = I/2 Symmetry = 15

Switch Resistance Temp Variation-_ 1 _/°C = 3 _ for 3°C

Switch Leakage Current = nlL = 60 na @ 60°C

Switch Leakage Temp Variation = IZ na for 3°C

Parameters for Input Buffer

I. Bias Current (_) = 150 na @ 60°C

Z. Bias Current VariatiQn (At) _ 5 na (Temp, aging,

3. Initial Offset Voltage ==6 mv max

4. Offset Voltage Drift --Z0 _V/°C x 3°C = 0.06 mv

o

6.

7.

8.

9.

I0.

and voltage)

Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) = 80 DB

Differential CMRR = 100 DB

Open Loop Gain (DLG) = 80 DB

Differential Open Loop Gain (DOLG) = 100 DB

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR) = 80 DB

Settling Time = 0.01% in 2.5 _s for 20V step = 0 my for 20 _s

Error Calculation - Input Multiplexer

A. Bias Errors

1. Initial: E B =(I b +hi L )[R s+Rsw]

E B = (150 na +60 ha) [SK + .3K] @ V. = 0V
in

E B = (210 na) (5.3K) = I. 113 my

This voltage is removed during calibration.
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B0

ZB

o

Differential Bias

_v B = (_ + hiLl[(RSZ- aSl) + (RSW z

= (ZI0 ha) [Z0_ + 30_]

_V : O. 0105 my
B

Temperature Variation

&V B

AVBT

- RSWl)]

= (A% + Z_nIL)[(Rs2 RSI) +- (Rsw Z RSWI)]

+(% + nIL)[A(Rsz - RSI) + A(Rsw z - RSW I) +ARSW]

= (5 na + IZ na) (Z0(_ + 30_) (,ZI0 na)[.3_ + 3(_ + Z0 _]

= (17 na) (50_) + (210 na) (Z3.3 _)

= 0.85 _ +4.9 _v_6 _v

Scale Factor Errors

1. AB solute ;

V S = (% + nIL)[Rsw a - RSW B]

= (2,10 ha) (100 _12,)

V = 0.0105 mv
S

2,. Symmetry;

VSS

V
SS

VSS

= (% + nIL)[RswIA - RSWIB) - (RswIA

= (ZI0 ha) [_ I/Z absolute - Z5 (]]

= 0. 005 mv

RSW2,B) ]
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Ce Settling Time Error

-T/(R S + RSW) C
VT=Ee

(R S + RSw)(C) = (5K + .2K) (I00 pf) = 0.52 Ds

T =20 /_s

V
T

-Z0/. 5Z -38
= (Z0V) e = 20V e = 0 mv

D. Cross-Talk Error - Differential

V
c = E(Z W fn CSD) (RsI - RS2)(Rsw I - RSWZ)

= Z0V (ZW) (5 Hz) (15) (2pf) (Z0_) (30 _)

V = 0. 011 mv
c

Input Buffer Error Analysis

A single buffer amplifier is used for both +E and -E. Therefore, all offset

type error will affect both voltages equally and will be removed either during
calibration or b y the logic:as shown below:

\

+E + A j Offset Logically

(-) -E +A I Removed byZE Subtraction

Offset removed by main A/D converter --

Offset adjustment

(A) OFFSET
VOLTAGE

Buffer; V Vs V.
out in

Figure AD- 15.

/

+OUTPUT J /_,_

,/_IDEAL

I'/ I-ou, u,
T89953
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The linear scalar type errors will be removed during the ADC offset

voltage and gain calibration as shown below:

ADJUSTMENT

V; "
I +E

OFFSET _'jJ/
ADJUSTME NT

-OUTPUT

T89954

Figure AD-16. Error Adjustment

The non-linear and differential errors can not be removed.

Error Calculations - Input Buffer

A. Bias Current Errors - Included in MUX

B. O;iset Voltage Errors

I. Initial; VOS = 6 mv max

This error is removed during calibration.

Z. Drift; AVos = 0.06 mv

This error is removed by the logic.

C. CMRR Errors

1. Linear; VCMRR = E/CMR R = 10V/80 DB = 1 mv

This error is removed during calibration

Z. Differential CMRR; AVcMRR = E/DcMRR = 10V/100 DB = 0.1 my
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D . Open Loop Gain Errors

i. Linear; V0L = E/OLG = 10V/80 DB = i my

This error is removed during calibration.

Z. Differential OLG; AVoL G : E/DOLG = 10V/100 DB = 0. 1 my

E. PSRR Error

VpSRR = &Vps/PSRR =

(3ov) (.z5%)
80 DB

= 0. 0075 mv

F. Settling Time Error

V =0 my.

MUX and Buffer Error Analysis

The MUX and Buffer consists of a two channel multiplexer and a buffer

amplifier. Only one channel is used for both +E and -E and the switch, being

a ffFET, has an "on" resistance independent of input voltage. This reduces

all multiplexer errors to constant offset voltages which are removed by

calibration and logic. The buffer errors are identical to those of the input

buffer except for settling time.

EO

RSW

_L

iv

nl L

I
B

T89955

Figure AD-17. Error Model-Buffer

In Figure AD-17:

RSW = Switch "on" Resistance

niL = nx Switch Leakage (n = 3)

Ib = Buffer Amp Bias Current

C L = Total Loading Capacitance
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Parameters for MUX

Z.

3. C L = [CD(oN )

C _40pf
t

Parameters for Buffer

Switch Resistance (Rsw) = 100 _ max

Switch Leakage Current (ni L ) = 3 x 25 na = 75 na @ 60°C

+ CS(ON)] + 2 CD(OFF) + Stray _ 14 pf + Z (6 pf) + 14 pf

Same as input buffer except as noted below.

, 1. Differential Settling Time = 0.001% in Z.5 Ds for Z0 V step.

Error Calculations

1. MUX offset Error (Removed by calibration)

EOS = (Rsw) (nIi + I B) =(100 _}(75 na + 150 ha) = 0.0ZZ5 my

-T/'r
•Z. Settling Error= E e = 0 mv

T = T' - TON

T' = 2.5 _s; TON= 0.Z5 Ds

r = (Rsw)(C L) = 4 ns

3. Buffer errors same as input buffer except;

Differential Settling Error; V = (ZOV)(. 00170) = 0. Z my
T

Main A/D Converter Error Analysis - The main A/D converter is a

module consisting of many components. It is a high speed successive approxi-

mation converter which can be externally adjusted for offset and gain {scale

factor). The specified parameters which affect accuracy are listed below:

Specified Parameters

Absolute Accuracy = 100 PPM (Zmv)

Relatave Accuracy = 100 PPM (Zmv)

Differential Linearify = 100 PPM (2my)
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PSRR = e0.00Z%I%AVs; E = (&0.00Z%)(15V)(I%) : _-3 _v

O

Diff Linearity TC = _3 ppm/ C; E = (Z0V)(±3 ppm/°C)(3°C) = 0.18 mv

Gain TC = _5 ppm/°C; E = (ZOV)(_-5 ppm/°C)(3°C) = 0.3 mv

O

Offset TC = _=5 ppm/ C; E = (ZOV)(_5 ppm/°C)(3°C) = 0.3 my

Monotonicity = implied in differential linearity spec.

Conversion Time = 18 _s max

Absolute Offset = • I0 mv externally adjustable (_40 mv Range)

Absolute Gain (Scale Factor) = externally adjustable = • I0 my

(Range = +40 my)

The absolute accuracy of the Main A/D converter is used only to define

the range over which the gain and offset need to be adjusted. Once calibrated

the relative accuracy becomes the relevant specification. The relative

accuracy includes initial linearity and initial differential linearity. Linearity,

or actually nonlinearity, is defined as the variation from a straight line

between the full scale end points of an analog input vs digital output transition

point plot as shown in figure AD-18.

_==

D

_==

D
O
-M

<

O

+FS

ACTUAL _'

NONLI_/

"IDEAL

-FS

-FS

Figure AD-18.

+FS

INPUT VOLTAGE

T89956

Nonlinearity of Main A/D Converter
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The differential linearity, or nonlinearity is a measure of the variation

in analog value change associated with a one-bit change in the associated

digital number. Ideally, a one bit digital value change should have associ-

ated with it a constant incremental change in analog signal anywhere on the

input/output transfer characteristic. Differential nonlinearity can be quantified

in the following manner.

Assume an analog signal span Es, and an n-bit binary converter. A

normalized l-bit increment AEn can be defined as

AEn = E s z'n

Differential linearity error, CDL' can be defined as CDL = (E - E N)/ E N

where AIE is the actual change in analog value associated with any 1-digit

change in the binary number. This is illustrated_n Figure AD-19.

==4

<
Z
<

IDEAL

Figure AD-19.

1 23456 7

BINARY DIGITS N

T89957

Differential Nonlinearity Error
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This error is associated with specific bit positions in the ladder

network and ladder switches. This error is then cyclic and symmetrical

about the MSB which is zero volts.

The differential nonlinearity error will not add to the relative accuracy
error and calibration of the Main A/D converter at the MSB will insure

symmetry.

The changes in differential linearity and gain with temperature are

independent functions and can be RSS'ed with the relative accuracy error.

The PSRR is sufficiently high as to allow its error to be insignificant.
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Table AD-1. Total Error Summary and Calculation

Offset

Voltage

E1

Errors

Bias

2

E1

Absolute

Scale Factor

Differential
2

Error Parameter El E2 E2 E2

mv mv 10- 10V mv mv 10-10V

1.113

Included

6

0.06

0.0225

Included

0.0105

0.006

0.011

In MUX

0. 0075

0

0

in MUX

Input Multiplexer [Bias: Initial

Differ ential

Temperature
Scale Factor:

Absolute

Symmetry

Crosstalk-
Differ ential:

Input Buffer

Input Current

Offset Voltage:
Initial

Drift

C MRR :

Linear

Differential

Open Loop Gain: I
Linear i
Differ ential

PSRR:

Settling Time:

MUX & Buffer

I.I

0.36

1.21

0.56

MUX:

Offset

Settling
Buffer:

Input
Current

Offset Voltage:

Initial

Drift

0.0105

1.0

1.0

6

O. O6

0.005

0.1

0. I

0

0.25

I00.

I00.

T89971
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Table AD-1.

Error Parameter

MUX & Buffer

• (Continued)
CMRR :

Linear

Differ ential

Open Loop Gain:

Linear

Differ ential

PSRR :

Differential

Settling:

Main A/D Converter

Absolute Accuracy:

Relative Accuracy:
Differ ent [al

Linearity:

PSRR:

Diff. Linearity

Drift:

Gain Drift:

Offset Drift:

Absolute Offset

Absolute Gain:

TO TA L

Offset

Total Error Summary and Calculation (Continued)
_:rrors

Scale Factor

Bias Absolute Differential

2

E1E1

mv mv 1 0 - 1 0 V

Voltage

E1

0.0075 0.56

Included in Rel.

0.03

Accuracy

0.09

3.88

xl0-10V

I0

E2 E2

mv nqv

0. I

0. I

0.3

10

1.0

1.0

.6.01

mv

0.2

0.18

0.3

3. 085

mv

23.55

mv

0.045

mv

2

E2

10-10V

I00.

I00.

400.

40000

324.

900.

42024

xl0-10V

RSS ERROR 0. 02my 2. Imv

!

RSS ERROR IN PPM OF FULL SCALE:

I
1 PPM 105PPM

From The Total Output Error Equation: ET = _EI(N1N2)/2 + EEl

The Total RSS Error Is: ET = 105 PPM + 1 PPM = 106 PPM

T89972
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